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ABSTRACT. 

This thesis combines a linguistic study of the meaning of a<ptO''t1'Utt 

with a Content Analysis of Thucydides' accounts of revolt. 

In Part One, concentration on the semantic field of a<ptO''t1'lJ..Lt and its 

derivatives permits the classification from Homer to Herodotus of the 

meanings understood by this lexeme. The development of specialized uses 

is propounded, and the conceptual colouring conferred by different 

authors highlighted. The semantic field conferred by Herodotus is seen to 

be social (in the sense of social-class) and this same field is found in 

Thucydides' speeches, whereas that deployed by Thucydides in the 

narrative is more truly political. In fact, Thucydides is shown to be in a 

strong sense the creator of a specifically political function for this and 

other key terms which he applies to interstate relations: 

Part Two complements the investigation of the meaning with an 

inquiry into the use of a<ptO''tTH.Lt. Content An-alysis is used to break down 

the accounts of revolt into their components. Having shown that 

Thucydides' created a political vocabulary, we now fi~d that he has created 

a political genre, viz. political history. The Content Analysis reveals an 

astonishing control and selection of material by Thucydides, in both 

narrative and speeches, focusing on the theme of hegemonialism. 

This control and direction is found to be derived from the sophistic 

movement, Prodicus inspiring the creation of meaning, Gorgias' legacy 

being a conviction that reason can and should direct"the'use of language to 

elicit truth. Thus to a greater extent than previous studies, Thucydide.s is 

seen in the context of the thought of his contemporaries, the sophists. 



INTRODUCTION. 

"Whatever may be the character of an author's 

religious and philosophic principles is quite 

immaterial, so long as he keeps them out of the 

picture". 

5 

So wrote C.N. Cochrane in his influential book Thucydides and the 

Science of History in 1929.1 In the belief that Thucydides had kept his 

philosophic principles out of his work, Cochrane characterised the 

Histories as an objective piece of historical writing par excellence. 

Cochrane's Thucydides was an objective, rational, scientific historian, his 

history demonstrating the virtues of objective writing not rediscovered in 

until the modern era. As L.E. Lord put it, "In his conception of what is 

required of a writer of history he [Thucydidesl is nearer to the twentieth 

century A.D. than he is to the fifth B.C."2 

More recently, T.P. Wiseman wrote, "Thucydides was unique. He 

set himself, as Professor Finley observes, a standard of accuracy 

unparalleled In the ancient world."3 Thucydi,des was traditionally 

compared most favourably in this regard with Herodotus. 

Modern scholarship, however, has come to realise that no history 

can record "facts" that speak for themselves. Facts must be selected an,d 

arranged by the author and behind that selection and arrangement lie the 

principles of that author, conscious or unconscious, that guide his 

1 Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1929. p.165. 
2 ThuGydides and the World War. Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass., 
1945. p.216. ,~ .. 
3 Clio's Cosmetics. Leicester University Press, Leicest;r, 1979. p,4l. But cf. 
Woodman, AJ. Rhetoric in Classical Historio~aphy. Croom Helm, London, 1988. p.5. 
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composition. It is the attempt to discover these principles and what they 

can mean for an understanding of the Histories that has become the aim 

of recent historiographical studies of Thucydides.4 Thucydides is no 

longer seen as the objective scientist, the pupil of the Hippocratic schools. 

Where objectivity is the standard, Herodotus has enjoyed a revival of 

support, often at the expense of Thucydides. For Herodotus, unlike 

Thucydides, does regularly quote the sources of his history and distances 

his opinion from the material he presents.5 Thucydides, on the other 

hand, presents events as "the facts themselves",6 forcing the reader to 

view events from his perspective, offering no alternative viewpoint, and so 

imposing his own interpretation of events upon the reader.7 

Studies over the last twenty years or so have attempted to discover 

the broader principles that lie behind Thucydides' work in different ways 

and with differing results. J. de Romilly made a careful critical study of 

statement and narrative, investigating to what extent the two agree or 

conflict.8 This produced Thucydides the political historian, with 

Athenian imperialism a strong, unifying theme in his Historyes. 

V. Hunter developed this method further in Thucydides the Artful 

4 Here I am thinking of the most significant and influential recent works on 
Thucydides: Finley, J.H. Three Essays on Thucydides. Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge Mass., 1967; de Romilly, J. Histoire et Raison chez Thucydide.Les Belles 
Lettres, Paris, 1956, and Thucydide et l'imDerialism athenien. Trans. Thody, P. as 
Thucydides and Athenian Imperialism, Blackwell, Oxford, 1963. Hunter, V. 
Thucydides the Artful Reporter. Hakkert, Toronto, 1973. For a summary of recent 
scholarship, see Connor, W.R. "A Post Modernist Thucydides." Cl~ssical Journal. 72, 
1979. pp.289-98. Also, by the same author, Thucydides. Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, 1984. pp.3 fr. ' 
5 But on Herodotus' sources see the compelling Fehling, D.-' Herod~tus and His 
"Sources." trans. Howie, J.G., Francis Cairns, Leeds 1989. First published as Die 
Quellenangaben bei Herodot. Walter de Gruyter, Berlin 1971. See also Evans, J.A.S. 
"Father of history or father of lies; the reputation of Herodotus." Classical Journal. 64, 
1968. pp. 11-17. ' 
6 uma'ta epya I 21.2. 
7 See Parry, A. "Thucydides' Historical Perspective." Yale Classical Studies. 22, 
1972. p.48. . -
8 Op. cit. (1956). See also op. cit. (1963). 
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Reporter. Here she investigated the content of speeches which she 

compares with the narrative, demonstrating how the logoi "foreshadow" 

the erga. Her results are significant in demonstrating "after-the-fact

reasoning" by Thucydides.9 Further, Hunter finds that there are 

repetitive patterns to events (paradeigmata) which give the History often 

an aura of deja vu, a pattern which Thucydides crafted to "demonstrate 

the pattern of history and show how far man is capable of intervening in 

the process",10 Her Thucydides is thus not a scientific, nor a political 

historian, but an "artful reporter", sacrificing historical accuracy to 

philosophic and artistic ends. 

Rather than a close textual study, some scholars attempt to better 

understand the History through close analysis of Thucydides' words. 

It is a commonplace of modern (and of some ancient) 

theory that language profoundly affects the narration 

of historical facts and that style is inseparable from 

historical interpretation.11 

A writer's conception of an event is reflected in the vocabulary he 

chooses to describe it. The words themselves exist apart from the event 

and reveal something about the author and his concept of that eyent. 

Examples of Thucydides being analysed through his vocabulary are the 

two works of P. Huart,12 H.R. Rawlings' study of rcpo<pacrt<;,13 and L. 

Edmunds' Chance and Intelligence in Thucydides,14 

While. these studies help us understand the art and philosophy of 

9 Op. cit. p.186. 
10 Op. cit. p.183. 
11 Woodman, op. cit. p.3. 
12 Huart, P. fNQMH chez Thucydide et ses contemporains. Klincksieck, Paris, 
1973; and Le vocabulaire de l'analyse psychologigue dans l'oeuvre de Thucydide. 
Klincksieck, Paris, 1968. ; 
13 A Semantic Study of Prophasis to 400 B.C .. Hermes Einzelschrift 33, Wiesbaden, 
1975. . 
14 Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass., 1975. 
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Thucydides, they create a conflict between the artist and the historian. 

For Thucydides is our main evidence for the period covered by his 

History.15 At times he is the only source. Studies such as Hunter's raise 

serious doubts as to the veracity of his account of events, let alone his 

objectivity, which make problematic his avowed desire to tell the truth 

about what actually happened.16 This study aims at understanding both 

Thucydides the historian and Thucydides the artist by determining the 

philosophic principles that lie behind his work, which dictate the selection 

of material by the historian and the presentation of that material by the 

artist. 17 

U sing modern techniques of analysing vocabulary and themes, I 

first undertake a semantic study of a<ptOt1lJll and anootaou; in 

Thucydides. 18 The principles I use are those of structural semantics, 

developed and first applied to classical texts by J. Lyons from the earlier 

theoretical work by J. Trier.19 

The meanings of a<ptOt1lJll are first analysed in the works of 

Thucydides' predecessors, Homer, Pindar and the Tragedians, 

Hippocrates and Herodotus. 20 In particular" the development of 

specialised 'or technical senses is traced and compared with Thucydides' 

usage, to enable us to identify what was his use, so that his own special 

contribution can be determined.21 This study forms Part One. 

15 
16 

Aproximately 478-411 B.C. 
See 122. 

17 For the conflict between Thucydides the artist and Thucydides the historian see 
Connor, op. cit. (1972). p. 298. , 
18 I use "acp{o't1HU" and "a1t6o'tacn~"in this study to refer to the two "lexemes" (ie. to 
the whole set of forms subsumed in the paradigm), not to this one particular form of each 
word. For "lexeme" see below, Chap. I, n. 4 .. 
19 Lyons, J. Structural Semantics. Blackwell, Oxford 1969. Trier, J. "Das 
sprachliche Feld. Eine Auseinandersetzung." Neue Jabrbucb fUr Wissenscbaft und 
Jugenbildung.10, 1934. pp. 428-449. ' 
20 Chapter II 
21 Chapter III 
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Part Two is the thematic study of (XcptO''tTU..lt. Here I use the technique 

of Content Analysis. This is a method of analysis, adapted for classicists 

by T.F. Carney, which allows a controlled investigation of the text, and is 

particularly well suited to thematic studies of this kind.22 

From these studies I place Thucydides' work and methodological 

principles in joint perspective, the latter accessible only in the former, the 

former intelligible only against the background of the latter. Thucydides 

can then be seen, in his rightful place, as a product of the late fifth century 

B.C., and this is perhaps where his history can be at least as valuable as 

his actual content - not as a written record that can be stripped back to 

reveal the "true facts" about Thucydides' subject matter, but as an insight 

into "the mentality of the writer and the society that produced the 

writer."23 

22 See in particular "Content Analysis for Classicists." Acta Classica. 12, 1969. pp. 
151-68. The technique is discussed in Chapter V, and applied in Chapters VI and VII. 
23 Gray, V. on Xenophon's Hellenica, in The Character of Xenophon's Hellenica. 
Duckworth, London, 1989. p.viii. - . 
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CHAPTER I 

STRUCTURAL SEMANTICS. 

1. The Aim. 

11 

The language used by an author significantly affects his narration 

of history. For in his language is reflected his historical interpretation of 

"the facts". A.J. Woodman, for example, questions the veracity of 

Herodotus' battle accounts because of the many Homeric words and 

phrases used by Herodotus. "At the very least, Homeric battles in 

Herodotus can only mean that the battles he describes are less historical, 

less true, and more universalised." 1 For a writer's whole conception of 

an event is reflected in the vocabulary with which he chooses to depict it, 

together with the use he makes of that vocabulary.2 
J 

So, with this premiss in mind, this study, which forms Part 9ne of 

my thesis, will analyse Thucydides' narration of historical fact through a 

study of the language he uses to denote one frequent historical event in his 

Histories, namely revolt.3 In particular, the study looks at the. different 

senses for Thucydides' terms for revolt, O,1tocrtcxcrt<; and a<p{crtTUu, for what 

they can tell us about Thucydides' conception of thi~ phenomenon. But to 

achieve this aim, the study must go beyond Thucydides' text, to encompass 

occurrences of a<p{crtrlllt in earlier and contemporary writers in order to 

place Thucydides' use in perspective. 

1 Rhetoric in Classical Historiography ~Croom Helm, London, 1988. p. 3. 
2 See Gay, P. Style in History. Basic Books, New York, 1974. Also Cameron, A. 
"History as Text." In Holdsworth, C. & Wiseman, T.P. eds., The Inheritance of 
Historiography 350-900. University of Exeter, Exeter, 1986. pp.53-66. See also Cogan, M. 
The Human Thing. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1972. p.173.~ 
3 In Part Two I analyse Thucydides' use of this vocabulary. 
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2. The Theory. 

How do you establish the meaning of a Greek lexeme?4 The method 

of assigning English 'equivalents' to clarify a Greek lexeme is shown by 

John Lyons to be inadequate.5 The problem is that English equivalents are 

not entirely equivalent and so can confuse the issue, bringing in their own 

range of connotations and requiring a process of a priori interpretation to 

be applied to the Greek text. All students of the Greek language soon 

learn that word for word translation is not possible. This is because words 

are not direct representations of some real object. There is no one word 

which simply denotes each object (or idea), which would allow adequate 

translation of that word into a foreign language by the simple process of 

finding and substituting the word in that language which referred to the 

same object. Languages are not so simple. For example, while colour is 

a perceivable phenomenon in the world, in different languages the area of 

the visible spectrum is denoted by words which divide it into different 

distinct portions. So while we may traditionally say that a rainbow is 

divided into seven colours (violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and 

red) a Greek such as Xenophanes may have said that it was divided into 

only three: 

flv 't' '\'Ipu; KaAEouO"l., ve<j>o~ Kat 'to{ho 1t&pUKE, 

1tOp<j>UPBOV Kat <j>Ol.VtKBOV Kat XACOPOV lOBO"Sal..6 

Goethe wrote on Greek colour terminology. 

4 The term "lexeme" was introduced by J. Lyons to refer tb the whole set of forms 
subsumed in the paradigm, while "word" was reserved to denote "a segment of the chain 
of speech". "Word" can be used to refer to bo'th senses, but the distinction between word 
and lexeme is useful in a semantic study such as this as it avoids the ambiguity that 
"word" otherwise causes. See Structural Semantics. Blackwell, Oxford, 1969. p. 11. 
5 Ibid. pp 37-39. , 
6 Fr. 32 (Diels). For discussion of Greek colour terms see Mrutwell-Stuart, P.G. 
Studies in Greek Colour Terminology. Vol 1. rAAYKOl:. Brill, Leiden, 1981.' 
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"[The ancients'] yellow inclines to red on the one hand 

and to blue on the other. The blue is sometimes green, 

sometimes red: the red is yellow on one occasion and 

blue on another. Purpur fluctuates between warm red 

and blue, sometimes inclining to scarlet, sometimes to 

violet."7 

13 

The difference between vocabularies is called "semantic 

anisomorphism", and reveals the importance of vocabulary in reflecting 

the culture of a society. The Eskimos, for example have at least four words 

in their language to denote snow.S 

However, there are some features in the societies of two languages 

which enable translation to take place through the identification of 

referents common to both languages. These common features are called 

"cultural overlap." For example a female parent is a feature common to 

both Greek and English society, hence, as the referent for both 'mother' 

and Iltl'tTlP, we can say that mother and Iltl'tTlP have the same application. 

Cultural overlap allows access to a language. Once that access is 

achieved, it is possible to extend understanding to the rest of the language 

through the study of relationships between the words in that language in 

the contexts in which they are used. This is the method of structural 

semantics. 

Structural semantics establishes the concept of the meaning of 

words existing through their relationships with other words in t1}eir 

context. Just as each language has its own grammatical structure, 

linguists now believe that each language also .has its own semantic . 
structure. Trier put forward the thesis that the vocabulary is a closely-

7 Goethe, Die Schriften zur Naturwissenschaft 6: ZurFarbenlehre. Trans. by 
Maxwell-Stuart, op. cit. p. 1. i 

8 Eg. they have lexemes to denote falling snow, snow on the ground, drift sn~w, and 
crusted snow. See Schulz-Lorentzen, C.W. Dictionary of the West Greenland Eskimo 
Laneuag-e, Reitzel, Copenhagen, 1927. 
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knit system, in which there exists "conceptual fields." He defined these 

"Sinnbezirke" or "Wortfelder" as follows: 

Felder sind die zwischen den Einzelworten und dem 

Wortganzen lebendigen Wirklichkeiten, haben, dasz 

sie sich ergliedern, mit dem Wortschatz hingegen, 

dasz sie sich ausgliedern.9 

The example of a conceptual or "semantic field"10 given by Lyons is the 

conceptual field of colour,11 

Lyons develops from this concept of semantic fields a theory of 

meaning in which meaning is derived from the. function of the 

relationships between words, such as incompatibility, antonymy, 

hyponomy, converse relationship, consequence and synonymy,12 Lyons 

thus rejects the previously accepted practice of regarding these 

relationships as the product of meaning: rather they are its generators. 

Rawlings, following Lyons' philosophy, defines the meaning of a 'given 

linguistic unit' as, "the set of relations that this UI?it contracts with other 

units of the language (in the context or contexts in which it occurs).:'13 

Lyons takes a wide meaning of context - including non-verbal extra

linguistic elements. Context covers all the ~onventions and pre

suppositions accepted in the society in which the text was produced, 

insofar as these elements are relevant to the understanding of the text. In 

addition, the context of a written text even includes the convention 

9 Trier, J. "Das sprachliche Feld. Eine Auseinandersetzung." Neue Jahrbuch fUll" 
Wissenschaft und Jugendbildung.10, 1934. pp.428-449. p .. 430. For an appreciation ©f 
Trier's contribution to semantics see Ullmann, S. The Principles of Semantics. 2nd ed. 
Blackwell, Oxford, 1967. 
10 This is Hunter Rawlings' term for 'conceptual fields' in A Sema~tic Study of 
Prophasis to 400 B.C. Hermes Einzelschrift 33, Wiesbaden, 1975. . 
11 Lyons, J. op. cit. p. 45. See also Lyons, J. Semantics. Vol I. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1977. 
12 Op. cit. (1969). pp. 59-80. 
13 Op. cit. p. 9. 
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governing the literary genre to which that particular work belongs.14 

Under Lyons' semantic theory, meaning is thus closely bound to 

context. Indeed, it is a product of that context. A given lexeme may, when 

considered in isolation, have many senses, or potential meanings, 

depending on the different contexts in which it may be used. However in 

each specific context or set of contexts in which it is used, it only has one 

meaning. 

3. The Method 

Lyons demonstrates the application of his theory in an investigation 

of part of the vocabulary of Plato. As Lyons notes, Plato's works are 

particularly appropriate for the application of this method, because the 

nature of the writings, and especially the dialogue form in which 

arguments are developed, supply propositions together with their 

negations and lists of related terms. These provide plenty of examples of 

the specific structural relations between words of t~e type identified by 

Lyons for the application of the semantic analysis. However, as Rawlings 

found with .his study of prophasis, such scientific analysis is not possible 

in a study of more general Greek texts. Nevertheless, Rawlings 

successfully demonstrated that by studying a lexeme using the principles 

of Lyons' structural semantics meaningful results could still be achieved. 

This then is the approach I follow in the study of a<plo'tT\J.1t. 

'A<plO'tl1J.1t is studied from within the Greek text. Occurrences of 

a.<P10't11J.1t are traced in the works of Thucydides and his predecessors and 

analysed in the contexts in which they occur. The meaning is then 

established for these various contexts, with an attempt made to 

understand the various senses of a.<PtO'tl1J.1t from within the Greek 

14 Lyons discusses context, op. cit. (1969) pp. 23 ff. As Rawlings, op. cit. p. 10. 
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language. 

Lexica and indices were used, where available, to trace the 

occurrences of (hp{cr'tll~t.l5 The authors surveyed were: Homer, Hesiod, 

Epic Fragments, the Presocratics, Pindar, Aeschylus, Herodotus, the 

Hippocratics, Sophocles, Euripides, the Old Oligarch, Antiphon, 

Andocides, Aeschines, and of course Thucydides.l 6 An attempt was 

made to include most extant authors of the fifth century B.C. or earlier, to 

provide a yardstick by which to measure Thucydides' use. For it is only by 

such a thorough analysis of the use of a<p{cr'tll~t that we can judge what 

was new from the traditional in Thucydides' use, and thereby understand 

his thought. 

The senses of a<p{cr'tll~t are traced diachronically, with specific 

attention being paid to the development of meanings within particular sets 

of contexts. Initial application of the method established categories of 

meaning through overall similarity of context ("context" used in Lyons' 

broad sense), influenced by the genre of the author, such as epic, tragic, 

medical, and historic. So, in Chapter II, '''A<p{cr'tll~l From Homer To 

Herodotus", the study of Thucydides' predecessors, the results are 

presented in these categories. 

In Chapter III, come the results of the study of Thucydides. It was 

found appropriate, from the results, to present the senses found in the 

narrative and speeches separately, the distinct contexts providing distinct 

meanings. In Chapter IV, comparison is made behyeen a<p{cr'tll~t in 

Thucydides and the other Greek authors studied. ~e conclusions drawn 

touch upon his methodological and philosophic principl~s, and turn to the. 

Presocratics, and in particular Prodicus of Ceos, to explain fully 

Thucydides' use of language. 

15 See Bibliography, section 2. 
16 Hesiod and the fragments of early Greek epics contained no examples of acp{a'tT\J.I.~. 
See bibliography for a list of indices used. 
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CHAPTER II 

'A~ILTHMI FROM HOMER TO HERODOTUS: 

THE EMERGENCE OF TECHNICAL USES. 

1. 'Acp{a1:1UI.1. in Homer. 

'A<pto'tllJ.l1. is a compound formed by the combination of ano (away 

from) and Yo'tllJ.lt (to stand), giving us a primary denotation of "to stand 

away from."l The primary senses listed for a<pto'tllJ.lt in LSJM2 are 

"stand away or aloof from, keep far from." These are the broad senses in 

which we find a<pto't1ll.u used in Homer in the intransitive,3 denoting, the 

physical separation of one party from another. But to simply translate 

every instance of a<pto't1ll-lt in Homer as "to stand away from" neglects the 

nuances of meaning provided by each individual context. For indeed, we 

can distinguish three distinct senses for a<pto'tllllt in the Iliad and the . ~ 

Odyssey. 

They are :' 

(i) Stand, be at a distance. 'A<pto'tllJ.lt means to be physically at a 

distance. 

(ii) Keep, stay at a distance. 'A<pto'tllllt means a continuation of a state of 

1 See Chantraine, P. Dictionnaire Etymologigue de la Langue Gregue. Vol II. 
Klincksieck, Paris, 1970. S.v. \o'tT\J!~. 
2 Liddell, H.G., Scott, R., Jones, H.S., and McKenzie,.R. A Greek-English 
Lexicon. 9th ed. Oxford University Press, Oxford,1968. [= LSJMl. 
3 The transitive of a.q>{O'tT\J!\' occurs on~( once in Homer. This is atJ113 745: 

~!~ , \ e Y'" 'A T\~Eyro'YE Oel.UO) J!T\ 'to X \.~ov a1too'tT\oO)v'ta~ xaw\. 
xpeto~, n. 12.744-6 
Here a.q>{O'tT\J!l takes as its object 'to Xe\.~ov ... Xpe'i~, "yesterday's debt", and means 

"pay back". Cf. LSJM iO'tTIIH A IV: "to place in balance", "weigh out": This is an early 
metaphorical use of a.q>{O'tT\J!~. 
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separation. 

(iii) Move to a distance. 'A<picnTlIlt means an act of separation. 

These three senses hold true for a<picrtllllt in later authors, and, as 

categorisation into these senses facilitates our understanding of a<picr'tllllt, 

it is by them that I study the use and evolution of a<picr'tllllt . 

( i) Be at a distance. 

Homer provides a particularly clear example of the meaning "be at 

a distance" in Book 23 of the niad. In the chariot race, Menelaus follows 

closely behind Antilochus. 

4 

ocrcrov oe 'tpoxou l1t1tOC; a<picr'ta'tat, OC; pa t' avaK'ta 

-I , , , '" 'to'U IlEV 'tE 'l'a'Uo'Ucrt E1ttcrcrCO'tpo'U 'tptXEC; a1(pat 

ou palUt· 0 oe 't' aYX,t llaAa 'tPExet, ouoe n 1tOAAit 

XmPll IlEcrcrllyUC;, 1tOAeOC; 1tEoioto Seovtoc;' 

'tocrcrov on MEVeAaoc; allullovoC; 'Av'ttA,oxoto 

A.el1tet'· ., ~. 

But even so, Menelaus kept his swift horses close. As 

far as a horse which pulls its lord is separated from 

the wheel, as it strains with the chariot over the plain. 

The tips of the tail hairs touch the wheel rim, which, 

runs very close by, with very little space between, as it 

races over the city's plain. That was how far 

Menelaus was behind high-born Antilochus .. (n. 23 

516-23).4 

The expression ocrcrov oe tpoxou l1t1tOC;; a<picr'ta'tat glosses .Ex· ErYUSEV in 

Unless otherwise attributed, the translations are my own. 
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516, a measure of distance. In turn, it is elaborated in 517-21. In 

particular, 520-1 0 oe 't' a:'{Xt p,6:Aa 'tpex£t, ouoe 'tt 1tOAAll / XroPll P,£crcrllYV<; is a 

paraphrase glossing 517. 

'Acp{cr'ta'tat denotes the separation of the horse from the wheel. It is 

used by Homer in this comparison to describe a spatial distance, the 

distance a horse is from the wheel of the chariot it is pulling, and, by 

comparison, the distance Menelaus' chariot is behind the chariot of 

Antilochus'. Terms synonymous with acp{cr'tlWt here are expressions of 

distance. Thus acp{cr'tllP,t here is quite value free and descriptive, being 

used to denote a distance. 

( ii) Stay at a distance. 

This is by far the most common meaning for acptcr'tllP,t in Homer (10 

out of 13 occurrences). It is expressed, in Homer, by the perfect or 

pluperfect tense. Agamemnon's rebuke of Odysseus' men is an example: 

Why do you stay back cowering, wajting for others? 

en. 4340). 

The perfect tense of acp{crnWl expresses a present state as a result of 

a past action rather than the actual act.5 Thus acptcr'tllP,t here means a 

continuance of a state of separation. Its meaning here can also be gauged. 

by the idea of continuation conveyed by p,tp,VU£ and by synonomy and 

antonymy from the description Homer gives of the actions of Odysseus' 

men. 

01. OE p,evoV't£<; 

ecr'tacrav, 01t1to't£ 1I:V pyoc; 'AXatrov &AAOC; £1t£A9d>v 

5 We can compare this with the present tense in the previous example, which 
indicated a general state. 
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Tprorov oPI,111crete Kat &p~etav nOAE~Oto 

But they stood waiting, until another column of the 

Achaians attacked, rushed at the Trojans and began 

the battle ill. 4 333-5). 

21 

'A<p{cr'tll~t is used in 4 340 in a synonymous relationship with oi 8e 

~EVOV'teC; £cr'tacrav This is balanced, as Homer seems so often to do, by an 

expression of the opposite act onno'te nupyoc; 'AXatrov &AAOC; €neASillV / Tprorov 

op~ftcrete Kat &p~etav noAe~otO. Odysseus' men stay where they are and do 

not go into battle. So a<p{cr'tll~l here does not refer to the distance of 

separation, but rather the continuation of the state of separation. It is 

significant that a<p{cr'tll~t is not qualified by any expression of spatial 

distance. This throws the force of its meaning onto the act of the verb, the 

act of staying at a distance. The meaning is absolute and it is a physical 

meaning - the physical position the warriors have taken up. This is 

perhaps where this sense differs from sense (i). Both, indeed, have a 

connotation of continuing at a distance, but while a<p{cr't1l~t in n. 23 517 h~s 

a spatial connotation, in n. 4 340 it connotes a willful action. 

The time aspect of the sense, the continuation of a state, is ~lear in 

another example from the Iliad. 

Then no longer did they stay back ill. 21 391). 

'A<p{cr'tll~t is modified by OUKE'tt and 81lPov, both of which denote a 

period of time. The perfective force of the verb again indicates a state .. 

In both of the last two examples, a<p{cr'tll~1. is used in a military 

context. It has distinctly military overtones. It describes the actions of 

warriors who do not charge into the front line, but stay back, out of the. 

fighting. Again it connotes a deliberate act. We can compa!e this use of 

a<p{cr'tll~1. with the use oflcr'tll~1. to describe warriors who do take up'their 
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battle position. In n. 15 666 for example, Ecr'tallEVat lCpa'teproc; has the same 

application as our phrase" to make a stand ". 

Homer readily seems to use a<ptO''tll11t in the Iliad in the context of 

combat. In such a context, it becomes a poetical military term to describe 

standing back out of the line of battle. Thus in a battle which consists 

mostly of hand to hand combat, a<ptO''tll11t is found as an alternative to 

llaxeO'Sat. 

01. llEv a<peO''to.O'w O'uv 'teuxeO'tv, 01. (i£ llaxov'tCH 

Some men stayed back with their weapons, other men 

fought CIl.13738). 

'A<ptO''tll11t is almost an antonym to llaX eO'S at. A similar use is found 

at II. 14 132, a<p£O''tO:O'' ou(i£ llaxov'tat. At n. 15 672-3, those who stay back 

and do not fight are symmetrically balanced in the next verse with those 

who fight beside the ships. 

ftllEv oO'Ot lle't07ttO'SEV a<peO''taO'av ou(i' Ellaxov'to, 

ft(i' 00'0'01. 7tapa VlluO't llaXllv Ellaxov'to SOUO'w 

Both those who stood back in the r~ar and did not fight 

and those who fought in the battle beside the swift 

ships ill. 15 672-3). 

'A<ptO''tllllt here is the opposite action to fighting (ou(i' Ellaxov'tO). But 

1l£'t07ttO'S£v a<peO''taO'av is also paralleled by 7tapa VlluO't llaXllV £Ilaxov'to. 

This reveals the spacial meaning of a<ptO''tll11t, the full force of the prefix a<p 

being felt here, along with the spatial force of lle't01ttO'S£v. 'A<ptO''tllllt 

indicates the retention of a position away, or apart. In an example of a 

similar meaning for a<ptO''tllllt, Ajax fights from the ship's, he does not stay 

back with the rest of the Achaians. 

OU(i' ap' A lav'tt ll£yaATt'topt Tlv(iave SUllip 

Ecr'tallE.V £YSa 1tep aAAOt a<peO''taO'av ute<; 'AXatrov' 
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aAA' <> yE vll00V tKP1' £1tCPXE'to ,.W.KPcX ~t~acr90)v 

Nor did it please the spirit of stout-hearted Ajax to 

stand where the other sons of the Achaians had stood 

at a distance. But with huge strides he kept running 

along the decks of the ships ill. 15 674-6). 

'A<ptcr'tTlJ.tt here is again used in the context of military combat, and 

denotes a physical act - the act of staying back, out of the fighting. Ajax 

does not deign to stand where the others are staying back out of the 

fighting, but he moves along the decks of the ships fighting. 'A<ptcr'tllJ!t here 

is balanced by a verb meaning "to stand", ecr'taJ!Ev, and a verb denoting 

movement, £1tCPXE'tO. It also holds some positional sense (cf. Ev9a). Thus 

we find that a<ptcr'tT1J!t is used in, and so incorporates some meaning in, the 

semantic fields of physical movement, and military combat. 

So a<ptcr'tllJ!l in the Ili.ad. describes a physical and military act. 

However, in the Odyssey the military and the physical aspects of the verb 

are reduced. For example, after Odysseus has returned home and 

defeated the suitors, Telemachus rebukes ~enelope for not rushing into 

his arms. ; , 

ot) J!Ev K' &AAl1V y' ffi8E YUVTt 'tE'tAl1Eon 9uJ!ql 

av8poc; a<pEcr'tatl1 , <>C; oi KaKcX 1tOAAcX J.1oyftcrac; 

itA90t £EtKOcr'tql ihEt £C; 1tCl'tpt8Cl yatClV . 

crot8 'aid Kpa8tll cr'tEPEro'tEP11 £cr'tt A{90to. 

No other woman with a spirit as stubborn as yours; 

would stay away thus from her husband who, after 

enduring great suffering, returns in the 20th year to 

his own country. But your heart is always harder 

than stone (Od. 23 100-103).6 

6 Odysseus himself reproaches Penelope with the same words a short time later 
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'Aq>tcrtTHU is not used in a military semantic field here. It still 

denotes a physical act however. Penelope dqes not sit by her husband ouoe 

1tap' autov / E~OJ.l£VTl (98-9). Instead she sits by the opposite wall e~et' E1tett' 

'Ooucrflo~ evavttTl ... tOtXOU tOU Etepou (89-90). 'Aq>totTlJ.lt is being used to 

denote a physical position, comparable to a verb such as l~oJ.lat. It means 

"sitting apart", not next to someone,ouoe 1tap' au'tov. But this is not the 

only connotation of aq>to'tTlJ.lt in this context, for aq>to1:T\j.n in 103 is modified 

by'te'tATleon 9uJ.l0, and so takes a psychological connotation. There is a 

similar example in Book 11 of the Odyssey. 

01Tl 0' Atav'to~ 'VuX~ TeAaJ.lCOVulOao 
, , , 

vocrq>tV aq>oo'tTlKet 

But the soul of Ajax, the Telamonian, stayed back, 

apart (Od.11544). 

Here aq>to'tTlJ.lt is modified by v6oq>tv ,"apart", which indicates that 

physical distance is part of the meaning of the verb. It is being used in the 

semantic field of physical acts. However, vooq>tV also connotes an 

emotional distance. 'Aq>to'tTlJ.lt therefore ,takes on, in this context, a 

psychological aspect too. Ajax is remaining aloof as well, as physically at a 

distance. He refuses to have anything to do with Odysseus, as Penelope 

does at Q,d.23 101. Of course we should not be surprised to find more than 

one level of meaning in a verse author such as Homer. 

Thus aq>tcr'tTlJ.lt has come to mean more than a physical act and it is 

not applied just to the semantic field of military combat. Telemachus is 

not criticising his mother just for keeping a physical distance between 

herself and Odysseus, but for holding herself back emotionally as well. 

'Aq>to1:T\J.lt is being used in the semantic field of emotional interaction. Thus 

there is a psychological aspect to aq>to'tTlJ.lt in the Odyssey which we do not 

<.Q.d. 23 169). 
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find in the Iliad . 

( ill) Move to a distance. 

This is the category in which a<ptcr'trll.ll signifies movement away, a 

change in position, not simply the retention of a position. There is an 

example of this in Book 3 of the Iliad. Paris issues a challenge to the 

Greeks for a single combat, and Menelaus accepts the challenge. 

Tov 8' roe; o~v €vOllcrev 'AAe~av8poe; geOet8ite; 

€v 1tpOllaxOlcrl. <pavev'ta, Ka'te1tATtY1l <plAov ~'top, 

&'Jf 8' e-rapcov de; e9voe; £xa~e'tO rilP' aAedvcov. 

roe; 8' (he 'de; 'te 8paKov'ta i8rov 1taAlvopcroe; a1tecr'tll 

oupeoe; €v ~"crcrlle;, U1tO 'te 'tpOIlOe; eA.A.a~e '¥Uta, 

li'Jf 8 'avexropllcrev 

But when Alexandros, who looked like a god, noticed 

him as he appeared amongst the champions, his own 

heart collapsed, and he slunk back into the ranks of 

his comrades avoiding fate. As when someone who 

sees a snake in a mountain glade suddenly starts 
. . 

back, trembling grips his limbs, and he moves away 

ill.333). \ 

In this example, naA.tvopcroe; cmecr'tll seems to mean sudden 

movement away caused by a combination of surprise and fear. The 

adjective naA.tvopcroe; connotes both movement and direction back,7 

making it clear that movement is implied in the verb.. 'A<ptcr't1l1l1 is used 

here in the aorist tense, which indicates, aspectively; the action in itself. 

7 na).{vopcroc; occurs only here in Homer. Cf. Chantraine, P. Dictionnaire 
Etymologigue de la lan[Ue GrecQue. Vol II. Klincksieck, Paris, 1970: S.v .. G.P.' Shipp 
calls it a "vulgarism" in Studies in the Language of Homer. Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1972. ad. loco 
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Hence movement is part of the meaning of the verb in this instance, the 

action of moving to a distance, the taking up of a position at a distance, 

rather than the retention of position. This is further reinforced by a 

repeated connotation of movement in <hI' 8'<XveXroPl1aev.8 

If we now consider the value of <Xcplm;ru.lt in Homer, we find that two 

of the three senses are used pejoratively. While the spatial sense is 

neutral, the other two senses are pejorative in both the Iliad and the 

Odyssey. 'Acpla'tl1l..lt is most often used in rebukes, and carries a sense of 

shame associated with it. Penelope is scolded by her son and by Odysseus 

for keeping back (Od. 23 96-103; 166-70). In Book 4 of the Iliad, 

Agamemnon reproaches Mnestheus and Odysseus for keeping back from 

the battle line. He describes them as standing back and cowering. 

'tou~ 8e i8ffiv Ve{l(eaaev clVU~ <xv8p&v 'Ayul..lel..lvrov, ... 
I , , I , ~''''\'\ ... 'tt1t'te l(U'tU1t'tro(jaOV'te~ UcpW'tU'te, I..ltl..lVe'te U UII.II.O'U<;; 

When Agamemnon, the king of men, saw them, he 

rebuked them ... " why do you stay. back cowering and 

wait for others?" ill. 4 336, 340). 

This 'is a bitter insult to a Homeric warrior, for whom military 

exploits and bravery in battle are an important part of his ethos. Odysseus 

takes it as an insult and is angry. It is men who have lost heart who stay 

back ill.14 131-2), whereas the brave warrior like Ajax is only happy in the 

front line of battle en. 15 675). While jumping back from a snake seems to 

be an instinctive reaction, it is still not a brave act, and its close 

association with the action of Paris in II. 3 33' suggests that it is an 

instinctive act of cowardice. 'Acpla'tl1l..lt itself is not just an act of cowardice, 

8 Cf. Kirk, G.S. "a'l' ~'uvEXroPTlcrev is less dramatic than 33 1taA{vopcr~ u1tecr'tTl but 
emphatic by sheer repetition". The Iliad: A Commentry. Vol. I, BookS 1-4. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1985. ad. Ioc. 
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for Penelope's fault is not cowardice. Rather, perhaps it is the non

fulfillment of duty, by staying back, which brings the pejorative tone. 

Penelope is rebuked for not fulfilling her duty and accepting her husband. 

Warriors are rebuked for not fulfilling their duty to fight. Here perhaps 

there is a glimmer of the connotation of revolt in the idea of the 

withholding of due affection and loyalty. Certainly we can see that 

a<picr'tTlllt has moved quickly away from a physical denotation to 

connotations of loyalty and perhaps duty. 

In Homer then, a<picr'tTlllt "to keep at a distance" or "move to a 

distance" is an act with shameful overtones. While these are not yet an 

integral element in a<picr'tTlllt (part of its meaning in the Homeric epic) 

there may be said to be development in this direction. Good warriors do 

not stay back, good wives do not stand aloof. We might suspect the very 

exact descriptive meaning of (i) actually attracted the development of (ii) 

and (iii) which are more value-loaded, more part of a g~neral world view. 

The idea of continuation in (i) and (ii) disappears in (iii), while~ 

conversely, the idea of conscious action, not f~:)Und in (i), i~ ,found in (ii) and 

becomes even stronger in (iii). This perhaps suggests lines of devel<?pment 

of this lexeme - away from the static and physical meanings and towards 

more metaphorical dynamic meanings, though this should not be p~shed 

too far. , , 

There is further development in the metaphoric use of a<picr'tTlIlt. In 

the Diad, a<p.icr'tTlllt is used exclusively of warriors keeping back f!om battle 

and is thus perhaps an early specialised sense - an "epic" sense. This epic 

sense is found elsewhere though - once in Hercules Furens 198 (see below) 

where an epic tone seems to be deliberately intended. I~ the Odyssey 

a<picr'tTlllt has a broader, more metaphorical sense. It is this metaphorical 

sense of a<picr'tTlllt that we find is developed by the verse author~ of the fifth 
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century. 

2. 'A<p{otTlJ.1t in Poetry after Homer. 

( i) Be at a distance. 

'A<ptO'tTUlt is not found in this purely spatial sense in the poets after 

Homer. It seems to have become quickly restricted to specialized 

vocabularies, and we will return to it when we look at Hippocrates.9 

(ii) Stay at a distance. 

This sense is found in a wide range of contexts in the poets, taking 

both a literal sense of the physical act of staying at a distance and more 

metaphorical senses, where no physical act is meant. A good example of 

the physical usage in later verse comes in Hercules Furens of Euripides. 

Lycus charges Herakles with cowardice, claiming that fighting with a 

bow shows no courage (HF 157-62), Amphitryon defends Herakles though, 

saying: ,r 

Elene; 0' a<pEO'troe; 1tOAEJ,tlO'Ue; aJ.1uvE't<X1. 

aithough he stays back, he beats back the enemy (HF 

198), \ 
." 

'A<ptO'trlJlt is used here of a physical act in the context of military 

combat. The perfect tense indicates that a stance, rather than a 

movement is denoted. The adverb bene; modifies a<ptotTlJ.1t , reinforcing the 

idea of separation connoted by the prefix of the verb. Here we have the 

Homeric sense of a<pto't1'lJ.1t, where it connotes the stance of the fighter who, 

stays back, out of the front line of the battle. The tone of the passage has an 

epic ring to it - we can, as noted, compare it with the condemnation of 

9 Seep. 37. 
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Paris in n.3 30 ff. 

'A<ptcr'trlllt regularly takes a less physical sense in later verse. We 

find this, for example, in the Choephori of Aeschylus. 

dvat. Jl6:xYl~ 'Yap OTt KexUpOytat 't£AO~. 

Let us keep ourselves back while the affair is being 

settled, so that we may seem to be blameless in this 

evil business. But now the end of the battle has come 

CCh.872-4). 

The chorus, as they listen to the sounds of Aegisthus being killed, 

decide not to intervene, but to stay where they are and not get involved. 

Thus a1tocr'ta9&JleV means that they physically keep back from the 

conflict. Rather like the warriors in the .Il.ll!.d, they keep back from the 

"battle-line". 'A<ptcr'tY\Jlt is often used in verse in the context of some co¢lict, 

and we can note the use of Jl6:XYl~ in 874. 

But, as we saw in the Odyssey, a<ptcr'tYlJ.lt here means more than just 

a physical act. This is made clearer if we take 1tp6:)'Jla'to~ 'teAO'UJ.lEvO'U as 

genitive of ~eparation after a1tocr'ta9&JleV instead. of genitive a~solute. We 

then have, 

Let us keep ourselves back from the affair while it is 

being settled, ... 

With this reading a<ptcr'tYlJ.lt governs the noun 1tp6:'YJla'to~ and takes a 

figurative meaning of" to refrain from acting ", to figuratively "k~ep at a 

distance" from getting involved in the evil business: 'A<ptcr'tYlJ.lt now doe~s not 

have a physical meaning, or rather, perhaps, along with a physical 

meaning, it has taken on this metaphorical meaning .. This is a typical 

example of the use of a<ptcr'tYlJlt in Pindar and the tragedians. Both 
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readings of the verse are acceptable - indeed it is a mark of a verse author 

such as Aeschylus that his words have more than one level of meaning. 

But let us look at another example. In the Hippolytus of Euripides, 

Artemis tells Theseus that the gods will not interfere in each other's 

affairs. 

9eo'icrt 8 ' Cb8' Ex,Et v6J.to~· 

ou8d~ <btav't(iv ~OUAE'tCU 1tpo9'l)Jlt~ 

-til 'to-u 9fAov'to~, aAA' a<pto'taJlEo9' ad. 

And this is the custom of the gods. Noone wants to 

oppose the desire which another wants; instead we 

always keep out of the way CI:Iim.l.1328-30). 

'A<ptO'tT1Jlt is used absolutely. Its meaning in this passage goes 

beyond a purely physical sense. "Standing out of the way" is a 

metaphorical way of expressing the idea of not interfering. Pindar uses 

a<pt01;l1Jlt in a similar meaning. The subject of the verb is again a divine 

power, the Fates, and the semantic field in which a<ptcr'tllJlt is used makes 

it comparable with terms for non-intervention. 

Mo'tpat 8' a<plo'tav't', El 'tt~ Ex,9pa 1tfAEt 

oJloy6vot~ ai8& KaAU",at. 

The Fates keep out of the way to hide their shame, if 

there is any hatred within a family (Pythian 4 145-6). 

The infinitive KaAU",at denotes purpose and depends upon acpto'tav't·. 

The Fates keep out of the way, perhaps physically, but also they do not 

intervene. They metaphorically "keep out of the way." This metaphorical 

meaning of acptcr'tlll-lt is perhaps a development of the sense "staying aloof' 

that we found used in the Odyssey. We find that in these verse authors~ 

a<pto'tllJlt has been developed away from the primary physical sense found 

in Homer. 

I, 
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In the Supplices of Euripides we find, 

1t6A.et mlp6v O'ot £\n::A.dac; A.a~etv, 

When it was possible for you to take the crown of glory 

for the city, you held back through fear (Supp.315-6). 

31 

Here we have another absolute use of a<plO''tTH.Lt. The verb is in the 

aorist tense, indicating an act. It does not refer to a physical act however. 

For the implied object held back from is "taking the glory". A similar 

meaning is found in the Helena. 

tyro ()' a1tEO''tTlV 'to{h' epu)'tTlO'at O'a<proc; 

I refrained from asking this clearly (HeI. 536). 

In this example, a<plO''tl1l1t actually takes a verbal phrase as an 

indirect object dependent upon it. 'A<plO''t11l1t has developed from meaning 

"to physically stand back," to meaning "to metaphorically stand back," "to 

refrain from doing something." It is not being used in the semantic field 

of a physical act, but the semantic field of a psychological act.10 

( ill) Move to a distance. ':'J 

The same evolution to a general meaning is found for this sense of 

a<plO''tTll1t. 'A<ptO''tTll1t is used as a verb of motion away. Again it is, found in 

literal and metaphoric meanings, and it is by far the most widely used 

meaning of a<plO''tTll1t in these poets. 'A<plO''tTll1t in this sense is most often 

found in the aorist tense, as might be expected. 

n Y£ l1Tl{)£ 1tPOC; 8£ouc; 

10 Pindar also uses acp{cS'tllfH to mean "to hold back from doing something". 
Ellol B' WtOpCX ycxo'tp{IlCXpyov IlCXlCapCOV 'tw' £indv' acp{o'tcx/lUt· 

(Olympian 1 52). 
For further examples which take a meaning similar to this sense see Ehripides' Qr.. 1544 
and El. 66. 
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You can't even leave this house to worship the gods 

without some punishment 00.911-12). 

32 

In this example from Sophocles' Electra, a<ptO"'t'l1J..lt is used as more 

than a verb of motion. It has a physical meaning, revealed by the context -

note the concrete noun denoting a physical object away from which the 

motion is made ('tflc;o' anoO"'tTlvut O"'terrtC;). 11 However, in the context of the 

play, given Electra's hatred of the people in the house, a<ptO"'t'l1J..lt adds a 

connotation of separation which makes it effective in conveying the 

emotion of the scene. 

Similar usage is found in the Hecuba. 

omxovuc; Oe J..lOt 

xcoptc; K£AEUO"OV 'trovo' anoO"'tflvut OOJ..lcov. 

11 A. XCOPEt't'· 

Hecuba: Please tell your servants to move 

away from this my home. 

Polymestor: Go! (Rec.979-81). 

In this example, a<pto"'tTH.lt is used with a concrete noun, again 

signifying a place away from which movement is to be made. The adv;erb 

xcopt<; repeats the idea of separateness in the prefix of a<pto"'t'l1J..lt. That 

movement is denoted by a<ptO"'t'l1J..lt is made clear by the use of a verb of 

motion in the order to the servants in the speech of Polymestor that 

follows. 12 'A<ptO"'t'l1J..lt is being used by Hecuba in a rather polite tone, 

11 Note a further example at El. 776, where ucp{o't'Tl!-u, also means "to leave", and takes 
a physical sense: ' , 

JUXo'tcov U7too't~ 1(01 'tpocpfl~ Ellfl~, cpu'Ya~ um:~£vo'ho' ' 
he became an alien in exile after leaving my breast' and care. 
<EJ..776) 

See also.or. 1439-40: 
ee~ ixvo~ 

1tE8<p 8ci>p' u7too'tuoa 1(AtoIlOU. 
In Sophocles' Tr. Lichas tries to persuade Deianeira to order the messanger away. 

tI e l' ~, " , av p(i)7t~, CI) o£07tOW , a7too'tT}'tCl)' . 

12 

Mistress, let the man leave. err. 434) 
Note also the fragment of Aeschylus found in Hesychius' lexicon, where &cp\o't1'\llt is 
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softening the request for the servants to be sent away. A little later in the 

same play, a<piO'1;TlI..lt is combined with another verb of motion. 

a'A.'A.' £K1t08cbv a,1tetl..lt Ka1toO''tftO'OI..lUt 

au I..l<p peov'tt 8PllKt 8uO'l..luxo)'ta'tcp. 

But I will move out of the way of the rushing Thracian 

rage, so hard to defeat, and stand out of the way 

~.1054-5). 

Here a<piO''tlll..lt repeats the idea of movement away in a,1tEtl..lt and is, in 

that respect, synonymous with this verb of motion. In addition however, 

a1toO''t~O'oI..lUt also repeats the idea of separation found in £K1tO8 cbv, and 

perhaps has the sense of staying apart, of keeping away, as well as 

moving away.13 The language used here to describe Polymestor in 1055 is 

charged with unrestrained emotion which contrasts with 1054, where 

a<piO''tllJ.1t adds a connotation of controlled, almost dignified movement. 

In the somewhat lighter tone of Aristophanes, we also find the use 

of a<piO''t1ll..lt as a verb of motion in a request, where it conv~ys a connotation 

of politeness. 

And you, move away please, so that you can't hear, 

because you are a man (Th. 672-3), 

A physical meaning for a<piO''tlll..lt is thus not uncommon in the verse 

authors of the fifth century B.C. 'A<ptO''tlll..lt is regularly found in the 

semantic field of physical movement. Many of the examples in these 

poets, however, also take a metaphorical meanJng. For example, in the 

glossed by a verb of motion. 
, a1tocr'[~' • CP'U'YcOv. A icrxuA.o<; 'Icr9[I-Ll]acr'ta'i<; Kat 'AA..K~f}v'l'\> 
(F 12 = F 80 Nauck). 

13 For similar examples see .Hcl.. 1023 and 1628. 
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Medea we have a.1tocr't6:vn:~ ~io'\} used as a euphemistic periphrasis for 

dying. 

U)!et~ oe J.Lll'tep' oUKe't' oJ.LJ.Lucr1.V <piAOt~ 

o'l'ecr9', ~ aAAo crXll)!' a.1tocr't6:V'te~ ~{O'\}. 

You will no longer see your mother with your own 

dear eyes, passing away from life to another form 

(Med. 1038-9), 

This message from Medea to her children is, however, loaded with 

more than one meaning. 'A<p{cr'tllJ.Lt can be read, as I have above, with the 

abstract noun ~{o~ (meaning "mode of life" rather than simply "life") 

dependent upon it. But note the ambiguity here, with the possibility of ~{O'\} 

depending on aAAo crxllJ.L'. Medea tells her children, whom she is about to 

kill, that they will be "passing away" with the same words as she tells 

them that they will be going away to another life style. The idea of 

movement, both physical and metaphorical, is enhanced by the adverbial 

phrase ~ aAAo crxllJ.L' dependent upon a.<Ptcr'tT1J.Lt. 'A<ptcr'tlll-Lt is not just being 

used in the semantic field of movement here. As it also has the meaning 

"to pass away", it functions in the semantic field of death. 

The only occurrence of the noun a.1tocr'tucrt~ in any -yerse author 

comes in Euripides and in this metaphoric meaning. 

The chorus in the Hippolytus ask the Nurse ifPhaedra is resolved to 

die. She replies: 

9aveiv; acrt'tel 'Y' £i~ a7tocr'tucrtV ~{o'\}. 

Is she resolved to die? Yes, she fasts with a view to a 

passing away from life (Ifum.. 277). 

Euripides uses a7tocr'tacrt~ here as an abstract noun derived from his 

own metaphorical use of a.<Ptcr'tllJ.Lt. 'A7tocr'tucrt~, when used in prose, as we 
. . 

shall see, takes a specific medical, political, or perhaps social meaning. 
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Here it seems to have been developed by Euripides from his own 

metaphoric meaning of "to pass away" for c:X.<PtO"'tTHLt. 14 It is not surprising 

that tragedy should develop its own tragic language. We have what 

amounts to a Euripidean tragic sense for c:X.<PtO"'tfHLt. 

There is perhaps a further example of this sense of c:X.<PtO"'t11llt, as a 

euphemism for dying, in the Medea. The Messenger is describing the 

death of Creon. The text reads: 

Xpovcp 8' c:X.1t£0"'tT\ Kat IlESilx' 0 8uO"llopoe; 

I 

'l'UX11V' 

In time, the ill-fated man passed away and let go his 

life (Med. 1218-9). 

The Oxford text of Gilbert Murray adopts Scaliger's reading of 

c:X.1t£0"~11 for the manuscripts' c:X.1t£0"'t11. However, there seems little reason to 

change the manuscript reading here, given Euripides' propensity to use 

c:X.<PtO"'t11llt as a euphemism for dying. 

Aristophanes has a somewhat similar metaphoric use In the 

Vespae. 

i "t/ " <puO"roe;, 11V tX0t 'tte; att. 

For it is difficult to depart from the natural character, 

which one has always had <y. 1457-8), 

In the same strophe, the chorus refer twice more to a change of 

habits, IlE't£O"'t11/ ... 'tP01tCOV Kat ~to'tile; (1451-2) and 1lt't£~aAov'to 'toue; 'tp01tOUC; 

(1461). 'A<ptO"'t11llt is being used in the semantic field of change, alteration, 

with a sense synonymous with both IlEStO"'t11llt and ~E'ta~aAAco. 

In Pin dar and the tragedians therefore, a<ptO"'t11llt is used 

14 Cf. ~E't(lcr'ta.crt~ 'to\) P{ou Eur . .F.r.ru!. 558. 

I. 
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imaginatively in a range of meanings encompassed by the broad sense 

groups "to stay" or "to move" to a distance. It has no pejorative 

connotations or particular military significance. In most cases it takes a 

very general and metaphoric meaning, perhaps typified by the "tragic" 

meaning of "to pass away " found in Euripides. 

3 • 'Acp{otTlJ.L1. in Hippocrates. 

Any attempt to make a philological study of a word such as a<ptc;'t1'Ult 

In the fifth century B.C. must take great care when dealing with the 

Hippocratic corpus, as, it seems, almost any medical text written at some 

time in the period up to about the first century B.C. has been gathered 

under the name of Hippocrates. The problem of dating the entire corpus is 

enormous, but what is important for this study is that some treatises are 

securely dated to the fifth century. These are 'E7ttBmticlt I and III, TIcpl 

" .~, 'TI ' TI" - TI '''9 TI' ~ , acpcov, 'l)ua'tcov, 't07tCOV, poyy coo 'tt KOV, cpt aYbLcov, cpt up pCOV, cpt 'tcov CV 

Keq>aAll 'tPCObL(X'tCOV, and TIepl apxatU~ iu'tptmc;. ~5 This study is restricted to 

examples from these works plus Ka't' iu'tpe'iov, which, while its date is 

more controversial, was written in the generation after Hippocrates at the 

latest.16 Additionally, the senses of a<p{o'tTU.lt found in these works recur 

thoughout the Hippocratic corpus, making the dating of individual texts 

less important for our purposes. What is important is that distinctive 

15 See Rawlings, H.R. III A Semantic Study of Prophasis to 400 B.C. Hermes 
Einzelschrift 33,Wiesbaden, 1975. p. 37. Note also Littre, E. <Euyres completes <f 
Hippocrate, 10 Vols, Bailliere, Paris, 1839-1861, esp. Vol I, 557-567; Jones, W.H.R 
Hippocrates, Vol.II. Loeb, Heinemann, London, 1952, introduction to chapts. II and III; 
Pauly -Wissowa, Real- EnGycloPadie. 8,2, Metser, Stuttgart, 1913. cols. 1801-1852, esp. 
1807-1812. .. 
16 Some ancients attributed Ka't' iu'tpe'iov to Hippocrates' son, Thessalos, though 
Galen himself thought that the work belonged to Hippocrates. Pauly-Wissowa S.v. 
incline towards Diocles (cols. 1830 1831) which would make the work early fourth 
century B.C. Jaeger's dating of Diocles to late 340's (in Diokle$ yon Karystos. 
Weidmannsche, Berlin, 1938.) is now not well regarded. 
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medical senses of a<pta'tTlllt were used in the fifth century B.C. and 

continued to be used by medical writers. In addition, we meet regularly 

the noun derived from a<pto'tTlllt, a1too'taav;;. 

(i ) Be at a distance. 

Ka't' iu'tpe'iov, a work which is chiefly concerned with techniques of 

bandaging, has an example of a<pto'tTlllt used in this sense. It is found in 

the perfect tense and is used intransitively. 

e1ttKe'illeva 1111 a<p£o'tavat, IlTloe epTlpe'io9at [Kap'ta], clA.'A' 

i,Plloa9at 

There is a rule for this and it includes the most 

important elements of bandaging: pressure, so that 

the applications are neither loose nor very tight, but 

appropriate (Off. VIII 6).17 

'A<pta'tTlllt is used with the perfect middle of epdoro, meaning "to be 

tight" ,as its antonym. It takes as its subject 'to: e1ttlcetlleva, the bandages, 

not the wound. It is used in a consecutive clause which defines a 1tt£~t<;, the 

amount of 'pressure to be applied by the bandages - a balance between 

a<pea'tavat and epTlPeta9at. 

In this context, a<pto'tTlllt denotes the state of the bandages. That 

state should not be "at a distance", or loose, the opposite of too firmly fixed, 

or tight. 'A<pta'tT\llt thus has a spatial quality about it. It does not denote the 

distance itself, as it does in n. 23 517, but rather the product of that 

distance. This is an example of a<pto'tTlllt used in" a general spatial sense 

within a specific medical context, thus giving it the meaning "loose". 

17 I have followed LSJM in giving Greek titles with Latin abbreviations for the 
works of Hippocrates. 
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Kat' intpelov may provide us with an example of O,1tocnacrt<; derived 

from the use of O,<PtcrtlllH to mean "being at a distance", in the context of 

bandaging. For there is an instruction given to apply bandages: 

O,<pecrteiiYta J.lEv [1tpocrtelAa] ... 

t1ttOdv ta J.l£V opSa t<; opSov, ta o£ Ao~a AO~CO<;, tV 

" rotat 

Close a sinus ... 

Bandage vertical ones in a vertical direction and the 

oblique obliquely, in a position causing no pain, 

without either compression or laxity (Off. 11).18 

'A1tocrtacr1.<; is used as an antonym to o'1tocr<p1.'Y~1.C;, a "squeezing 

tight"or "constriction". Withington apparently takes O,1tocrtacr1.C; to refer to 

the bandaging, not to the wound itself, hence his translation "laxity", 

Kuhn makes a similar reading, glossing O,1tocrtacr1.C; here as "remissio 

ligamentorum",19 a"loosening", ie. a movement rather than a'state. 

They both take O,1tocrtacrtC; here to be the oppof;;ite of being too tight, which is 

"to be at a distance", or in this case, "to be loose "or "slack", a purely 

spatial meaning. This meaning for O,1tocrtacr1.<; is only 'found here in 

Hippocrates, in the context ofbandaging.20 

However, a better interpretation might be to take o'1tocr<pt'Y~tC; and 

O,1tocrtacr1.<; to refer to the wound, rather than the bandaging. As we shall 

see, O,1tocrtacrtC; takes a specialised medical meaning in the other 107 times 

when it is used in the Hippocratic corpus.21 . In this other meaning, it 

18 Trans. Withington, E.T. Hippocrates, Vol III, Loeb. 'Heinemann, London, 1927. 
19 Kuhn, J.H. Index Hippocraticus Fasc. I, Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, Gottingae, 
1986. '. 
20 But L.SJM. s.v.B2. "slackness of bandages", Galen 18 2.806. 
21 This figure comes from the Concordantia In CorPus Hippocraticum edited by 
Gilles Maloney and Winnie Frohn (Vol I, DIms-Weidmann, Hildesheim, 1986). 
Kuhn's number of examples is slightly different (total 117) due to different textual 
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denotes the expulsion of unwanted material from the body through a break 

in the skin. This sense is translated by Withington as "sinus", a sinus 

being "a superficial abcess which has opened and continues to 

discharge".22 The subject of these bandaging instructions is, in fact, how 

to close a "sinus", o'<pea'tero'ta [npoa'telAat]. As this is the meaning of 

O,<p{a'tTlIlt in our passage from Ka't' iU'tpeloV 11, this is surely what O,noa'taatC;; 

means here too. In addition, when used elsewhere, o'noa<pty~tC;; applies to 

the object being bandaged, not the bandaging. 23 

Thus the spatial meaning of O,noa'taatC;; is perhaps not found in 

Hippocrates. However, it does appear regularly in the work of 

philosophers in the fourth century B.C., and perhaps late in the fifth 

century B.C. in a fragment of Archytas, 

nOAAOUe;; IlEv 8ft mhrov OUK dvat allcOv 'tat <puaet OtOUe;; 't£ 

ytvcOaKea9at, 'toue;; IlEv 8tCx, 't<Xv o'ageVetav 'tae;; nAayae;;, 

Many of these sounds can not be known by our nature, 

some because of the weakness of the blows, others 

because of the extent of their distance from us (Diels 

47B 1). 

Here O,noa'taatc;; is us~d in the semantic field of spatial concepts, as 

is clear from its use with a term denoting a length, 'to llaKOC;;. This is a 

sense which recurs regularly in later philosophers. The future of this 

spatial meaning of o'<p{a'tTlllt and O,noa'taatc;; clearly lies with the' 

development of philosophical and scientific terminology in later centuries, 

readings. 
22 Op. cit., p. 69. 
23 Eg . .F:rn&t. 1119 

t , 'J:." 'Y , , 
at a1toocptcp",tE<; au'tat Xropt",OUOt 'tTjV 1t'tEPV11V 

See also Arl. 69 2 and 69 10 
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( ii) Stay at a distance. 

This sense for cu:ptO''tTU1t is not found in Hippocrates. 

( ill) Move to a distance. 

'A<ptO''truu and cmoO''t(wt<;; are both used frequently by Hippocrates in 

the sense category of "move to a distance". 'A<ptO''tTUu is not found in the 

general meanings that it takes in verse, but in a highly technical 

meaning.24 This is in the sense translated by Jones as "abscession" and 

Withington as "sinus", which has no technical equivalent in English, 

though "abscess" is a residual reminder of it.25 For in Hippocrates 

a<pto"t'IlJlt is a technical term used most often to describe part of the process 

of recovering from a disease according to the theory of the four humours. 

For Hippocrates, disease or illness was the result of an imbalance in 

the four humours. The body tried to restore the balance and this left a 

residue in the body which had to be expelled. If this could not be ,achieved 

through one of the ordinary means, such as the mouth or pores, then the 

phenomenon Hippocrates called anoO''t<XO't<;; took place. 'AnoO''t<XO't<;; was the 

gathering together of this residue in one :part of the body and its 

elimination or discharge by inflammation as either pus or a tumour, or, 

sometimes as a swelling of the joints. The residue thus "moves to a 

distance" from the body.26 

24 By "technical sense" I mean a sense incomprehensible to anyone not familiar 
with a particular art or profession, as Adam Parry does -in "The Language of 
Thucydides' Description of the Plague." Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies, l6~ 
1969. pp.106-118. .'. )1, 

25 Parry states, "There are in Greek medical prose, a' few words which are 
"technical" in this strict sense: e.g., the word a1t6cr'ta.(n~, which W.H.S. Jones translates 
as abscession, will be incomprehensible in its medical context if one does not know, the 
medical definition." Op. cit., p.l11. 
26 See Robert, F. "La Prognose Hippocratique Dims Les Livres V et VII Des 
Epidemies." In Bingen, J. et aI. eds. Le monde ~ec.pensee, 1itt~rature. hfstoire, 
documents: hommages it Claire Preaux. L'Universite de Bruxelles, Bruxelles. pp. 257-
270. See especially p. 263. 
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As it has special reference to diseases, it is not surprising that 

many of the examples of this usage come from 'EntSmdat I and III, and 

II poyvroO'ttKOY , though the meaning does recur regularly throughout the 

corpus. Let us look at an example. 

oO'ttC; S 'ay troy nup£troy 1l1lKUYl1 ... tou'tq> npoO'S€x£0'9at 

anoO''taO'tY jlE't' oi8TlllatOC; 't£ Kat 6SUYllC; ec; tt 'troy ap9proy 

, ,'t - I Kat ouX 1l0'0'OY 'troy Ka'tro. 

If fever is protracted, ... you may expect an abscession, 

with swelling and pain, to one of the joints, especially 

to one of the lower ones (Prog.24).27 

Thus an anoO''taO'tC; is a physical phenomenon, associated with 

recovery from a fever. It is distinct from oi8illla and 6SuvTt but may be 

physically experienced along with them. To take another example, in a 

discussion on headaches with fever Hippocrates states, 

, , ", , 
anoO''taO'tv ec; 'ta Ka'tro xropta. 

If the pain lasts for more than twenty days and the, 
. , 

fever continues, expect discharge of blood through the 

nose or some other abscession to the lower parts 

(Prog.21).28 

A atlla'toc; pfl~tC; Sta. PtVrov is, we can deduce, just one of the ways in 

which the residue of unwanted humours can be expelled or discharged 

from the body. Here then atllatoc; pfl~tC; lha. inyrov seems to be a description 

of one form of anoO''taO'tc;. 

27 
28 

Thus anoO''taO'tC; is used by Hippocrates in a technical meaning, 

Trans. Jones, op. cit. 
Idem. 

" 
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which is, in this case, a narrowing of the general intransitive meaning of 

"move to a distance" to describe a particular medical concept. 

The noun ci1tocr'tacrte;; is the name of a concept. Hippocrates has 

coined ci1tocr'tacrte;; with a technical medical sense to name the process of 

the act of ci<picrnU.lt. Chantraine, in La formation des noms en grec 

ancien,29 observes that nouns ending in -crte;; are in general of a technical 

nature. Chantraine states, "Ces derives ont joue un grand role dans les 

vocabulaires techniques... La langue medicale a donne au suffixe un 

developpement important".30 'A1tocr'tacrte;; in Hippocrates is no exception. 

This noun is used widely in his works and is found in a technical 

meaning. Conversely, it is not found in Homer, and is very infrequently 

used by other verse authors. 

'A<picr'tllJlt is also used widely in the Hippocratic corpus to denote the 

expulsion of humour residue. 

'01COcrOWtV EA1tte;; Ee;; ap8pa ci<picr'tacr8at, pUE'tat 'tile;; 

When an abcession to the joints is. to be expected, the 

abcession may be averted by an abundant flow of thick, 

white urine CAph. 4 74).31 

'A1tocr'tacrl.e;; and a<ptcr'tllJlt are not used only to describe the expulsion 

of unwanted humour residue. Their medical meaning is broader than 

that, though it is still a specialised use. For they are also used to describe 

the elimination or discharge of bones or bone fragments from wounds. 

To find an example, we can tum to DEpt ciYl!IDV and find: 

29 Klincksieck, Paris, 1933. 
30 Ibid. p.284. See also Browning, "Greek Abstract Nouns in -c:nc;, --nC;". Philogus. 
102,1958. pp.60-74. 
31 Trans. Jones op. cit. 
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The elimination of bone splinters (Fract. 24.6). 

We can also find a<ptCrtllllt used in this sense, where bones are the 

subject of the verb. Generally a<pto'tllllt has an absolute use, such as 

a1too'tn 'to oo'teov (Eract. 27. 27) and eA1tt~l1~ oo'tea a1too'tTtoeo9at (Fract. 

32.5). 

This is a closely allied meaning, for like a1t6o'taot~ in the context of 

recovery from illness, it describes the elimination of unwanted material 

from the body. This then is perhaps how we should define the medical 

sense of a<pto'tllllt - as the elimination of unwanted material from the body 

other than by one of the ordinary means of evacuation. This is a technical 

sense, one which is not found outside medical writing. 

So, Hippocrates uses a<pt(J'tllllt in the sense "to move to a distance", 

but not in the general metaphorical meanings in which it is used in verse, 

but as a technical, medical term. Hippocrates thus demonstrates the 

deliberate specialisation of a word, a<pto'tllllt, to denote a technical sense as 

part of a whole theory - in this case a theory of fevers. 32 

4. The use of acp{onu11. in Herodotus. 

'A<pio'tTlllt in Herodotus merits special attention. Herodotus was the 

direct precursor to Thucydides working in the field o,f history. He was 

read by Thucydides,33 and in fact Thucydides' usage .could be said to be 

32 On scientific medical language see Lanza, D. "Scientificita della lingua e 
lingua della scienza in Grecia." Belfagor. 27, 1972. pp.392-429. On the interpretation of 
technical terms in Hippocrates see Irigoin, J. "Prealables linguistiques a 
l'interpretation de termes techniques attestes dans la Collection hippocratique." In 
Lasserre, F. & Mudry, P. eds. Formes de Pensee dans la C'ollection hippocratigue. 
Lausanne University, Lausanne, 1981. pp. 173-180. Also, in the same volume, Lanza, D. 
"Quelques remarques sur Ie travaillinguistique du medecin." pp.181-185. .. 
33 Cf. ego Thuc. I 22.4, but see Gomme A.T. A Historical Cominentry On 
Thucydides. Vol. I. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1945. ad. loco (=HQT..) On the 
relations between Thucydides and Herodotus cf. especially· Hunter, V.J. Past and 
Process in Herodotus and Thucydides. Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1982. For 
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preconditioned by what he found in Herodotus. 

Importantly for this study, in Herodotus we find aq>tO''tllllt used for 

the first time in extant Greek literature with the denotation "revolt". And 

in this sense (revolt) we again find the noun a1toO''t<X<Jt<;. Indeed, this may 

well be where the noun form a1toO''t<XO't<; is first coined.34 Chantraine, as 

we saw, remarks that these -O't<; derivatives play an important part in the 

formation of technical vocabulary. This is as true of a1toO''t<XO't<; in the 

language of Herodotus as it is true of a1toO''t<XO't<; in the medical language 

of Hippocrates. It is the nature of Herodotus' conception of a1toO''t<XO't<;, 

indicated by his use of the word, that we wish to establish. 

(i) Be at a distance, & (ll) Stay at a distance.. 

These senses are not found in Herodotus. 

(ill) Move to a distance.. 

Movement, literal or metaphoric, is connoted In each of the 66 

occurrences of aq>tO''tTlllt and in every occurrence of a1toO''t<XO't<; in 

Herodotus. Herodotus, like the writers of verse after Homer, does not :use 

aq>tO''tllllt in my spatial sense. He does however offer examples of aq>tO''tllllt 

in a general physical context meaning "to move to a distance". It is found 

twice as a participle in a periphrasis with a verb meaning "to go". 

Father, the stranger will corrupt you if you don't 

withdraw and go (V 51.2). 

an appreciation of recent work on Herodutus see Lachenaud, G. "Les etudes 
herodoteennes de l'avant-guerre a nos jours." Histoire de L'Historio~raphie. 7, 1985. 
pp.6-27. 
34 The dating of the Hippocratic texts, as mentioned above, is not secure. Herodotus 
was honoured for reading his Histories in public around 446-5 B.C. according to Eusebius 
(Q1. 83.3); but note Powell, J.E. states that this date is impossible, and suggests a date 15 
years later. The History of Herodotus. Hakkert, Amsterdam, 1967. p. 33. 
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This is not an idiom peculiar to Herodotus. We found it also in 

Euripides (Hec. 1040). As with a<pto'trHLt in the poets, this is a general 

meaning, referring to a physical separation. This is clear from the use of 

a<ptcnrUlt with the verb to go 111<;, and u<pto'trll.lt taking a person as its subject. 

Here a1too'tCx.<; does not simply repeat the denotation of movement in 111<;, 

though the aorist aspect of the participle perhaps does imply movement 

(its action preceding that of the main verb). It adds the sense of distancing 

from somebody, and this is its primary force in this context. 

Such a sense is repeated in the last sentence of Herodotus' Histories. 

Cyrus gave the Persians who had come to see him some good advice. 

ouyyvovn:<; IIEpoat 01XOV't0 u1tOo'tav'tE<; 

Agreeing with him, the Persians withdrew and left 

(IX 122.4). 

The sense is again one of withdrawing from someone's presence, 

leaving. 'A<pto'trlllt is not simply a verb of movement, for it adds the idea of 

separation to the sense of 01XOV't0, the force of the prepositional prefix U1tO 

being strongly felt. 

There is one example in which a<plo'trlJ.Lt refers to physical movement 

on its own (ie. without the use of a verb denoting movement with it). The 

Persian cavalry retire from a skirmish with the Athenians t9 asses the 

situation, 

Moving [ sc. their horses] back a couple of stades or so 

(IX 23.2), 

The subject of a1too'tTtoav'tE<; is the Persian cavalry. That their 

action is a physical distancing is made clear by the indication of a 

measurement of distance in ooov 'tE ouo o'taota. This transitive use of the 

verb, with the object unstated, perhaps indicates that the physical sense of 
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a<pto'trUll, although little used by Herodotus, was nevertheless one which 

was in common use and one of which the denotation was clear, despite the 

verb being usually used in another sense in Herodotus, namely "revolt". 

While a<ptonH.tl. can thus refer to physical movement, in the 

remaining examples the physical denotation of the verb is greatly reduced 

and a<pt01:rHlt takes on a social meaning.35 It is only in this specialised 

social sense that we find the noun anoo'ttXat<;. A range of translations are 

offered for this sense depending on its context, such as "run away'\ 

"desert", or "revolt". 

There are twenty-one events referred to by Herodotus with anoo'ttXOl<; 

or a<pt01:rHll which I shall refer to under the broad heading of "revolt", 

These revolts can be readily categorized by the relationship of the 

participants in the revolt to the person or state from whom they are 

revolting. U sing this simple criterion the revolts fall into two groups: 

(a) Slaves from their master 

(b) Subjects from their ruler 

The formation of the noun anocr-r;tXcrl<;, as we discussed in 

Hippocrates, reveals a specialisation of thought. I shall look at the 

contexts in which a<ptOn1J.ll and a1tOo'ttXcrl<; are used to establish the 

semantic field in which Herodotus is using them. Then I shall compare 

their use and meaning with broadly synonymous expressions in 

Herodotus, to further clarify their senses, and so define the concept of 

anoo'ttXOl<; in Herodotus. 

(a) Slaves from their master. 

Some of Paris' slaves, when they hear about the sanctuary offered 

35 By "social" I mean concerning society. 
"sociological", or "societal". 

Alternative 'terms could be 
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by a certain temple to any slave who flees there and submits himself to the 

god, immediately run away from him to the temple. 

(bv avSpro1trov e1ttp6:A:rl'tat cr'tlYJlo:w, ipa, erou'tov 8t8ou~ 'ti{> 

Sei{>, OUK £~ecrn 'tou'tou &\jI!XcrS!Xt. ... 'tou (bv 8~ 

'AA,e~av8pou a1ttcr'tE!X'tIXt Sep6:1tOV'te~ 1tUSOJleVOt 'tOY 1tepl 

There was ... a temple to Herakles, in which if a 

runaway slave has the sacred marks placed upon 

him, giving himself to the god, he can not be touched . 

... Now when some of Alexandros' slaves found out 

about the custom associated with this temple they ran 

away,36 and sat as suppliants of the god (II 113). 

'A1ttcr'tE!X't!Xt here implies physical movement, suggested by 

KIX't!XCPUYwv - the slaves moving away from Paris and into the temple. Yet it 

also means more than this. For slaves to run away from their master 

more is involved than physical separation .. Slaves are legally bound to. 

their master as part of his property. Thus for a slave to run away this 

legal bond is broken and a claim for freedom mage. 'Acp{cr'tllJlt is not a 

simple verb of motion when used in this context. It is being used in the 

semantic field of social change. 'Acptcr'tllJlt incorporates in its meaning the 

breaking of the bond of slavery and bid for freedom, and is thus a social 

term. I, 

(b) Subjects from their ruler. 

If we now examine the other category of revolt, we find that acptcr'tllJlt 

36 J.E. Powell's translation of amo'C£ct'CcH in A Lexicon to Herodotus. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1938. Cf. Aubrey de Selincourt's translation"deserted" in 
Herodotus, Tbe Histories. 2nd ed. Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1978. . 
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takes essentially the same meaning. That is, the revolt of troops or 

subjects is, in Herodotus, from the same semantic field as that of the 

slaves who ran away from Paris. There are three common factors in the 

contexts of these revolts which lead to this conclusion. Let us have 

another look at the anoO'''C(xcH<;; of Paris' slaves. 

The slaves make their act of separation from their master, they put 

themselves under the protection and authority of the god, lxE"C(Xl. Oe i~o!leVol 

"COU e£Ou,37 and thereby they claim freedom. 

Now in these further anoO'''C(XO'et<;;, the revolts, we find: 

(i) A slave-master relationship exists between those who revolt and 

those from whom they revolt. 

(ii) The main object of the revolt is to break the slave-master bond and 

gain freedom. 

(iii) This involves the subjection to a new master.3S 

(i) The slave-master relationship, 

'AnoO'''C(XO'l.<; is always from someone or some state. It is thus a 

defection, a "movement away", That person or state is, in all but two 

cases, identified as the master, while those who revolt, whom I shall call 

"apostates", are his subjects, Moreover, where we are given any details~ 

these apostates are described as OOUAOl., "slaves", 

Most revolts are from the Asiatic powers, whose subjects are 

regularly called slaves by Greek authors, and especially by Herodotus. 

For example, Herodotus comments after the Ionian anoo:"C(XO'l.<;; under 

Aristagoras is defeated, 

37 
38 

ou"C(o OTt "Co "CPl"COV "Imv£<;; lCU"CEOO'UAWellO'(XV, np6hov !lev 

And cf. bn~aA:lrtat o-rtYJ..Lu-ru ipa, trou-rov 5t50uC; -rq, Seq, (II 113). 
See Table One: Revolts In Herodotus (p.211), for a list of revolts. 
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uno AuSii>v, st<; SE ene~fi<; 'ton: uno IIepatcov. 

Thus the Ionians were enslaved for the third time -

first by the Lydians, and then twice by the Persians 

(VI 32). 

Slavery and anoa'tacrt<; are linked in reference to the revolt of Egypt 

from the Persians. 

Aiyun'tot (Ot) uno Ka~puaeco SouAco9tv'te<; anea'tllaav 

• 'II ' ano epa ECOV. 

The Egyptians, who had been enslaved by Cambyses, 

revolted from the Persians (VII 1.3). 

To take another example, the Scythians revolted from the Royal 

Scythians,39 who regarded them as their slaves. 

l:Ku9at 01. aptcr'toi ... vOlli~ov'tE<; rKu9a<; SouAou<; 
, ~ 

cr<pE'tEpOU<; Etvat n 
The Royal Scythians ... who regarded the Scythians as 

their slaves (IV 20). 

The ideas of slavery and a<pia'tllllt are l~ed in a note on the revolt of 

Egypt. i , ' 

In the fourth year the Egyptians, who had been 

enslaved by Cambyses, revolted from the Persians 

(VII 1.3). .' , 
I 

Xerxes, after defeating the apostates, returns them to their 

servitude. ,. 

39 

EepSll<; ... npro'ta cr'tpa'tt'ftv 1tote'tat ent 'to\><; anEa'tEro'ta<;. 

'tou'tou<; ~ev vuv Ka'taa'tpE'I'O:IlEVO<; Kal At'YUn'tov naaav 

.... 'e "'I. 'I. - " ~ R 'I,' .... e' , " ••• ",,1C'\) en al\.lW~. a1to 'to>v ... acrll\.T\lrov ",,1C'\) erov a1too'tav'te<;; (IV 22.3) . 
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1tOAAOV oouA,o'tepTlv 1tot"cra~ 11 E1tt ~apdou ~v 

Xerxes ... first sent an expedition against those who 

had revolted. Mter then crushing them, he reduced 

the whole of Egypt to a worse servitude than it had 

been under Darius (VII 7). 
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The Persians revolt from the Medes, resenting their subjection to 

them. 

Kat miAat OEtVOV 1tOteUJlEVOt {)?to M"orov apxecr9at 

And they had long resented being ruled by the Medes 

(1127). 

Astyages, the defeated king of the Medes, accuses Harpagus, who 

helped initiate the revolt, of enslaving his people. 

'tou Oel1tVOU EtVEKEV M"oou~ Ka'tEoOUA,rocrE' vuv oe 

M"oou~ JlEV avat't{ou~ 'tou'tou Eov'ta~ OOUA,OU~ av'tt 

oEcr1to'terov YEyovevat, I1epcra~ OE OOUA,OU~ EOv'ta<; 'to 1tptV 

M,,8rov vuv YE'Yovevat oEcr1to'ta<;. 

You enslaved the Medes because. of that dinner. 

And now Medes who are innocent of this are slaves 

i~stead of masters, and Persians who formerly were 

slaves of the Medes are now their masters (I 129 .3-04), 

The Medes later regret this subjection, Herodotus notes, and so 

revolt from the Persians. 

ucr'teprp JlEv'tOt Xpovrp Jle'tEJlEATlcre 't£ crept 'tauta 1tot"cracrt. 

Kat a1tw'tTlcrav a1tO ~apE{ou 

But later they regretted this action and revoited from 

Darius (I 130.2). 

The Medes were also, at an earlier date, the first to revolt from the 

Assyrians, and so end their slavery to them. 
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'AO'O'uptcoV cX.PX6v'tcov 'tile; avco 'AO'tTle; ... 1tp6hot cX.1t' au'trov 
, 'i' \ ..... 

Kat KCOe; 0'U't01. 1tept 'tTle; 

The Assyrians used to rule upper Asia ... and the 

Medes were the first to begin the revolt from them. 

And in fighting Assyria for freedom these men were 

gallant, and throwing off slavery they became free (I 

95.2). 
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Here revolt is linked with slavery. Indeed, cX.<PtO''tTlllt is presented as 

the throwing off of slavery. While this is an emotive use of "slavery" by 

Herodotus, it nevertheless reflects the conceptual field in which he saw 

cX.<PtO''tTlIlt. The relationship between the apostate and the state or person 

from whom the revolt is made is thus seen in a similar way to the 

relationship between Paris and his slaves who revolt. So in this way, 

political revolts, revolts of states, are seen in a social context, the context of 

the master-slave relationship, rather than in. a purely political context. 

Comparison between defections made by those descri~ed as subjects 

or slaves and those who are not can demonstrate that the conceptual field 

in which Herodotus uses cX.<PtO''tTlllt is indeed social rather than strictly 

political. For in cases where allies desert or d,efect from their allies in 

battle, those who defect may be subject allies or simply allies. While 

cX.<PtO''tTlllt is used in the first situation, as expected, it ,is not used in the 

second. In these cases a compound of Ad1tco is often used (eg. £KAdnco, 

cX.1toAdnco). I, 

The Corinthians, for example, desert the Spartans during their 

attack on Athens ( Koptv9to'Uc; EXAmov'tac; V 75.3). The Samians decide to 

desert the Ionian alliance (Edmetv 'tTtV 'Iwvcov O'ullllaxtTlv.IV 13). Their 
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defection is clearly distinguished from the a1tocr'tcxcnc; of the Ionians from 

Darius. 

And the Samians alone of the apostates from Darius, 

because of the defection by their fleet in the sea battle, 

were spared the burning of their temples and city (VI 

25.2). 

The Corinthians' planned desertion of the Greeks before the battle 

of Artemisium is prevented by a quick bribe from Themistocles, who says: 

au cru ye rUlwc; a1toAehVetc;, £1tet 'tOt eyoo IlE~ro oropcx oOOro ft 

, 
crt> Illlcxxot>C;. 

You will certainly not desert us, because I will give 

you a bigger bribe than the king of the Medes would 

send you for deserting your allies ~II 5.2) 

When Darius, the king, deserts his troops, leaving them behind in 

Scythia, compounds of Aet1tro are used to describe his action,S rather than 

a<ptcr't1lIlL40 For a<ptcr'tTlllt is not used of the actions of'the authority 

deserting its subjects. It thus implies that the apostate is subject to the 

power from which it revolts. Indeed, it is the attempt to break away from 

this subjection which is the essence of a1tocr'tcxcrtC;. 

There are only two cases where those who revolt are not sai9 to be 

"subject" to those from whom the revolt is, or might be; made. One is the 

case of the Libyans who revolt from Cyrene. The description of events by 

40 lCa'tEAutE oe 'tool 'tE ovoue; lCat 'toue; aoOEVEae; 'tile; (:Hpanile; ... 
oi Oe UVSpo:rn:Ol acrSEVdT}e; J.l.Ev ElVElCEV lCa'tEAd1tov'to ... 
'tau'ta 'totcn {mOA.et1tOJ.l.EvOtcrt {moSEJ.l.EVoc; b ~apEtOe; (IV 135). 
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Herodotus however, does suggest that, at the very least, Cyrene did 

dominate the Libyans. The Libyans gave the new colony land, resorting to 

a trick (rather than any force) to keep the best land from them (IV 158). 

Cyrene expanded onto Libyan land (IV 159). Significantly, the Libyans put 

themselves under the authority of the king of Egypt upon revolting, which, 

as we shall see, is a common theme in Herodotus' narration of revolts, 

and is not the action of a state conceived of as "free".41 

This leaves a most important example: the Samians, Lesbians , 

Chians and other islanders who, after revolting from Persia, join the 

Greek confederacy: 

Binding themselves with promises and oaths to stay 

and not to revolt (IX 106.4). 

This oath, perhaps, implies that, to Herodotus at least, these island 

states were subject to their Greek allies. While this oath
J 
maybe 

anachronistic here, and reveal only Herod,otus' view of the position of 

these islands under the Athenian Empire rather than the situation in 479 

B.C., any hint of the subjection or perceived subjectio~ of the "allies" a~ 

this early date has an important bearing on an inte~pretation of the 

evolution of the Athenian Empire and the use of a<ptOtl1J.lt in Thucydides, 

whose reading of the situation is in different terms altogether.42 

41 e800'cxv O'q>e~ au'toU~ 'Anp{l1 'tep Aiy6nnou ~aO'lAei (IV 159.4). , 
42 The earliest use of ciq>tO''tTJIH in a treaty which I have found is in the treaty between 
Chalcis and Athens, dated 446/5 . ' . . 

, '~X "I~' " "[ ] , ICa'ta 'taue aI\.ICWE~ o~oO'al' OUIC ano 0' 'te-
O'o~at uno 'to [8]e~0 'to 'A9Eva(ov o,51:e 'te[xlv
el oihe p:E~cxvel oMe~uh oM' EnEl oUSe 
EP,¥Ol ou8e 'tOl ciq>lO''tCX~Ol ndO'o~at, IC-
al lav Uq>lO''tet 't~ ICcx'tepo 'A9evcxtOLO't , 
IG 13 40 lines 21-25. See Chapter III for discussion of Uq>{O''tT}~L in this inscription. 
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(ii) Freedom from slavery 

Freedom from this subjection or slavery seems to be the principle 

aim of cbt6cr'tacrtc;. Dionysius tells the Ionians who have revolted that their 

fate balances on a knife's edge: 

ft dvat €AE'0gepotcrt ft OOUAOtcrt, Kat 'tOU'totcrt roc; OPl1ne'tncrt 

n 
either to be free men or slaves, and run-away slaves at 

that (VI 11.2). 

Here we find that revolt is seen in the context of slavery and 

freedom. 'Aq>tcr'tTHlt is thus the act of claiming freedom. It is what we 

would mean by a political act, it is even what Thucydides would mean; 

this can not be denied.43 But Herodotus is using the word in a semantic 

field of social interaction, and may be said to have conceptualised it in 

social rather than political terms.44 

'An6cr'tacrtC;, freedom and slavery are often linked, and not just in the 

rhetoric of pre-battle speeches. Herodotus links these concepts in his 

narrative as well. 

, or ,,... 
Kat KroC; o'O'tot 1tEpt 't11C; 

€AEU9EPtl1C; Ilaxroullevot 'totcrt 'Acrcr'Op{otcrt eyCvE'tO avopec; 

&ya90t Kat &1trocruIlEVot n,v oO'OAocruvl1v EAEU9Epro911crav. 

The Assyrians used to rule upper Asia ... when the 

43 For the concept of freedom in Greek political as opposed to social thought in the 
fifth century B.C. see Mustacchio, P.F. The Concept of'''Stasis'' in Greek Political 
Theory (Ph.D. Diss. New York University, New York, 1972,i esp. pp. 99-105. Also 
Beringer, W. "Freedom, Family and Citizenship in Early Greece." In Eadie, J.W. and 
Oher, J. The Craft of the Ancient Historian. University Press of America, Lanham, 
1985. pp.41-56. . 
44 In her discussion of Herodotus' historical method, Gabriele Bockisch emphasises 
both the freedom / slave dichotomy and its priority for Herodotus over inter-city 
("political") conflict. "Herodot - Geschichten und GeschichtsschreiDer." .Kli.o.. 66:2, 
1984. pp. 488-501. ,; 
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Medes were the first to begin the revolt from them. 

And in fighting Assyria for freedom these men were 

gallant, and throwing off slavery they became free (I 

95.2). 
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This bid for freedom may be made by slaves (when a<pto't'l'U.Lt can be 

translated as "run away"), by subject troops ("desert"), or by subject people 

or states (revolt). It is apparent that Herodotus does not differentiate in his 

conception of the revolts of these apostates on political grounds, The act of 

Paris' slaves is essentially the same act as that of the Medes who revolt 

from the Assyrians, as it is of the other revolts in the Histories.45 

There are further examples. Cyrus encourages the Persians to 

revolt from the Medes and gain their freedom. 

vuv ~v e~eo 1tet9o~evot ytvro9£ EAeU9£pot. ... a1tto'tClo9£ 

a1t' , AO't1}(XYeoC; 'tTtV 'tClXtO't11V. 

So now trust me and become free .... Revolt from 

Astyages at once (I 126.6). 

Astyages also conceives a1tOo'tClOtC; as the liberation of a people who 

are slaves. 

M"Boue; ~EV aVClt'ttOUe; toutOU ioVtCle; BouA-oue; avt1._ 

B£01tO'tEroV yeyoVEvClt. IlepoCle; BE BouA-oue; EOVtCle; to 1tplv 

MftBrov VUV Y£",(OVEvClt B£01tO'tCle;. 

You enslaved the Medes because of that dinner. 

And now Medes who are innocent of this are slaves. 

instead of masters, and Persians who formerly were 

45 For the similarity in treatment of states and individuals cf. "Herodotus dpes not 
distinguish carefully between individual freedom and freedom in international 
relations, for he believes the two share analogous merits and fJaws." Flory, S. T.h..e. 
Archaic Smile of Herodotus. Wayne State University Press, Detroit, 1987. p. 119. 
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slaves of the Medes are now their masters (I 129.3-04). 

Astyages is describing the a1toO''tcx,O't~ as the overthrow of the master 

by slaves. He is thus conceiving a1toO''tcx,O't~ in the semantic field of social 

rather than political phenomena. 

(iii) Subjection to a new master. 

Paris' slaves, in their revolt, subject themselves to a new master, 

eoo't)'tav Ot80u~ tii'> Seii'> (II 113). Their defection is from Paris and to the god. 

Similarly, defections made by troops and states from the king and state 

they are subject to also involve subjection to a new master. In this way we 

find that a<ptO''tl1llt is again being used in a social context - a context 

concerning society rather than politics. 

In II, 240,000 Egyptian guards desert their king, Psammetichus, 

a1ta tOU nO'cx,IlIl11ttXO't) a1toO't<iV'te~, and go over from him to the king of 

Ethiopia. 

OtOouO't O'<Proc; cx,UtOU~ tii'> A i8t01tOOV ~cx,O'tAei. 

They put themselves at the dispol:?al of the Ethiopian 

king (II 30.5). 

Similarly, the guards of Oroetes, during a test conducted, by 

Bagaeus, the King's representative, to see if they will revolt from Oroetes 

(et oi Ev8e~cx,{cx,tO a1toO''tcx,O'tV a1ta 'OpOltecx, III 128.3) lay their spears at 

Bagaeus' feet on being given the order to refuse service to Oroetes. They 

transfer their loyalty from Oroetes to Bagaeus and the King, even going so 

far as to kill Oroetes on being commanded to do so (III 128). 

Harpagus tempts Cyrus to lead an a1toO'tcx,~t~, ·tl~lling him that the 

Median nobles will go over to him. 

, , 
1tpO~ O'eO 
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The nobles will revolt from him and go over to you (I 

124.3). 

In this case, one master has so alienated his own people that they 

defect to a rival. A similar situation arose in Egypt. In the revolt of 

Amasis, the Egyptians who had remained loyal to their king, Apries, go 

over to Amasis, after some disgraceful behaviour on the part of their king, 

They defected to the rebels and put themselves at the 

disposal of Amasis (II 162.6). 

The Libyans revolt from Cyrene, and subject themselves to the 

authority of the king of Egypt, Apries. 

They put themselves at the disposal of Apries, the king 

of Egypt (IV 159.4). 

The Libyans seek protection against Cyrene from their new master, 

Indeed, this, the desire and need for prot~ction from the. master from 

whom the defection is made, is the motivation given for most of those who 

subject themselves to a new master. It is clearly a pecessary factor when 

defecting from one master to have the resources to oppose him, or. another 

power with the resources to tum to. In these e:x:amples, we find a<pto'tllJ.Lt 

used of a defection to a new leader, with the language used to describe the 

defection no different from that used to describe the defection .of Paris' 

slaves. '. 

So we can conclude that anoo'tcxot<; is seen' very much in terms of 

social interaction. For it is in a semantic field of society and social 

relations that Herodotus uses both the noun and verb. While a<pto'tllJ.Lt is 

used by Herodotus in political contexts, such as for the overthrow of a king 
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or the attempt of a subject people to gain independence, he gives it a social 

connotation. He sees these events as social rather than political events.46 

It is the change in the class status of those who revolt, their social 

freedom, their escape from slavery and subjection to a new master which 

Herodotus considers, rather than any political autonomy.47 

There is a word which seems synonymous with a1tocr'tCx,crt<;. The 

overthrow and replacement of the king, described at I 124 as a1tOcr1:acrt<;, is 

more commonly described as £1tavacrtacH<; than a1tocrtacrt<;. 

'E1tavacrtacH<; denotes political a political coup d'etat, an attempt to 

change the ruler. It can be of subjects forcibly taking over the government 

of their own country, such as Polycrates seizing power on Samos (III 39 

and 120), the Scythians rising against their king (IV 80), the Magi and 

Smerdis taking power from Cambyses (III 65), Amasis defeating Apries 

and becoming king of Egypt (III 14), the people of Selinus overthrowing the 

tyrant Euryleon (V 46), Nicodromus and the demos taking power from the 

Aiginetan rich (VI 91), and the rich soldier who Jmi~ht, hypothetically, 

seize power from Cyrus (I 89). A coup d'etat can also be against a foreign 

government by a subject people, such as the £1tavacrtacrt<; of Cyrus and the 

Persians against Astyages (I 130). Cambyses is advised that if he believed 

that his dead brother Smerdis had seized the throne in a coup d'etat 

against him then he might as well believe that Astyages had raised a coup 

d'etat against him (III 62). Darius and the Seven complete a coup d'etat 

46 "Herodotus does not deal with political issues in an abstract or theoretical way; he 
is not exclusively concerned with the political aspects of history; these political aspects 
frequently and over long stretches disappear from centre stage;'in his thought political, 
ethical and religious aspects often cannot .be sharply separa\ted." Raaflaub, K A. 
"Herodotus, Political Thought, and the Meaning of History." Aresthusa. 20, 1987. pp. 
221-248. (p.232). Raaflaub also observes that political thoughts in Herodotus are 
frequently expressed in moral and religious terms (p. 246). . 
47 Indeed, an autonomus language of politics was not available. For a discussion of 
Herodotus' political vocabulary see Hart, J. Herodotus and Greek History. Croom 
Helm, London, 1982. pp.47-50. ) 
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against the Magi (III 63 fr.), but Aryandes (IV 166) and Intaphrenes (III 

119) fail to overthrow Darius in an en<xva.cr't<Xcrte;. 

Herodotus personalises these en<xv<xcr'ta.crne;, concentrating on the 

individuals rather than the politics, even though he is describing political 

chang~, the overthrow of a ruler.48 

An examination of the use of en<xvcicr't<xcrl.e; by Herodotus reveals that 

it is only used of the attempted overthrow of the ruler. An en<xva.cr't<xcrl.e; is 

thus a rebellion against a ruler, whereas unocr't<xcrl.e; is a movement to 

escape the authority of his master by a "slave", which may also involve 

toppling that master, but not necessarily. While unocr't<xcrl.e; may be used to 

describe a coup d'etat, it remains distinct from en<xva.cr't<xcrl.e;. So when both 

lexemes are used of the same "revolt", they reveal differences in the 

conceived aims of the revolt and in the attitude towards the revolt in the 

contexts in which they are used. Herodotus consistently uses ucptcrnH.ll. of 

the revolt of Cyrus and the Persians against the Medes. However, after its 

success, he notes that Cyrus and the Persians became rulers of Asia. 

'to't£ BE ent 'Acr't'\)a.y£oC; oi IIepcr<:u 't£ K<Xt 0 Kupoe; 

£n<xv<xcr'tciv't£e; 'totcrl. MitBol.crl. ~pxov 'to uno 'totho'\) 'tile; 

'A' , crl.ll<;· 

In the days of Astyages, Cyrus and the Persians 

raised a coup d'etat against the Medes, and they ruled 

Asia from then on (1130). 

'En<xva.cr't<Xcrt<; is linked, conceptually, with overthrowing a master 

and gaining rule for oneself, and so is distinguished from ucptcrnll.Ll., which 

is escape from the rule of another. 

48 For Herodotus' concentration on the exploits of individuals see my "A Neglected 
Emphasis In Herodotus' Preface". E..!2.s. (in press). Also Barnard, M.A Stasis in 
Thucydides' Narratiye and Analysis of Factionalism in the Polis. PhD. Diss. 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1980. pp.19ff. 
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Another example is the revolt of Amasis against Apries, king of 

Egypt. Herodotus, in his narrative of the revolt, describes it as an 

a1t60''taO'l.~ (II 161). However, Apries' daughter, in a piece of direct speech, 

refers to it as an £1tav6.O''taO'l.~ (III 14). She is condemning the actions of 

the man who overthrew her father, and from her perspective, the revolt 

was an E1tav6.O''taO'l.~, a coup d'etat against her father and his replacement 

by another. Indeed, E1tav6.O''taO'l.~, which is often linked with intrigue and 

murder, has a pejorative value, while a1t60''taO'l.~, which is linked with the 

end of slavery and freedom, is an action carrying highly approbatory 

connotations. 

So although a1t60''taO'l.~ and £1tav6.O''taO'l.~ may refer to the same event, 

they have different meanings, and there is not true synonymy. For 

fundamentally, Herodotus prefers to distinguish between what he 

conceived as revolt, a1t60''taO'l.~, and the more political phenomenon, 

£1tav6.O''taO'l.~, coup d' etat. It is a sign of an emerging but not yet fully 

emerged political terminology. 

In conclusion, a<ptO''tTH.Ll. in Herodotus takes on a specific social sense. 

This is marked by the introduction of the technical noun a1t60''taO'l.~ into 

the language. 'A<ptO''trIJ.tl. is used in what I have described as "sociar 

contexts, to describe the attempt of subjects to break their bond of servitude 

and gain their freedom from their ruler, in a way that reminds us of the 

conceptualisation of medical theory in the use of a<ptO''tTH.l.l. and a1t60''taO'l.~ in 

Hippocrates. In Herodotus, a<ptO''tTULl. is used not as a specific term of 

politics, but as part of a general social theory conc~rned with the status of 

subjects and rulers and the laws or ethical norms which govern or should 

govern their relationship. 
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Introduction. 

62 

In Chapter II, I established three general senses for a.cpicn:THu: (i) to 

be at a distance, (ii) to keep at a distance, (iii) to move to a distance. 

Thucydides uses two of these senses,"to keep at a distance" and "to move to 

a distance". The theme of my previous chapter was the emergence of 

technical or specialised senses of a.cpia'tTlIl1. - a medical sense in the 

Hippocratic Corpus and a social sense in Herodotus. In this chapter I 

examine to what extent, if at all, Thucydides as a historian is affected by 

the progress of 'tExVll in language, with specific reference to a.cpia'tml.1.. 

Does Thucydides use specialised vocabulary and what might this mean 

with respect to his concept of revolt ? 

1. Stay at a distance.. 

The majority of occurrences of a.cpta'tllJ.L1. (146 out of 149) and all the 

occurrences of a1t6a't(la1.~ (30) in Thucydides connote a movement to a 

distance, be it physical or more metaphoric in sense, as we shall see.! 

Thucydides does use acpta'tTlJ.L1., in the sense "stay at a distance", although it 

is found only comparatively rarely in the Histories'in this sense. 

At I 93.6 we find a metaphorical meaning. Thucydides describes 

1 For a full list of occurrences see Table Two: 'Acp{cr'tl1l.n in Thucydides, and Table 
Three: 'Amxnucru; in Thucydides (pp, 212-214), 
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the size of the walls which Themistocles built around the Peiraeus. He 

continues with the reason for the size of the walls: 

1tOA£JltCOV e1t1.~O'l)Aa<;. 

For he wanted to thwart their enemies' plans against 

them by its height and breadth (I 93.6). 

Here the transitive of a<ptO"tl1llt denotes the action of preventing a plot 

(e1tt~O'l)ATt) which is to be achieved by means of the size and height of the 

walls. The plot is to be "kept at a distance". The further definition of the 

action of the verb in this context, through qualification by to Jleye8et Kat to 

1taXEt, gives a<ptO"tl1Jlt the more physical meaning of "keep back", as this is 

what walls do, rather than any sense of moving away. 'A<ptO"tl1llt has the 

connotation of continuing a separation. 

More recent manuscripts, however, have e1tt~OAa<; for e1tt~O'l)Aa<;, 

interpreting a<ptO"'t11llt in a more physical sense. C. Foster Smith translates 

"repel the assaults", and Rex Warner, "repulse all enemy attacks", both 

preferring the reading of the later manuscripts and taking a physical 

sense for 'tu<; troy 1tOA£lltCOV i1tt~O'l)Aa<;. A. French corr~ctly prefers 

e1tt~O'l)Aa<;, which he translates "enemy designs".2 ~l).ucydides is not 

using simple physical language here. While the walls do physically keep 

back the enemy, Thucydides looks beyond this to their psychological value 

in deterring the more sinister "plots" which would lie behind such 

attacks. He is thus using a<ptO"tl1Jlt in the semantic field of psychological 

action rather than physical action. 

In Homer, we found that the intransitive of a<ptO"'tl1Jlt regularly had 

2 Smith, C.F. Thucydides. Loeb, Heinemann, London, 1919. Warner, R. 
Thucydides: The History of the PeJQ:Qonnesian War. Penguin, Harmondsworth .. 1954 
(1980 edition). French, A. The Athenian Half-Century .. Sydney University Press, 
Sydney, 1971. 
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the physical sense of "keep back" in the military context of the.lli.a.d. In 

the Odyssey it had a slightly different sense, however, one with a more 

psychological aspect to it that is perhaps closer to this sense. In 

Euripides' Phoenissae we find a comparable context in which aq>tcr't'lll.ll is 

used, although the meaning is more physical. J ocaste asks the 

Messenger: 

1tro~ yap 'Apyetrov 80pu 

1tUArov a1tEcrn.cracr9E 1tUPY1lPOUI.lEV01; 

For how did you keep back the Argive spear from the 

gates when you were besieged? CPh.l086-7). 

This example of a transitive use of a<ptcr't'lll.ll has a similar context to 

the example in Thucydides: city walls - city gates, away from which the 

object of the verb is kept. In this case though, the object is physical, a 

military weapon, 8opu, implying physical force. Thucydides' use at I 93.6 

may be a development from such a physical sense as the meaning in 

Euripides to a more psychological connotation. 

Thucydides provides further metaphorical senses. In VII, 

Gylippus, the Spartan general, is described as travelling around Sicily. 

Kat 'trov 1tOA£o)V ulla 1tpocraSOI.lEVO~ £1 n~ ft flit 1tpo9ul.lo~ 

~v ft 1tav'to.1tacrlV e'tl aq>EtcrnlKEl 'tOU 1tOAEI.lOU. 

At the same time trying to win over any of the cities 

which so far were not enthusiastic or had kept out of 

the war completely (VII 7.2). 

'Aq>tcrt111.l1 is found again in a military context (a<pElcrtTtKEl 'tou 

1tOAEI.lOU). However, rather than connoting a physical action, in this 

context it connotes a political decision. It is not a physical distance from 

the war that is meant, for the subject of aq>ElcrnlKEl is trov 1tOA£roV ... 'tl~, one of 

the cities. The cities are personified, perhaps, and "stay back" from the 
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war as a warrior might. However, Thucydides often speaks of cities when 

he has in mind the inhabitants.3 For it is to the mood of a city's 

inhabitants that he refers when he says that a city was not enthusiastic 

(Il" 1tp69u llo<; ;;v), a psychological conception that balances ac.petO"'tTl1Cet in 

this context.4 

This metaphoric sense of ac.plo"'tTlllt again brings to mind the verse of 

Euripides. There, for example, we have: 

'T '\' '1::'" , 'tou<; av'taAetou<;, oUu ac.ptO"'tav'tat c.povou. 

They are lighting torches, as though they are going to 

burn the home of Tantalus, and they do not refrain 

from murder (Or. 1543-4). 

In the Orestes and in Thucydides VII 2, ac.plO"'tllllt takes a noun 

denoting an action as its indirect object. The verb has the meaning, in 

these contexts, of refraining from that action, ie. refraining from murder 

or, in the Thucydidean passage above, refraining from the war. 'Ac.plO"'tllllt 

in these contexts thus takes on a negative, sense, its meaning being to 

"refrain from undertaking an action". 5 

Thucydides has thus moved away from a purely physical meaning 

for ac.plO"'tllllt, though such a meaning was still current amongst his 

3 
4 
5 

As is normal Greek practice. Cf. ego "6> nOA1.c,; nOAl.c,;", Aristophanes Acll._27. 
Cf. also the meaning of anoO''t(X/tEOV in VIII 2. 
Thucydides may have a further example of this meaning at VI 88.4: 

Kat oi ~EV npoc,; 'tCt nESta ~aA.A.oV 'troY I1.lCEAroV i>1tTtlCOOl. OV'tE$ 'troY 
I'UpalCOO'{rov oi nOAAot a9>E1.crTtlCEO'W· 'troY 5E TIjv ~EO'6yE1.aV r:xov'trov 
aU'tovo~o1. 0-00'0.1. lCat npo'tEpoV aid (ai) oiKitO'uc,; EMuc,; nATtv oAiyo1. 

\~'An...' ? ~'ta 'troY vOlva1.rov 11O'av . ' , 
Here, oi nOAAot a<pE1.O''tTtlCEO'av is in antithesis to (ai) oiKitcr'uc,; ... ~E'tCt 'troY 'A9rIva{rov 

~O'av, but against H.C.T. ad loc., a<pE1.O''tTtlCEO'ay does not have to mean ''had revolted from 
Syracuse." "Stood aloof from Athens" is possible (cf. VII 7.2 above)though admittedly 
difficult. The more natural reading is to take a<p{O''tTJ~1. in this context to mean "revolted", 
but, as H.Q.T points out, this creates some difficulties in itself (cf. VII 58.3 and VI 103.2). 
H.C.T. concludes lithe MSS' text is untenable" and adopts Canter's ou for oi. I wouid prefer 
to retain the text and read "stood aloof' for <l<pe1.O''tftlCEO'av, but neither' option is entirely 
satisfactory. 
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contemporaries. For Antiphon uses a<ptcvcTUU. to denote the physical act of 

standing back out of the way in his Second Tetralogy: 

For he did not hit any of those standing back from the 

target (III B 5).6 

A third example of a<ptO''tTHU in Thucydides is also comparable with 

Euripides' use of this word. This is perhaps, at first sight, surprising, as 

the example comes from the text of a treaty quoted by Thucydides. 

AaxeoatJ..lovtot OU'te oi SUJ..lJ..laxol. 

For neither the Lacedaimonians nor their allies will 

refuse to accept any just proposal you may make (IV 

118.9). 

'A<ptO''t1HU again has a negative sense, but it means more than 

refrain. Its indirect object is not a noun denoting an action itself, but a 

clause denoting an action of others OUOeVO~ ... oO'a liv Ot-lCata A€')'Tl'tE. The 

meaning is thus to "refuse to accept" this action. This. usage extends the 

sense of keeping back from the semantic field of a physical action to the 

semantic field of decision making. 

The Euripidean parallel comes In the Suppliants. 

reproaches Theseus for not accepting the "crown of glory". 

1tOAet 1tapov O''t€.<pavov eUdda~ Aa~etV, 

Oe{O'(l~ a.1tro'tl1~ 

Although you had the chance to take the crown of 
. 

glory for the city, you refused through fear fSupp.315-

6). 

Aethra 

6 See also oU'C£ 'Cot> OlC01tOt> U).la.p'CcOv, de; 'toue; u<p£o'COYrru; UlCOV'C(Oa.c;: 'tot> 1ta.t8oe; £'tUX£v 
(Second Tetralo~ III B 7). 
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Here, acpto'tllllt means to refuse, and is the antonym of A<X~EtV, to 

take. Although the Euripidean usage is absolute, Bdo<x~ implies a 

deliberate act of refusal, a decision, and so a1teo'tll~ is nevertheless 

comparable in sense to a1too't"oov't<Xt in Thucydides IV 118.9.7 

One does not, perhaps, expect to find acpto't'TlIlt used metaphorically 

in this way in the text of a treaty. Indeed, in the extant treaties which we 

possess, acpto'tllllt takes the sense "secede" or "revolt", as it does frequently 

elsewhere in Thucydides, (as I shall discuss below). 8 The broad idea of 

IV 118.9, that a treaty may be revised, is found in other treaties quoted by 

Thucydides, but expressed in different words. For example, in the treaty 

of alliance between Athens and Sparta there is the clause: 

ilv Be 'tt Bo,q; A<XKEB<XlIlOVtOt~ K<Xt 'A9"v<XlC; 1tpoo9clV<Xl Kat 

acpEAEtV 1tEP1. 'tfl~ ~'\)llllaXt<X~, on llv oo,q;, EUOPKOV 
, , ';' 

<Xllcpo'tEPOt~ ElV<Xt. 

If the Lacedaimonians and the Athenians should see 

fit to add or subtract anything from the terms of this 

alliance, they may do so together .under the terms of 

the oath (V 23.6). ), 

The treaty between the Athenians, Argives, Mantineans and Eleans 

finishes with a similar clause. 

1tOAEOtV a1tao<Xt<; KotVn ~O,\)AE,\)O IlEV<X t~, 'toiho K'6ptoV 

Elv<xt. 

If these cites should see fit to add any improvement to 

7 For we are to understand with U1teCf'trl<;, you refused, o'tecpavov EUlCAda.<; Nx~e~v, "to 
accept the crown of glory", thus giving a parallel sense to "refuse to accept" in IV 118.9. 
This example has been discussed in Chapter II ( p. 31). 
8 For ucp{onuu in treaties see ill 13 14, line 23 (Erythrae); ill 13 37, line 46 (Kolophon); 
and ill 13 40 lines 21-2 (Chalcis) (quoted p.53 n.42). Also cr. 00. JX'106.4. . 

. ' 
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the above agreements, whatever all cities agree upon 

after joint consultation shall be binding. 

The metaphoric use of c.hplcr't1'U.lt in IV 118.9 does thus seem out of 

place in the context of a formal treaty. While we can not be certain that the 

usage is Thucydides' own, rather than the actual words used in the treaty, 

given Thucydides' metaphoric use of a<plcrnllll elsewhere, the evidence is 

suggestive of such a conclusion. 

Studies have long since adduced close links between Thucydides' 

history and tragedy, Cornford presented a case for parallels in the 

external form of the Histories and tragedy.9 Finley pointed to similarities 

in ideas and forms of argument shared by Thucydides and Euripides.1 0 

In this study of a<plcr't1'U.lt we have found similarities in the use of language 

between the two. But before we can draw any conclusions, beyond that of 

the versatility of Thucydides in his use of language, we must look at his 

other uses of a<plcr't1Utl. and his use of a1tocr'tacrt<;;. 

2. Move to a distance. 

There is, in the 146 occurrences of a<plcr't'JlJ.1t in Thucydides connoting 

physical or metaphorical movement to a distance, one example of a 

physical denotation. This comes in VII, in a passage of analysis, where 

Thucydides describes the Athenians' determination to stay in Sicily. 
, ' 

'to 'Yap a'\ho-u<;; 'ltOAtOPlC01>J.1£VO'\)<;; E'ltt'tetXto'J.1c¥> "'itO 

TIM.01tOVVllcrlrov J.11l0' ro<; a1tocr'tTlvat Ex: l:tlCM.ta<;;, aAA' h:£t 

l:1>p<n:oucrac; 'tip au'tip 'tp01tCP av'tt'ltOAtOPlC£tV 

For although they were besieged by the 

9 Cornford, F. Thucydides Mythistoricus. Arnold, London, 1907. 
10 Finley, J.H. "Euripides and Thucydides." Three Esays' on Thucydides. 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass., 1967. pp.1-54. 
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Peloponnesians with their fort, they did not withdraw 

from Sicily, but rather, there, in their turn, besieged 

Syracuse in the same way (VII 28.3). 

The preposition h: governing LtKeAta~, qualifying a1too'tTlvat, reveals 

that in this context a<pto't11P-t denotes primarily physical movement away. 

It is in the semantic field of physical movement that we understand 

a<pto'tTlP-t here. 

But further to this, a<pto't11P-1 is given as an alternative action to 

besieging, 1tOAlOPKOro. That is, a<pto'tl1P-t is a military withdrawal, in this 

case the opposite of the staying put in a siege operation. This brings in a 

further connotation to a<pto't11P-1 in this context, that of "giving up". The 

Athenians would not just be leaving Sicily, they would be giving up their 

siege of Syracuse. 

There is a further example of Thucydides' creative use of language, 

where this physical sense of a<ptO'tTlP-1 is lost, and the meaning is "give up". 

The context is Thucydides' description of the great plague at Athens. 
~, ,t.... t , " , ,,.. , 

oaa 'te 1tpO~ 1EpOt~ tKE'tEUoav 11 p-av'te~ot~ Ka1 'tOt~ 'tOlO'\)'t01~ 

EXPTtOav'to, 1ta.v'ta avro<peATl ~v. 'tEAE,\)'troV't£~ 'tE au'trov 
,. , t, '" '" , a1tEO'tTlOaV '\)1tO 'to'\) KaKO'\) VIXroP-EVOl. 

But all prayers at sancturies or consultations of 

oracles and the like were completely futile, and in the 

end, overcome by their troubles, they gave them up (II 

47.4). 

The Athenians, who prayed for divine aid as their human doctors 

failed them, finally gave up when they realised that no help was going to 

come from the gods either. Adam Parry, in "The Language of 

Thucydides' Description of the Plague", wrote that Thucydides' style in 

this famous passage: 
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.. .is dramatic and imaginative, controlled throughout 

by the writer's determination to show the awful, and 

overwhelming power of the sickness. The sentence

construction is various, often containing powerful and 

unexpected verbs. 11 

70 

'A<p{Crtllllt is one such powerful and unexpected verb. We should also 

note that the metaphoric use of a.<ptO''tllJ,lt here is subjective, underlining the 

fact that Thucydides does not maintain his authorial de~achment 

throughout his history. For events which caused great suffering, such as 

the plague at Athens,12 affected Thucydides deeply,. and his emotive 

response is reflected in his text. Used in this religious context, a.<PtO''tlllll 

denotes "giving up", a metaphoric use found elsewhere in tragedy. Again 

we turn to Euripides. 

't{ yap 'tao', ib ouO''tllV', EIlTtV lloX9d<;; XaptV 

novou<;; ExouO'a npo0'9£v ei) 't£9 pallllEVll , 

Why, poor lady, do you labour wi~h this work for my 

sake, you who were brought up in a high-class way in 

tIie past, and not desist though I keep on asking y~u 

to? 00. 64-6), 

" 

), 

In the passage from the Electra, a.<ptO''taO'(l1. is in an antonymous 

relationship with novou<;; ExouO'a, as well as lloX9£1<;;. It thus means givi~g 

up work, not continuing - similar sense to the Thucydidean passag~ 

11 Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies. 16, 1969. pp. 106-118. (p. 114). J.S. 
Rusten notes that in Thucydides' description of the plague, "The scientific value of the 
description is less notable than its literary impact". Thucydides The PeloponneSian 
War: Book II. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989. p.179. For the contrary 
view, that Thucydides' style and vocabulary are derived from medical sources, see Page, 
D.L. "Thucydides' description of the Great Plague at Athens". Classical QuarteTIy. 3, 
1953. pp.97-119. 
12 In which, of course, he suffered personally, II 48.3. ' 
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above. 

However, at II 47.4 a<ptO''trllH also holds some connotation of defection 

from the gods whom the religious practices honour. This is because the 

very act of giving up the gods is, in itself, an act of defiance to their 

authority. Thus in this context, a<ptO''t1'H.t1 has a connotation of 

defection,"revolt" , that approaches the sense we found for it In 

Herodotus. 13 

In Herodotus a<ptO''tlllll is essentially the attempt by "slaves" to gain 

"freedom" from their master. An anoO''taO'l<; is always by an inferior and 

away from a superior.14 Does a<ptO''tlllll in Thucydides in the sense of 

revolt have the same social connotations? Is a<ptO'ullll in Thucydides a bid 

for freedom made by slaves, and if not, how does Thucydides' concept of 

anoO''taO'l<; differ from his predecessor? To establish a basis for comparison 

between the two authors I begin by classifying the revolts by the same 

criterion used in the study of Herodotus. That is, into revolts by slaves and 

revolts by states. 

(0 Slaves. 

In thIs category, a<ptO''tlllll denotes the act of slaves who run away 
, 

from their owner. For example, in Book I the Athenians level at the 

Megarians the charge of: 

av8pano8rov un080x~v 'troy a<plO''taIlEvrov 

the harbouring of run-away slaves (1139.2). 

In this context a<ptO''tllll1. denotes the act of slaves who have 

physically separated themselves from their owners •. In an attempt to 

13 Indeed, there is also perhaps some connotation of renunciation in each of the 
examples from Thucydides discussed so far. This would seem a connotation that is 
integral to the meaning of acptcr't11lH in Thucydides, and one which would help the 
development of the sense of "revolt". 
14 Such as the Ionians from the King of Persia, 00. V 98.2 etc. 
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change their social status and become free they have distanced themselves 

from their owner's authority. They are therefore moving to a distance 

both in a physical sense and in a more metaphorical sense. It is this 

"social" connotation which we found for a<plo'tTHtt in Herodotus in the 

sense revolt.15 

When a<plo'tTUtt is used by Thucydides to denote the "running away" 

of the Helots, we find that the lexeme has acquired the further connotation 

of "revolt". 

Ai8atlle; ee; 'I9oolll1V a7tE0't110av. nA£to'tOt oE 'trov EiAonc.ov 

f:YEvOV'tO oi 'trov naAatrov M£ool1vtc.ov 'to't£ OOtlAroSEV'tc.oV 

anoyovot· n Kat M£oo~vtOt fXA~S110aV oi nav't£e;. 7tpOe; 

IlEV o-ov 'toue; ev 'ISOOIlU 7tOA£1l0e; KaS£to't~Ket 

AaK£OatIlOV10te;. 

Their Helots and the Perireci of Thuria and Aethaea 

revolted and went to !thome. Most of the Helots were 

descendants of early Messeniap.s who had been 

enslaved of old, and hence were all called Messenians. 

The Lacedremonians, then, were involved in a war 

with the rebels on !thome (I 101.2).16 

'A<plo'tl1llt. above denotes physical movement, as indicated by the 

prepositional phrase !lee; 'ISOOlll1V". This denotation is later repeated in 'troy 

e<; 1S00lll1V EiAffi'troV anoo'tav'trov (III 54.5). There is ,some social connotation 

in a<pto'tl1llt. here, imposed by the explanatory phrase nAElo'tot. oE 'trov 

EiAffi'trov EyEvOV'tO oi 'trov naAat.rov Mwol1vtrov 'to't£ ootlAffiBEv't<:OV anoyovot.. In 

addition though, a<pto'tl1llt. also implies the revolt of these people, that is, 

15 
16 

See in particular Hdt. II 113.3. 
Trans. Smith, op. cit. 
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their attempt at secession from Spartan authority as well as taking up of 

arms to oppose the Spartans.17 The ensuing conflict is termed n:O AeJ.LO e;, 18 

and a.CPtO''tl1J.Lt holds some sense of military conflict through the close 

association between ee; 'I9c&J.Ll1V a.n:eO''tl1O'cxv and the consequent war at 

!thome n:pOC; J.LEV o-ov tOUe; €,v 'I9c&J.L1l n:oAeJ.LOC; lCcx9etO't"lCet AcxlCeBcxtJ.Lov{OtC;. 

The revolt is an attempt by means of force to defect from the authority of 

the Spartans. 

Although a.CPtO'tl1J.Lt refers to people who have been enslaved 

(BouArogevtcov), Thucydides does not use it here just with the social 

connotations that were found in Herodotus. The description of the Helots 

as an enslaved people is part of an objective detailing of their past, with 

BouAoro being used in a literal sense. But this is not the whole nor even the 

main point of the reference. This is shown by the fact that in this context 
fu-?v,; co i }<3; i 

the subject of a.CPtO''tl1J.Lt includes the p.~ who were not slaves. They 

were a disenfranchised people who lived in Sparta. While they were in an 

inferior social position to full Spartans, they could still hold positions of 
p~";C 

responsibility in Sparta.19 Thucydides notes that Phrynis, a J.!eriteC&S, 

went to Chios to verify the Chian resources on behalf of the Spa~an 

government, and it was on his advice that the Spartans went ahead with 
- . peria I< 

their alliance and backed the Chian revolt.20 Another P~riOOC&S, 

Deiniadas, commanded the Peloponnesian fleet off Ionia for a time.21 

So it is not the simply the concept of "freedom from slavery" that 

Thucydides conveys with a.CPtO'tl1J.Lt here. He is using «CPtO'tl1J.Lt in the 

semantic field of a military and perhaps political act. In this context, 

17 As the l&clL translator indicated by using the two finite verbs "revolted" 
and"went" to translate aneo'tTlcHXv. 
18 1101.2; I 102.1 etc. 
19 See Cartledge, P. Sparta and Lakonia. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1979. 
20 VIII 6.4. 
21 VIII 22.1. 
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uq>{o'tll~t has both military and now political connotations, along with the 

denotation of physical movement. 

It is interesting to note that elsewhere Thucydides uses the lexeme 

Enavuej't(wtC; in reference to this revolt, as well as uq>{o't1l~t.22 This word 

has strictly political connotations, usually meaning an armed coup d'etat 

against a government.23 For Thucydides to use Enavuo'taotC; of this revolt 

supports the conclusion that elsewhere he saw this unoo'taotc; in terms of 

its political and military aspects.24 

(ii) States. 

This category deals with the unoo'taotC; of one state from another. 

These "revolts" are by both subject states from the ruling power and by 

allies from the hegemon of the alliance. Herodotus dealt with the revolt of 

subject states, as we have seen, looking at them in terms of the social 

status of the states or peoples involved, with uq>{o'tllJlt meaning a revolt to , 

gain freedom from slavery. It is in just such terms that Euphemus 

criticises the Ionians. 

['Irovec;] ~A90v yap Ent 'tilv Jlll'tponOAtv £cp' TtJla.c; Jle'tll 'to'n 

Mf)oou leat OUle £'toA~1l0aV unoo'tuv'tec; 'til oileeia q>ge'tpat, 

i&mep Tt~e'iC; h:At1tOv'tec; 'tilv nOAtv, OOUAelaV OE au'to{ 'te 

For the Ionians came against us, their mother-city, 

with the Medes and did not have the courage to revolt 

and destroy their homes, as we did when we 

22 II 27; IV 56.2. £7tavaO"'tctO"l.<; does not carry the denotation of physical movement that 
WpW-CT\lU does in 1101.2 and 11154.5. . 
23 As we found in Herodotus. Eg. 00. VIII 21. 
24 Indeed, Thucydides may have considered the revolt of the Helots and Perireci to 
have been similar in nature to the revolt of a state - he does identify those who revolt as a 
people, the Messenians. For the revolt of states in Thucydides, see below. 
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abandoned our city, but chose slavery for themselves 

and wished to impose the same on us (VI 82.4). 
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'A<p1crt1lllt is the alternative to slavery. When Euphemus thinks of 

revolt, the social condition of the one who makes the revolt is thus 

uppermost in his mind. He conceives revolt and slavery together and so 

uses U<P1crt1lllt in the same way as Herodotus. However, this can not be 

taken to necessarily represent Thucydides' own usage, as the example 

comes in a speech.25 

There is considerable debate on the nature of the speeches in 

Thucydides.26 While there is little doubt that their form is literary and so 

contains some input from Thucydides, to what extent the form and content 

reflect what was actually said is a subject of much disagreement. I argue 

elsewhere that in I 22.1 Thucydides states that the speeches are not free 

compositions, but his renditions of what was said, based, as, usual, on his 

own critical evaluation of the evidence available.27 If this is the case, we 

might expect to find a difference in the use of vocabt4ary between the 

speeches and narrative, with the speeches. refl~cting in some way the 

language of the various speakers, or at least Thucydides' characterisatio~ 

of the various speakers. To test this hypothesis, u<Plcrt1lllt is ~tudied in 

speeches and narrative separately so that any co:psistency or inconsistency 

in usage in these different contexts can be noted. In this way Thucydides 

own use of language and hence process of thought can be distinguished 

25 Simon Hornblower on the content of the speeches: ''Whether Thucydides reported 
or invented his speeches, or did something in between, the sentiments contained in those 
speeches can never be used as evidence for his own opinions." Thucydides. Duckworth, 
London, 1987. p. 72. But cf. Chapter VII and the conclusion'in Chapter VIII below. 
26 Note especially Kagan, D. The Outbreak of the 'Peloponnesian War. Cornell 
University Press, 1969; and Cogan, M. The Human Thing. University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1972, who take them as accurate records of what was said, f,Uld de Stet Croix, 
G.E.M. The Oriltins of the Peloponnesian War. Duckworth, London, 1972, who sees them 
as fictional. For a new interpretation of! 22.1 see Rusten, op.cit. pp. 7-11. 
27 See my "A Note on Thucydides I 22.1". Athenaeum. 66, 1988. pp.201-2. 
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from that which is characterised by Thucydides as belonging to another 

person. 

(a) Speeches. 28 

An examination of the contexts in which a<plO''tTUl.t occurs in 

speeches reveals that the speakers consistently refer to those who revolt as 

the "slaves", in a metaphoric sense, of the power from whom they revolt, 

and give as their aim "freedom". 

In the speech of the Mytilenians, for example, the envoys set out to 

show that they have been enslaved by Athens. 

'EAA:ftVroV 'A91lvcxtote;, aAA' en' eAEU9EproO'et ano 'tou 

M TtOOU 'tOte; ''EAAllO'tV. 

But we did not became allies for the enslavement of the . 

Hellenes to the Athenians, but for the freedom of the 

Hellenes from the Mede (III 10.3). 

The Mytilenians claimed that Athens had enslaved ,all her allies 

and that their own freedom was only nominal. 

£roproJ..lEV cxu'toue; ... 't1W OE 'trov ~uJ..lJ..lax.rov oou~ro(nv 

£ncxY0J..lEvouC; ... oi ~UJ..lJ..lcxX.Ot £oOUAoo91l0'cxv nATty TtJ..lroVKCXt 

X{rov' TtJ..lEtC; OE cxu'tovoJ..l01. OTt OV'tEC; KCXt £AEU9EP01. 'tep 
, , 
ovoJ..lcxn 

We saw [ the Athenians ] ... turning to the 

enslavement of the allies .... The allies were enslaved 

except us and the Chians. And we were autonomqus 

28 A speech is defined as "The report, in direct or indirect' discourse, of what was 
said (or its substance) in any particular instance". West, W.C.III "The Speeches in 
Thucydides: A Description and Listing". In Stadter, P. ed. The Speecbes in' 
Thucydides. University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1973. pp. 3-15 .. See this 
work for a list of the speeches. .-
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and free only in name (III 1004-6). 

This characterisation of the position of the allies with respect to 

Athens as slavery is to justify their own a1toa't(l(n~.29 Having made this 

justification, the Mytilenians go on to give the course of action they chose 

to take. 

'trov 'EAA"VroV 1l1, ~i>v KaKro~ 1tOtetV au'toi>~ Ile't' 'A81,vatrov 

aAAn ~,\)veAe'\)gepouv, a1to 'te 'A91lvalrov 1l1, autol 

And we decided to make a double revolt - from the 

Hellenes so as not to harm them with Athens but to 

aid in freeing them, and from Athens so as not to be 

destroyed by them in the future but rather to strike the 

first blow (III 13.1). 

The language of this passage is highly rhetorical. 'Ac:pla'tflilt is used 

with its cognate noun a1toa'taat~. 30 Rhetorical balance i~ sought in the 

contrast of opposites between the revolt frqm the Hellenes ~o as not to 

harm them and from Athens so as to harm her, and with the pairing bf 

the opposites ~i>v KaKro~ 1totetvand ~,\)veAe'\)gepou~.31Thesense of 
"secession" or"defection" for ac:platllllt and a1toataat~ in this context is 

reinforced by the use of the preposition a1to, repeating their prefix. This 

secession is from Athens and, rhetorically, from the Hellenes. 

Gomme points out that every a1toataat~ from Athens was in form a 

withdrawal from the league. This is indeed the primary sense for ac:pla't1lJL1 

29 'ltpOcpaol<; 't£ btl£l1cTl<; ... 't'i1<; Wtoo'tao£co<; III 9.2. 
30 'A'lt6o'taol<; is only found in Thucydides in the'sense "defection", as it is in 
Herodotus. For the concrete sense of this abstract noun see Sihler, E.G. "On the Verbal 
Abstract Nouns in -Ol<; in Thucydides." Transactions and Proceedings: American 
Philological Association, 12, 1881. pp.96-104. 
31 Cf. Gomme, who writes "In ;'Uv£A.£'U9£pouv the compound'is used only for 
rhetorical effect", but he does also question this . .H..aI:. II, ad loco 
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and a1toO"mO't<; that we found in Herodotus. However, Gomme denies that 

such a secession is by subjects. Gomme writes, of 'to\><; yap a<ptO''taJlEvO\)<; 

in III 9.1, "We should, I think, translate strictly, 'those who secede' or 

'withdraw from an alliance', not 'rebel' or 'revolt', as from a master."32 

He is, though, only speaking of the technical position of the "allies".33 

This is not the meaning of a<ptO''tT1Jlt in the context of the speech of the 

Mytilenians. For the emotive vocabulary in this speech, such as the 

emotive, metaphorical use of slavery terms, and the emotive appeals to 

<ptAta, Ot1C1l and ap£'tTt,34 give a<ptO''tTH.l.t, in this context, the same social 

connotations that were found earlier in the speech of Euphemus. Thus 

the meaning of a<ptO''tl1Jlt is similar to its meaning in Herodotus .. For~he 

Mytilenians have characterised themselves as/ slaves seeking their 

freedom through a1toO''taO't<;. 

Slavery is a term which Athens' opponents use !egularly in 

speeches to express the subjection of the allies to ~thens. The 90rinthians 

in the debate at Sparta claim that the Athenians have enslave~ the 

Hellenes, depriving them of their freedom. . 

vuv oe d Oet JlalCpl1yopdv, roy 'to\><; JlEv O£OO\)ACOJlEVO\)<; 

opn't£, 'to\<; oe E1tt~O\)Aruov'ta<; autou<; 

And why is it necessary to go on any further, when 

you see some states enslaved, and [the Athe!lians] 

plotting against others (l 68.3). 

They characterise the allies as enslaved by the Athel}ians \>1t' ElCdvrov 

O£OO\)ACOJlEvO't)<; (1 69.1). Brasidas claims in his speech at Acan~hus that he 

has come to free the inhabitants from slavery. 

32 
33 
34 

auto<; t£ ... E1t' iAet>9£pcOO£t o~ trov 'EAATtVCOV 1tapeATtA\)9a ... 

HCT. II, ad loco 
HCT.. II, note on 13.1. 
In 11110.1. 
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UJllV oeOOUAIDJlEvOte; uno 'A911vatIDV ~uJlJlaxTtcroV'tEe;. 

I have come to free the Greeks ... becoming an ally 

with you who are enslaved by the Athenians (IV 

86.1).35 
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Brasidas is indeed welcomed as "liberator of Hellas". Phrynichus, 

an Athenian, warns his fellow oligarchs that the allies really want 

freedom rather than political change. 

'tae; 'tE ~uJlJlaXtoae; nOAne;, ate; unEcrxflcr9at oit CHp&e; 

OAtyapXtav, on oit Kat aU'tot OU 011 JlOKpa'tTtcrov'tat, E-o 

eiOEvat £<P11 on ouOev Jl&AAOV cr<pt(nv ou9' ai a<pEcr'tl1J('\)lat 

npocrXIDPTtcrov'tat ou9' ai unapxoucrat ~E~ato'tEpal 

ecrov'tat· ou yap ~OUATtcrEcr9at aU'toue; JlE't' OAtyapXtae; 11 

011JlOKpa'ttae; OouAEunv Jl&AAOV 11 JlE9' ono'tepou &V 

'tUXrocrt 'tOU'tIDV &rugepouc; etvat· 

He said that he was sure that it would make no 

difference to the allied cities, to whom they would 

promise oligarchic government, since they too would 

not be a democracy: neither would the apostates 

return nor would the other subjects be any more 

secure. For they would not want to be slaves under an 

oligarchy nor under a democracy rather than being 

free under whichever form of government they might 

have (VIII 48.5). 

Diodotus too associates revolt with freedom - nva EAEU9£pov 

o.nocr'tav'ta (III 46.5); 'toue; &rugepouc; ... a<plcr'taJlEvOUe; (III 46.6). 

As Gomme points out, the allied cities in Athens' aPXTt were not 

35 See also IV 85.1, .5, .6, 86.4, 87.2, .3, .6. 
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technically enslaved, like the inhabitants of Scyros and Eion were.36 They 

were autonomous states, although their foreign and to some extent 

domestic affairs were dictated by Athens. The degree to which Athens 

actually interfered in the domestic affairs of an allied city varied from 

place to place and from time to time.3 7 Later on in the war some 

populations (eg. Melos38) were actually sold into slavery. However, what 

is important for this semantic study is that references to the enslaving of 

allied cities are emotive metaphorical references to Athens' domination of 

her allies. In such contexts a.<Plo'tTlI.tt regularly takes social connotations 

comparable to those in Herodotus. 

A study of the slavery lexemes used by Thucydides (BO'UAelU. 

BO'UAEU ElV, BOUAO<;, BO'UAOUV, BOUAIDO"t<;, Ku'tuBo'UAOUV and KU'tuBoUAIDO"t<;) 

reveals he almost always uses them in this metaphorical sense, referring 

to subject cities, in speeches.39 In narrative, however, these slavery 

lexemes refer mostly to slaves in a literal sense, that is, to people wJ.:1o have 

been sold into slavery (nine times40 ). They occur only seven times 

metaphorically in the narrative, and only fOl,lr of these are in. reference to 

subject cities or peoples,41 as opposed to sixty occurrences in speeches, of 

which only two refer to slaves in a literal sense.42 

36 198. 
37 See Ostwald, AUTONOMIA, Scholars Press, Phila<lelphia, 1982, and Meiggs, R 
The Athenian Empire. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1972. 
38 V 116.4. ' 
39 See Table Four: Lexemes for Slavery in Thucydides. 
40 OOuA.eU£w: VII 85.4 (see below); oouAo<;: I 55, 103, II 78.4, III 73, VI 27, VIII 15, 28.4; 
50'l)AOUV : I 101.2. ~ 

41 50UAOUV refers twice metaphorically to the spirit 'being "eowed"(IV 34, VII 71). 
5o'l)AeUx refers once to the "slavery" of the weaker to the stronger (i 8.3). 
42 5ouAe{a refers to the Helots once in a· speech (V 23.3) and 50UAo~ denoting a slave 
appears once in speech (IV 118.7). '!. 

For references to states: '< 

oouAeia: I 121.5, 122.2, II 71.2, .3, III 56.4, IV 87.3, 114.3,V 9.9, 69, 86, VI 20.2, 40.2, 
80.5,82.4 . 

OOuA.d>£w: 174.2, II 63.3, III 13.6, V 92,100[2], VIII 43.3, 48.5, 84.5 . 
&roAo<;: I 34, V 9.9. 
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Of the four occurrences in narrative where a slavery lexeme refers 

to a subject people, rather than slaves, two of them are used to denote the 

Persian domination of Hellenic states.43 This is not a surprising finding 

as it is common Greek idiom to refer to the "slavery" of states under 

Asiatic powers, and, in particular, Thucydides had Herodotus before him 

as a model. The two remaining examples in the narrative where 

Thucydides describes the subjection of Greek states to Athens as "slavery" 

deserve closer study. 

In Book VII Thucydides describes the misery and despair of the 

Athenian expeditionary force after its final defeat in the Great Harbour of 

Syracuse. 

OO,\)ArocrO!levO'\)~ l1lCelV a,ytou~ 't01ho !lUAAOV OeOt6'ta~ !lit 

mi9rocrt t;,\)VE~ll cbttevat 

For this was the greatest reversal that happened to a 

Greek army, for whom it had turn~d out that while it 

had come to enslave others, instead it was going away 

iIi fear of suffering this very fate itself (VII 75.7). ' 

Here Thucydides is playing upon the literal and metaphoric senses 

of OO'\)AOUV. The Athenian troops feared that they would be taken prisoner 

by the Sicilians and sold into slavery. This is ex~ctly what did happen.44 

In describing their fear Thucydides is "foreshadowing" his later 

OOUAoUV: I 68.5, 69[2], 124.3, 138.2, III 10.5, 58.5, 71, IV 86, 92.4, .7, V 29.3, VI 76.3, 
77[2], 82.3, 83.4, 84.3, 88, VII 68.2. 

OOUAcooU;: I 141, III 10.4. 
'lCU'tcxSOUAoUV: III 63, 70.3. 
'lCU't®oUACOOU;: III 10.3, V 27.2, VI 76.4, VII 66. 
There are further metaphorical uses of OOUAElU: II 63.3; SouAEunv: I 81.6; SOUAOC;: 

III 38.5; OOUAoUV: II 61.3, IV 86.4. . 
43 SOUAoUV at I 16 and I 18.2 refers to slaves. 
44 VII 85. 
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narrative.45 However, in saying that the Athenians came to "enslave" the 

Sicilians, Thucydides is using BOUAOUV in the metaphoric sense. The 

Athenians did not go to Sicily to capture slaves. 

This passage, VII 75.7, is carefully written to highlight the complete 

reversal of the Athenian fortunes. It continues with contrasts made 

between the present prayers and those given on the expedition's departure 

and the change from reliance on seamen and the navy to reliance on 

infantry.46 The structural balancing of opposites gives the passage a 

rhetorical style and emphasises the completeness of the reversal, adding 

pathos to the account of the Athenians' defeat. Unlike much of 

Thucydides' narrative, as we shall see, this narrative is subjective, with 

BOUAOUV used in a subjective way. 

Thucydides uses BOUAOUV to describe the status of an Athenian ally 

once in the narrative. 

NCXStOl<; Be O,1tOCf"CO,CH !l£1:0' 'tCXU'tCX E1tOA£!l11O"CXV KCXt 

1tOAlOPKt~ 1tCXp£cr'tTtcrcxv'to. 1tPro't11 't£ CX\)'tTl 1tOA1<; SU!l!lCXXl<; 

1tCXpo' 'to Kcx8£cr1:11KO<; EBouAffi811. £1t£l~CX Be KCXl 'troY aA~rov 

ro<; €xacr't'{l SUV£~11. -, 1 

After this they fought the Naxians, who had revolted, 

and reduced them by siege, This was the first allied 

city to be enslaved contrary to established rule, !>ut 

later others were as well as each case came up (I 

9804). 

Gomme calls EBouAro811 "a rhetorical word", contrasting with the 

45 As he often does. See Virginia Hunter, Thucydidestbe Artful Reporter. HakkeTt, 
Toronto, 1973. , 
46 avn 5' EuxTie; 'tE Kat 1tauxvcov, /lEa' 6>V £~e1tAEOV, '1t(XAW 'to'll'tCOV 'tote; £v(xv'tiOte; 
£7tl<Pll/l(cr/lacrw a<popjlucraat, 1tE~OUe; 'tE av'tt vau~a'trov 1t0PEUOjlEvOUe; Kat 01tAt'tlKCj> 1tpocrexov'ta.c; 
jlUUoV 'i\ vaU'ttKCj> (VII 75.7). ), 

" 
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objective Ttv8pa1to8tcHXV in I 98.1 and 98.2.47 Thucydides does not mean 

that the N axians were sold into slavery as the Dolopians of Scyros and the 

inhabitants of Eion were. "His language is figurative and emotional, the 

relationship of Naxos to its ally was now exposed as that of slave to 

master."48 ~OUAOUV stands out here as a powerful and perhaps 

unexpected verb, for it adds a tone of authorial condemnation to the 

hitherto more neutral narrative account. 

This, then, is a further subjective use of 80UAOUV by Thucydides, 

Such a subjective use is highlighted in this context of seemingly objective 

narrative, immediately preceding an analysis of the causes of a1too'taot~, 

In the light of Thucydides' rare use of this metaphorical sense of 80UAOUV 

in his narrative, as opposed to its regular use in his speeches, we could 

perhaps suggest that 80\)AOUV, a strong word with a pejorative tone, is 

used in I 98,4 by Thucydides to condemn Athens, but that rather than it 

being a part of his normal literary idiom, it is a sort of quotation, a 

reflection of the language used by others to denote Athens' subjection of 

her allies, as attested in his speeches. 

That is only conjecture. There is nevertheless a distinction that can . ) 

be drawn between the subjective meaning of slavery lexemes in speech, 

and the objective meaning used regularly in narrative.. Thus it is in 

general, with the two exceptions noted above, in speeches and not in 

narrative that a<ptOnlllt and slavery lexemes are used in the same 

rhetorical and emotive context, having inconsequence -subjective, 

rhetorical connotations. 

In Herodotus, a<ptCJtTUlt is also linked with the ccnicept of freedom. If 

we study the lexemes for freedom in Thucydides (£Ae:ugepta, £Aeugepoc;. 

47 
48 

HQ.T.. ad loco 
French, op. cit. p.35 n.34. 
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EAeugepouv, EAeugepro<;, EAeugeproal<;, ~UVeAeugepouv) the same pattern of use 

as was found for the slavery lexemes is revealed.49 Freedom lexemes are 

used commonly in speeches to denote the aim or aspiration of states or 

political groups (74 times50) and only rarely in a literal sense of the 

freedom of slaves (3 times51). In narrative, the metaphoric reference to 

the "freedom" of states or political groups is less common (total of 9 

examples, including once of Hellenes from Persia and four times of an 

Athenian ally52) than the meaning of the freedom of actual slaves (16 

examples53).54 Significantly for our study, the combination of slavery

revolt - freedom is not found regulary in Thucydides' narrative,55 but is 

found regularly in his speeches as we saw in III 10-13 and IV 86. 

'A<pta'tTnU is not used in speeches solely in slavery-freedom contexts 

obviously. But all the contexts in which it is so used, as we have seen, are 

emotive and subjective in tone, giving a<ptanHu emotive connotations. 

There are many examples of such subjective language used of revolt in the 

49 See Table Three: Lexemes for Freedom in Thp.cydides. 
50 iAtugep{a.: I 69, 124, II 40.5,62.3,63, III 54.3, 12,45.6, IV 87.6,85.5, .6, 86.4, 87.2, 
119.3, 120.3, V 9.9, 112.2, VI 20.2, 40.2, 76.4, 83.3, VII 68.3, VIII 43.3. . 

Meepo<;: I 84, II 36, 43.4, III 10.6, 46.5, .6, IV 63.2, 64.5, 92.4, V 9, 99, 100, VI 77, 89.6, 
VII 69.2, VIII 41.2, 48.5. : J '~, 

iArugepouv: I 69, 122.3, 124.3, II 8.4, 71.2, III 13.7, 32.2, 58.5, 59.4, 62.5, 63.3, IV 85, 
87.4,92.7,95.2, 108.2, 121 ("crowned as ... "), VI 84.3, 87.2, VII 56.2, VIII 46.3[3], 52. 

iAtueepcos: II 37.2, VI 85.2, VII 63.4. . 
£A.rugepcoou;: II 72, III 10.3,39.7, IV 86, V 9.9. 
~t>VA.eugepoUv: II 72, III 13, 62.5. 

51 iAtugep{a.: VII 82; lliUgepo<;: IV 118.7; tA.eugepcoot<;: I 132.4. 
52 £A.eUgep{a.: of Syracuse VI 69.3, .5,of Thasos VIII '64.3,.5, of the Athenian demos 
VIII 68.4, 71. , I , 

£A.eugepouv: of Hellenes from Persia I 95, of Actean cities from Athens IV 52.3. 
iAtugepo><;: of Athenian demos from tyrants II 65. ' 
~t>VeA.eUgepouv: of Athenian demos from tyrants VI 56.3. 

53 EA.eugep{a.: of slaves VII 82; of Helots IV 26.5. , 
lliUgepo<;: of slaves II 78.4, 103, V 83.2, VIII 15.2, 28.4, 62.2, 73.5, 84.2; of Helots V 

34, VII 58.3. , (' 
iAtugepouv: of slaves VIII 15.2; of Helots IV 80.3[2], .4. , 

54 For discussion of terms for freedom in Thucydides, see Ostwald, op. cit. and 
Bickerman, E.J. "Autonomia: Sur un passage de Thucydide (I 144,2)." Reyue 
Intemationale des Droits de l' Antiouite. 5:3, 1958. pp. 313-44. . 
55 Though we must note the revolt-slavery context at 198.4, discussed above. 
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speeches. The Mytilenians admit that their revolt could be seen in a 

pejorative light (£1 'tql 80K01>Il£V U8tK£tV 1tpoa1too'tavn:c; III 12.2). The 

Plataeans say that if they were to revolt, they would be acting badly (d 8' 

u1too'tilvat 'A911va{rov OUK it9£A,TtOall£v ... OUK it8tK01>lleV ... Kat 1tpo801>vat 

au'to-oc; OUKE'tt ;;v KaA,OV III 55.3). 

Such vocabulary use is comparable with speeches by Antiphon. 

Note for example, the pejorative moral tone in 11 1tOA,tC; 0A,11 Ka Kro~ 

'R "l' , ~ , ., 56 el-'0'UlI.ruoa'to a1too'taoa Kat Uj.Lap'te. 

In speeches Athens t allies are slaves seeking freedom. It is in 

speeches and not narrative that the Spartans are called the "liberators of 

Hellas".57 Within this framework of social vocabulary u~{O'tl1llt takes on 

social connotations. 

(b) Narrative. 

We have seen how Thucydides uses slavery and freedom lexemes in 

the speeches but rarely uses them in the narrative,_ particularly in tp.e 

context of revolt. Thucydides does not describe revolt with emotive, 

morally-loaded vocabulary in his narrative, such a~ the slave-revolt- , 
. . 

freedom sequence of thought (with the exceptions noted abpve). Where a . 

freedom lexeme is found in narrative, it is in a distinctly political context, 

such as VIII 64.5. 

oroC:PPOOUVl1V yap A,a~o1>oat ai 1tOA,£tC; Kat li8etav 'trov 

1tpaOoollEvroV ixropl1oav £1tl TItV (XV'ttKp'UC; £A,rugepiav 'tile; 

'A911vairov -\mouA,o'U eUvolliac; ou 1tpOtlIlTtOavuc;. 
. . 

As soon as the cities had got sensible governments 

56 On the Murder of Herodes V 76. Note also the emotive and social connotations 
coupled with political invective in the pamphlet of the Old Oligarch III 11. For discussion 
of his "pre-rhetorical" style see Thesleff, H. "Scientific and Technical Style in' Early 
Greek Prose." .Ar.ct2s.. 4, 1960. pp.89-113, especially pp. 102-3. . 
57 . 169.1, II 84, III 32,59.4, IV 85.1, 108.2, V 9.9, VIII 43.3, 46.4, 52. 
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where there was no fear of having one's practices 

denounced, they went straight on to complete freedom, 

and were not in the least attracted by the unreality of 

"good government" which the Athenians offered (VIII 

64.5). 
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The freedom is viewed in association with politicallexemes, £uvol.tta 

and crrocppocruVll. It is the aim of the cities. In this political context, 

EAtu8£pta takes a political rather than a social connotation. Thucydides is 

using EAtu8£pta in the semantic field of politics. 

There is thus a difference in the emotive content of narrative and 

speech. This affects the connotation of (hptcr't11l-lt in these different contexts. 

The narrative about revolts in the Thraceward region serves as an 

example. 

Kal ai 1tOA£t~ 1tUv8avOIlEVat ai 'tIDV 'A81lvatrov UmlKOOt ti1~ 

't£ 'AIlCPt1tOAtro~ ti,v aArocrtv Kat. a 1tapEx,£tat, nlV 't£ EKetVOU 

1tpaOtll'ta, llaAtcrta OTt Emlp81lcrav E~ to v£rot£pt~£tv, Kal 
, , ", , , , 
£1t£KllPUK£UOVtO 1tpO~ au'tov Kpucpa, £1tmapt£va1. t£ 

KeA£uov'te~ Kat. ~OUAOIl£V01. autot. ibcacrtot 1tpIDt01. 
, ~ 

a1tocrtllvat. 

The cities that were subject to Athens, when they 

heard about the capture of Amphipolis and the terms 

offered and the considerate behaviour [of Brasidas], 

eagerly embraced the idea of political change, and sent 

secret messages to him, urging him to come to them, 

each one wanting to be first to revolt (N 108:3). 

.', 

The language is less emotive than the speeches - we can ,compare 

this context with the context in which acptcrtllllt is used in the speech by 

Brasidas at Acanthus. In IV 108.3 above, cities are described as 
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"{mTpCOOt"t nQt by a mQre emQtive and mQrally IQaded slavery lexeme.58 

The mQtive fQr revQlt is nQt freedQm,59 but PQlitical change ("e<"; 'to 

v£ron~pt~£tv"). N£ro't£pt~ro means tQ make changes, with a cQnnQtatiQn ,of 

viQlence. In Thucydides it denQtes PQlitical changes, and in particular 

internal PQlitical change.60 It is a lexeme used mQstly in passages ,of 

analysis61 and has PQlitical rather than sQcial cQnnQtatiQns. It is nQt 

neutral in value, but suggests that the change is ,one ,of which Thucydides 

disapprQved. In IV 108.3 v£ro't£Pt~ro has the cQnnQtatiQn ,of internal 

PQlitical change as well as external change. The messages sent tQ 

Brasidas were sent nQt ,only in secret frQm the Athenians, but alsQ in 

secret frQm PQtential PQlitical QPponents.62 When Thucydides states, fQr 

example, "Mevoll a<ptcr'ta'tat" (IV 123.1) he is thinking within a PQlitical 

framewQrk, his aCCQunt detailing the actiQns and mQtives ,of a PQlitical 

factiQn ("OAtyrov 't£ Qv'trov"). In this narrative, a<ptcr'tllJlt is fQund within the 

cQnceptual framewQrk ,of PQlitics. 

The purely PQlitical sense ,of ac.ptcr'tllJlt is seen mQre clearly in its use 

tQ denQte the "revQlts" ,of true allies (rather tpan subject states). FQr SQme 

allied states, independence was ,only nQminal, as the Mytilenians claimed, 

nQt ,only fQr states in the Athenian apxit, but alsQ fQr some ,of the smaller 

states in the PelQPQnnesian League.63 But SQme states did maintain 

independence. Perdiccas, king ,of MacedQnia, was never a subject ally ,of 

either side. Starting the war as an ally ,of Athens and last mentiQned 

58 Eg. ufl'iv ~E~()'\)A.rofl€voU; IV 86. 
59 Eg. En' EA.et>9EpOXJEl napEA:rlAt>9a IV 86) 
60 Internal political change: 158, 115.2, III 4.4,66.2,72,75.5,79,82, IV 41.3,76.5,80.2, 
V 14.3,34.2, VIII 70, 73. External political change: I 97, 102.3, II 3, 73, 11111, IV 51,108.3. 
There is in addition a metaphoric denotation ,of climactic change (for the worse): VII 87. 
61 Only 4 out of 23 occurrences are in speech, and one of these is a formal request 
from Athens to Plataea, II 73.3, another a request from Potidaea to Athens, I 58. Other 
references in speech are 11111,66.2. ' 
62 Cf. IV 84.2,103.2-.3,110,121.1,123.2. 
63 Eg. there is a clause in the treaty between Sparta and her allies' and Persia which 
stipulates that these allies can n~t leave the league VIII 18.3. , 
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besieging Amphipolis which was held by the Peloponnesians, he switched 

sides at least eight times in between.64 'AcptO'tl1Jlt is twice used to denote 

Perdiccas' defections from Athens.65 

Perhaps the clearest example of the a1too'taOtc;; of a non-subject state 

is that of Corinth, which "revolted" from her allies in the Argive alliance. 

These allies, the Eleans, Mantineans and Argives made a treaty followed 

by a defensive and offensive alliance with Athens to which the Corinthians 

did not agree.66 

01. JlEV Koptv9tot ou'tCOC;; a1t£o'tl1oav 'troY ~'l)JlJlcXXrov Kat 

1tPOC;; 'tOUC;; Aa1(EBatJlovto'l)C;; 1tcXAtv ti)v yvroJ.Ll1V dxov. 

Thus the Corinthians seceded from her allies and kept 

turning their thoughts back again to the 

Lacedremonians (V 48.3). 

In V 48.3 Thucydides uses the political sense which he coined for 

acpto'tl1J.Lt. The Corinthians were one of the larger powers in this alliance~ 

yet they are still described as revolting from it. They are not a weaker 

power defecting from a stronger. 

secession.67 

Theirs. is a purely political act of' 

" 

We can conclude that there is a difference in the use of (l<Pto'tl1J.Lt In 

speeches and narrative. In the narrative acpto'tl1~t is used objectively, in a 

neutral sense within the semantic field of politics; in the speeches acpto't1l~t 

is used within the semantic field of social change, as it is in Herodotus· 

and so has subjective, moral connotations, even when used of political 

events. 

64 
65 
66 

156,57,61,62, II 29.6, IV 82, 132, V 80.2, VII 9. 
162, V 80.2. 
V 48.2. 

67 See also the "defections" of Plataia III 55.3, COTcyraIII 70.1, Connth and Tegea V 
14.4,30.1,32.3. 
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Thucydides was aware that words could take on different meanings 

in different contexts. In his account of CJ'tcXCHC; he wrote: 

au'tTtAAasaV 'tip OtKatroCJEt. 'toAJ.La J.LEV yap aAoytCJ'tOC; 

avopda q>tAE'tatpOC; EV o J.LtCJ 911 , J.LEAAl1CJtC; of: 1tpoJ.L119~c; 

OEtAta EU1tpmTtC;, 'to OE CJro<ppov 'tou avcXvopo'U 1tpoCJXTlJ.La, 

Kat 'to 1tPOC; £X1tav S'UVE'tOV E1tt 1t<XV apyov· 'to 0' EJ.L1tATtK'troC; 

osu avopoc; J.LOtp~ 1tPOCJE'tE911, aCJ<paAd~ OE 'to 

E1tt~o'UAEUCJaCJ9at a1to'tpo1ti1c; 1tpo<pacrtc; EVAoyoC;. 

The customary meaning of words in relation to the 

events they describe was changed as was seen fit. 

Reckless daring was regarded as courageous party

loyalty and prudent hesitation as specious cowardice. 

Moderation was an excuse for not being a man, and 

cleverness about everything was being idle in 

everything. Impulsive fanaticism was the mark of a 

real man, and plotting from a position of safety a 

specious pretext for turning from the cause (III 82.4). 

Thucydides distinguishes between what actions were called anp. 

what he describes the actions to have been. Thus what he describes in 

morally disapproving language as "'toAJ.La aAoytCJ'tOC;", was given the 

approbatory description of "avopda <ptAE'tatpOC;". The denotation and 

connotations of lexemes have changed: "aCJ<paAd~ 'to E1tt~o'UAEuCJaCJe(Y.1.", 

pre-planning in security, became a specious pretext ("1tpo<p.aCJtC; WAO)'O<;") 

for desertion of the party ("a1to'tpo1tilc;"). The approbatory connotations of 

"aCJ<paAd~ 'to E1tt~o'UAEuCJaCJ9at" were lost as the act whi~h it de~oted lost 

favour, while for acts which gained favour, such as "'to EJ.L1tATtK'troC; osu", 

the lexemes which denoted them gained approbatory· connotations. 
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Thucydides saw that in the context of these political upheavals, as the 

significance of events changed, so did the significance of the lexemes 

which denoted them. In particular, Thucydides shows that he understood 

how language could be manipulated emotively and given a subjective 

meaning. With this understanding of the connotations a lexeme may 

take, Thucydides could consciously control his vocabulary, using words 

emotively in speeches but avoiding such emotive manipulations of the 

language in non-speeches. 

Such a finding is perhaps not surprising to any reader of 

Thucydides and it raises the question of whether he uses other lexemes in 

a similar way. Certainly not every lexeme has a subjective and objective 

sense. However, two lexemes which do seem to have these senses are 

o'ta,cnc; and 1tpo<pao1C;. 

(c) I't&(n~. 

Thucydides uses the lexeme O'ta,OlC; 27 times, 24 in non-speeches. 

Analysis of the contexts in which it appears in narr~tive reveals that the 

use is objective and detached.68 ') 

68 

~Ul yap &p£t11V rile; aY 't£ BUVa,Il£le; 'tlOt Ild~oue; ErYtyvollEVa1. 

I , , '}::"?' e ' o'taO£le; EV£1tOlOUV £-, rov £<p £lPOVtO ... 

t '\' " , " 01 1tOIl..£lltp 11 O'taO£l £1Ot11ttOVtec; ... 

11 t£ yap &vaxroP1101C;... 1tOAAa £V£OXIlO)(J£' Kat Ota,O£lC; tv 

'tale; 1tOA£OlV roe; £1tt1tOAU tyl)'VOVtO, &<p' (bV £K1tl1ttOVt£C; tac; 

1tOA£le; £1Ctl~OV. 

For the greater power that accrued, to some 

communities on account of the fertility of their land 

caused civil-war through which they were ruined ... 

The use in the speeches is rhetorical and emotive. See III 62.5, IV 61, VI 38.3. 
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(12.4) 

... men were driven out by war or civil-war ... (I 2.6) 

For the return ... caused many political changes, and 

there were for the most part civil-wars in the cities, 

from which men who were driven into exile founded 

new cities (I 12.2). 
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In these examples there is an absence of terms of approval or 

disapproval. The statements are general, with non-judgmental verbs 

such as EK1tl1t1:ro and K't{~ro providing a detachment between the historian 

and the events which he describes. N EoX~6ro,"to make changes", has 

specific political connotations in Thucydides and Herodotus. Here is an 

example of a professional language for describing historical events, a 

language that is non-judgmental. In this context cr'tacrt~ is neutral, 

without the pejorative connotations of "sedition", more like, our "civil

unrest".69 

Thucydides' narrative is not always this detached. In II 65 he 

perhaps attempts to be so in analysing .the fall. of AtheJ?s, but the 

detachment is not sustained. In some phrases, for example, he makes 

moral judgements. 

Ka'tCx 'tCx~ io{a~ <PtAo'tt~{a~ Kat rOta KEPOl1 KaK&~ ~ 't£ cr<pa~ 

(l"\hoi>~ Kat 'toi>~ ~u~~axou~ E1tOAl'tEucrav. 

Through personal ambition and personal greed they 

enacted legislation which was bad for themselves and 

their allies (II 65.7). 

. . 

His use of crtacrtc; at II 65.12 however is wIthout any moral 

connotations. 

w . .. 1 V For further examples see II 22.3, III 2.3, 34, 68.3, 76, 80.2, IV 46, 48.5, 71, 7,4.4, 33, 
VI 5, VII 33.5, 50, VIII 98.4, 106.5. 

., 
" 
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In the Theban speech on Plataea,70 by way of contrast, there are 

moral and emotive arguments in the rhetoric. In III 62.5 there are 

rhetorical oppositions such as Mede-Hellene, freedom-slavery, tyranny

law and even oligarchy-democracy. As rhetorical as I 2.4 is analytical, 

here O'ta.CHC; is pejoratively used meaning "seditio". This judgmental sense 

is found in IV 61 and VI 38.3, the other occurrences in speeches. 

This moral tone is not exclusive to speeches. A similar pejorative 

sense is found in III 82.1 - 2. 

To such excesses of savagery did the revolution go (III 

82.1). 

And many calamities fell upon the cities because of 

revolution (III 82.2).71 

While Thucydides' analysis of stasis is ostensibly neutral, the 

catalogue of the distasteful results from the "a~tCOOtv 'trov OV0J.La.'trov" to the 

outright condemnation of the r£tal.ptal. give~ the ga.D;le away. I'ta.ol.C; in 

such a context takes a pejorative connotation. Unlike his normal 

narrative this famous chapter contains emotive input and moral 

judgement and is thus, perhaps, better thought of as a soliloquy, a "speech 

for one", opposed to public address in assemblies or dialogues in camera. 

(d) TIp6<pa(:n~. .' , , 
j 

The meaning of 1tpo<paol.<; in Thucydides is a perennial problem. 

However, analysis of its occurrences in speech and narrative separately is 

fruitful. 

70 
71 

III 61-8. 
See also III 83. 
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In his famous pronouncement on the causes of the war, Thucydides 

states in a piece of objective analysis, 

'tl)V IlEV yap aA:r\8£cJ'taTT\V npocpacrtv, acpav£cr'ta'tl1v oe 
AOyQ) ... 

The truest reason, most obscured by such argument 

(I 23.6), 

Here npocpacrl<; means "cause","reason". It is used in the semantic 

field of causality and refers to a fact which may be true or false. Here it is 

true (" aA118 £cr't a'tl1v "). At III 86.4, on the other hand, the npocpacHC; is false, 

being the alleged reason for the Athenians' support of Leontini, not the 

real reason. 72 However, npocpacrt<; is stiII used objectively within the field 

of causality. Thucydides is consistent in this use in his narrative. 

In the speeches however, npocpacrl<; is not used in this way. II 87.9 

serves as an example. 

'tiC; apa Kat ~O\)Al1en, 1(oAacr8~cr£'tal 'tf!np£noucrn ~111l{~ 

We will give no one an excuse t.o be a coward, If, 

anyone should be inclined that way, he will, be 

punished with the appropriate penalty (II 87.9) .. 

Here npocpacrl<; is used in the semantic field of validation. Rather 

than a true or false cause, it denotes an excuse, a justification for an act., 

Moreover npo<pacrl<; takes a moral connotation not present in narrative, 

through its· reference to an act which is justifiable or unjustifiable and 

which is denoted with judgmental vocabulary (eg. "Ka1(l{l"). This use is 

consistent in speeches. As a further example we cim look at III 40. 

llaAlcr'ta oe oi Ill) ~i>v npo~acr£l nva Ka1(&<; nOlouv't£<; 

72 lCUt £1tEJ.l'l'UV oi 'A6Ttvex'iol Ti\<; J.lEv OilCEl<YtT\'CO<; 1tPOcpMEt,j30UAOJ.levOl ~e J.lTt'CE cr'i'Cov i<; :1JV 
nEAo1tOVVT\crov ayecr9ut uu'Co9ev 1tp01tElpav 'CE 1tOl<rUJ.levOt ei crcptcrt ~uvu'Cn EtT\ 'Cn tv tfll:llCEA~ 
1tpayJ.lu'Cu {>1tOXdptU YEvecr9ut (III 86.4). . " 
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E1tesepxoV'tCH KCXt 8toUuvcx~, 'tOY Kiv8'l>VOV i><pOproJlEVOt 'tOU 

i>1tOAet1tOJlEvO'l> Ex9pou· 

Indeed it is especially those who wrong another with 

no excuse who follow-up and destroy him, perceiving 

the danger from an enemy left alive (III 40.7).73 
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Again we find judgmental vocabulary. Reference to the cnme 

committed by the Mytilenians ("1tpo'l>1tapScxv'tcxc.; a8tKicxc.;") by Cleon in the 

previous sentence leads him to generalise about such wrong doing 

("KCXK&c.; 1totoUV'tec.;"). The frame of reference for 1tp6<pcxcnc.; is again 

judgmental, "right or wrong", with 1tpo<pexcnc.; denoting a validation for an 

act. Thus 1tpO<pCXOlc.; does prove to have different senses in speech and 

narrative. 7 4 

(iii) Further examples. 

There are, in addition to the references to the revolts of ~tates and 

slaves, examples of a<pio'tT\Jlt not used in the context of social change or 

inter-state politics, There is quite a range Qf examples - we have already 

looked at the defection from the gods at II 47.4 - and it is interesting to 

compare these examples with the meaning already ~stablished . 

Herodotus uses a<pio'tT\Jlt to denote the action of troops who desert 

their leader and go over to a rival. The revolt of the Athenian troops on 

Samos is of a similar nature, but as with inter-state politics, their act is 

viewed in a distinctly political context. 

73 Examples in speeches: I 141, III 9.2,13.1,39.7, IV 126.5, VI 33.2,34.6,76.2,78,79.2, 
74 In a recent work, Hunter Rawlings finds "subjective" and "objective" senses for 
1tp6<pa.Ot;. The subjective sense, he demonstrates, is the same as that in Herodotus, while 
the objective is derived from Hippocrates. A Semantic Study of PrQphasiS to 400 B.C. 
Hermes Einzelschrift 33, Wiesbaden, 1975. p.103. Rawlings, however, argues that the 
different senses arise from the use by Thucydides of two homographs, which is less 
convincing. See also Kirkwood, G.· "Thucydides' Words for 'Cause'," American 
Journal of Phil oJ og;y'. 73, 1952. pp.37-61. 
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The army at Samos revolted from [the 400] in favour of 

a democratic form of government (VIII 90.1). 
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Here the revolt is a desertion of the government at Athens which 

had recently seized power in favour of the deposed form of government. 

We can see how chptO't11llt has developed from the principally physical sense 

of I 101.2, fJ; 'ISoolll1vanecrtl1O'cxv, to the purely political sense of VIII 90.1, tC; 

0111l0KPCX'ttCXV anEO'tl1. The context is of a political nature. It is within a 

political framework that Thucydides views events and uses a<ptO't11llt, as he 

does elsewhere. 

If we now look at VIII 76.3 we find that this use of a<piO'tl1llt is a 

rhetorical inversion of VIII 90.1. For in a debate held by the Athenian 

troops on Samos, given in oratio obliqua, the troops say that Athens has 

revolted from them. 

There was no need to be disheartened because the city 

had revolted from them (VIII 76.3). 

Rather than thinking that they had revolted from Athens, as' 
. , 

Thucydides saw events, the troops say that the city has revolted from' 

them. This reverses the normal state of affairs, with the leader deserting 

the subordinate and not the other way round. While this is a reference to Sl. 

political change at Athens, the troops see events in terms of power and 

right to rule. They claim that the government at Athens has lost its power' 

(which they now hold), wealth and good counsel, and thus its right to rule 

(o-onEp EvEKCX nOAtC; otpCXtOnEorov Kpcxtd, VIII 76.6). ' 

The troops thus see the revolt within the framework of power and 

the right to rule, that is, in a more social sense, than Thucydides sees the 

events himself. We thus see the pattern of usage continue, even when 
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a<pt(J'tTlIlt refers to an intra-city political act. 

In Book V there is an example of Thucydides' use of the political 

sense of a<pto'tTlI..Lt, this time of the behaviour of individuals. Alcibiades 

was annoyed with the Spartans for using Nicias as their 1tp6~evo<; and not 

him, so he formulated a plan. 

~0'l)A6 IlEVOe; Be (lu'toue; N udo'l) 'tE a1too'tllo(l t t(lU't(l 

" e1tp(lOOE 

He did this because he wanted to detach them from 

Nicias (V 43.2).75 

Here Thucydides has transfered a<pto'tTlI.lt from inter-state to 

personal politics. Alcibiades wanted to make the Spartans "defect" from 

Nicias to him, thus depriving Nicias of his position as 1tp6~EVOe;. In this 

non-speech there is no social connotation in the verb. There is no master

subordinate relationship. Rather it has the political sense of a<pto'tllllt, 

perhaps figuratively applied to personal politics. 

3. Conclusion. 

. , 

There is a difference in the use of vocabulary by Thucydides in his 

speeches and his narrative.76 In his speeches, *<pto'tllllt is used, much as 

it is in Herodotus, in a social sense, while in the narrative it does not carry 

these social connotations, taking instead an objective political sense. This 

subjective - objective distinction in the use of vocabulary is nO,t peculiar to 

a<pto'tTlllt alone, but can be demonstrated for CJ'taot<; and 1tp6<p(lotC; as 

75 Cf. Andocides Against Alcibiades 4. 41 'to\><; l)' uno ~&v ix9p&v unecr'tT\cra. 
76 This is recognised by Simon Hornblower, who asks how far "Thucydides makes 
his speakers avoid technical and even merely concrete terminology such as he does' use 
in the narrative." Op. cit. p. 71. Hornblower concludes that, "The speeches tend to' avoid 
technicality ... The narrative is different: here Thucydides sometimes permits himself 
technicality." p.100. -
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well. 7 7 As a point of style, we can conclude that Thucydides has 

characterised his speakers as being different from himself in their use of 

language, though of course this does not mean that the speeches are 

necessarily any more what was said than what Thucydides thought ought 

to have been said. 

But this in itself is an innovation. Herodotus, who is thought to have 

broken new ground with his frequent use of direct speech in historical 

writing, uses speech simply, to dramatise events and characters.78 But 

unlike Herodotus, who is quite involved in the events he narrates, 

Thucydides takes a step back, analysing them in a more objective tone, 

and seeing the political side of inter-state relations as distinct from the 

human side. Thucydides has thus distanced himself both from the events 

he is describing and from the way his contemporaries describe them by 

using two levels of discourse. In doing so, he creat,es a new "political" 

vocabulary to denote historical events. 

In the case of Thucydides, Jost Trier's comment is particularly apt. 

Die Geltung eines Wortes wird ~rst erkannt, wenn 

man sie gegen die Geltung der benachbarten und 

opponierenden Worte abgrenzt. N ur als Teil 'des 

Ganzen hat es Sinn: denn nur im Feld gibt es 

Bedeutung.79 

77 There are further differences in vocabulary between' speech and narrative which 
have been noted by Barnard, M.A. in Stasis in Thucydides; Narratiye and Analysis of 
Factionalism in the Polis. PhD. Diss. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1980. 
p.74. Barnard notes that the lexemes U~Pl<;, u~p{~uv and i~\l~p(~ew occur 15 times in 
Thucydides, but of these only three times in speech (II 65:9; VI 28.1, 57.3). By contrast 
these lexemes occur relatively frequently in both speech and narrative in Herodotus. On 
the contrary, crOXPPOO"llV1l, crOxpprov, croxppovroc;, and croxppov{~elV, which are used 39 times in 
Thucydides, are used only 4 times in his narrative (III 64.5, IV 28.5, VIII 1.3, 24.4). 
78 Lang, M. Herodotean narrative and discourse. 'Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1984. Rusten, op.cit. p.9. See also Aly, W. Volksmarchen, Sage und 
Novelle bei Herodot. Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, GoUingen,1921. pp.241ft'. Jacoby, F. BE 
. Suppl II. 491. 41 ft'.; Schulz, E.A Die Reden im Hero dot. Panzig,Greifswald, 1933. 
79 Trier, J. Der deutsche Wortscllatz im Sinnbezirk des Yerstandes. University 
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Isolating his use of a<picr't'l'lIlt has indeed shown up the "lexical 

recognition" he gives to a specialized part of the whole continuum, namely 

the political. 

In his recently published book on Thucydides, Simon Hornblower 

concludes that Thucydides' vocabulary has "a new sophistication, even if 

it is not technical. "80 This new sophistication is revealed in the different 

framework of reference within which Thucydides viewed revolts. He 

deliberately rejects the subjective social framework of Herodotus, in favour 

of a more objective political analysis. 

Press, Heidelberg, 1931. p.6. ". 
This is true of Hippocrates' use also, and to a lesser degree (because he is less consistent) 
of Herodotus' use of the term. . . 
80 Op. cit. p.108. See also Barnard, op. cit., who conCludes that Thucydides' use of 
the lexeme cr'ta.cru; is "precise and almost technical" (p. 56). . 
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Thucydides' use of a<ptO''tl1l.lt is not simple or easily defined in anyone 

category of writing style. His command of the language is clear from the 

metaphoric senses he adopts for a<ptO''tl1l.lt, reminiscent as they are of the 

image-dense language of tragedy. 

Colin Macleod, following earlier work by Cornford and Finley,1 

pointed to the close links between Thucydides and tragedy. In particular 

he saw Thucydides as a prose tragedian, presenting the Peloponnesian 

War as the tragedy of Athens.2 We might suggest that drama has 

influenced Thucydides' use of vocabulary too. 

For, beyond what we might term a "poetic turn of phrase", where 

Thucydides uses a<ptO''tl1l.lt in a metaphoric sense reminiscent of Euripides, 

Thucydides has used two levels of discourse to characterise his speeches 

as distinct from his own narrative and analysis of events. Thus while the 

denotation of a<ptO''tl1l.lt in speech and narrative is the same - to "defect" or 

"secede" - the connotations in speech and narrative are quite distinct. 

1 Cornford, F.M. Thucydides Mythistoricus. Arnold, London, 1907. Finley, J.H. 
"Euripides and Thucydides". Haryard Studies in Classical Philology. 49, 1938. pp.23-
68. Reprinted in his Three Essays on Thucydides. Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge Mass., 1967. pp.1-54. 
2 Macleod, C. "Form and Meaning in the Melian Dialogue." Historia. 23, 1977. 
pp. 385-400; "Thucydides' Platean Debate." Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies. 18, 
1977. pp.227-46; "Reason and Necessity: Thuc.3. 9-14, 37-48." Journal of Hellenic 
Studies. 98, 1978. pp. 64-78. 
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This is because Thucydides is consistent in his control of the vocabulary, 

creating distinct contexts in speech and narrative. 

So in a real way, Thucydides has dramatised his history. He has 

used the vocabulary of the characters in his history to distinguish their 

thought from his own.3 It is by such characterisation that the direction of 

Thucydides' own political conceptualisation of history is revealed. 

2. Thucydides, ffippocrates and Herodotus. 

'AcptO''t'l'H.lt in Hippocrates takes a specialised sense which we do not 

find in Herodotus nor Thucydides. However, the general concept of the 

sense of acptO''t'llJ.lt in Hippocrates is perhaps not unlike its sense in the 

historians. For in the medical writings, acptO''t'llJ.lt connotes the separation 

of a part from the whole, and this idea of separation continues in 

Herodotus. 

Herodotus is the first extant writer to use acptO''t'llJ.lt in the sense 

"revolt". In his work it denotes secession, a specialised, if you like, 

"historical" meaning of acptO''t'llJ.lt. This specialised sense grew out of a 

more general sense of "moving away" which was applied to individuals, 

and in particular slaves, and then to states seen to be in a master-slave 

relationship with a larger (usually Asiatic) power. Indeed, this sense 

may well have been coined only after the Greek states came in contact with 

Asiatic imperial powers and were introduced to the concept of empire. 

Hence escape from imperial domination was an integral connotation of 

the a1toO''t<XO'tC; conceived by Herodotus. 

So acptO''t'llJ.lt is used by Herodotus in the context of the social 

3 For the view that Thucydides characterises individual speakers by their language 
see Tompkins, D.P. "Stylistic Characterization in Thucydides: Nicias and 
Alcibiades." Yale Classical Studies. 22, 1972. pp. 181-214. 
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relationship between states, concentrating particularly on the individuals 

involved in the process of history, as is his usual practice.4 Thucydides, 

however, looks beyond the people involved to the cities they comprise, and 

so by setting a<ptcf'trult in the context of polis-polis interaction Thucydides 

gives this lexeme a true political connotation. 

Here Thucydides is the conceptual innovator. He changes the focus 

of history from the individual to the state and in so doing creates political 

history. As Otto Regenbogen says: 

Thukydides nicht nur der erste kritische Historiker, 

sondern zugleich wohl der erste bewusste, wahrhaft 

politische Denker der europaischen Geistesgeschichte 

geworden ist.5 

In so creating political history, Thucydides must ask new questions 

about the cause of events and the historical process. We shall look at how 

Thucydides answers such questions in Part Two, an examination of the 

content of his accounts of anoO''t<XO't<;. 

3. Thucydides and Prodicus. 

The late fifth century was the age of the sophists, and their 

influence on Thucydides is undeniable. Stylistic comparisons between 

Thucydides and the sophists were made in antiquity and have never been 

refuted. Holger Thesleff, writing on style in early Greek prose, notes that 

4 See my forthcoming article "A Neglected Emphasis In Herodotus' Preface". ~ 
(in press). Cf. "Thucydides created political history. Although the Persian wars are the 
climax of Herodotus' book, he was not a political historian, for like many others he wrote 
political history in a non-political spirit." Jaeger, W.W. Paideia: the Ideals of Greek 
Culture. Tr. Highet, G. 3 Vols. Blackwell, Oxford, 1965. p.383. 
5 "Thukydides als politischer Denker." In Herter, H. ed. Thukidides. Wege der 
Forschung, Darmstadt, 1968. For a contrary view, cf. Hermann Strasburger, who sees 
no specialist philosophical interest on Thucydides' part. "Die Entdeckung der 
politischen Geschichte durch Thukydides." Ibid. pp. 412-476. (p.448). 
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while Thucydides' style has often been compared to that of the 

Hippocratics, it is essentially more likely to be of sophistic origin.6 In 

particular, Thucydides has been tied to the schools of Prodicus and 

Gorgias.7 

Thucydides' prose was, in one way, a revolution in writing style. In 

his rhetorical passages, his imitation of Gorgias has been well noted by 

Jacqueline de Romilly. She writes that Gorgias had, "des imitateurs, plus 

discrets que lui. Le principal est Thucydide." De Romilly continues: 

Gorgias peut donc passer pour l'inventeur d'une prose 

d'art recherchee, dont il donne des exemples 

artificiels et forces, mais qui, employee a bon escient 

au service d'une pensee serieuse, pouvait en devenir 

la tres utile servante. C'est Ie premier cas que nous 

rencontrons oil. l'apport d'un sophiste n'a pris son 

sens qu'une fois decante et rendu plus modeste, dans 

la realite de la litterature attique.8 

Thucydides thus took the step of applying Gorgias' rhetorical control 

of the language to the style of his Histories. But, according to Marcellinus, 

it was Prodicus who influenced Thucydides' scrupulousness and 

precision in the choice of words (tTtV E1t! tot<; QVOllaO'tV a1Cpt~OAo'Y{av9) 

which Mayer sees as the special mark of Thucydides: 

Tatsachlich sind die Distinktionen bei Thukydides 

nicht in erster Linie durch das Streben nach 

6 Thesleff, H. "Scientific and Technical Style in Early Greek Prose." Arctos. 4, 
1966. pp.89-113. See p. 104. 
7 Marcellinus Vito Thuc. 36. See Mayer, H. Prodikos von Keos und die Anfange 
der Synonymik bei den Griechen. Schoningh, Paderborn, 1913. pp. 60-79. Also see 
Czerwinska, J. "A Problem of Religion: Thucydides' connection with the philosophy of 
the sophists." Maeander. 39, 1984. pp.256-67. 
8 Les grands Sophistes dans l'Athfmes de Pericles. Fallois, Paris 1988. pp.100-101. 
9 Vito Thuc. 36. 
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Variierung des Ausdruckes oder nach 

Gleichmassigkeit des Satzbaues bedingt, sondern 

durch die Genauigkeit der Begriffsanalyse, die die 

Wortwahl des Thukydides auszeichnet.10 
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It is thus worth asking how Prodicus may have influenced Thucydides' 

use of language, both on a practical and a theoretical level. 

Thucydides offers many examples of the precise distinctions 

between near synonyms for which Prodicus is renowned. In fact, de 

Romilly, in another recent work on the sophists, counts about 70 such 

examples)l For an example in which a<picr'trHtt is used we can look at 

Cleon's speech in the Mytilene debate. 

They plotted and rose against you rather than defected 

(for a defection is made by people who have suffered 

some oppression) (III 39.2).12 

Prodicus' practice of distinguishing between near synonyms 

requires precision of thought. It also allows precision of thought. 

Thucydides, in emulating Prodicus' practice in this regard, displays the 

precise conceptualisation of ideas that was the mark of the sophists. 

Indeed, it is such an approach to language and to the meaning of the 

words which he uses that makes vocabulary studies of Thucydides so 

rewarding. But what of Prodicus' theoretical approach to language? Did 

Thucydides subscribe to it? 

Texts for Prodicus, as for most of the sophists, are few and 

10 Op. cit. p. 63. 
11 De Romilly, J. "Les manies de Prodicos et la rigeur de la langue grecque." 
Museum Helyeticum. 43,1986. pp.1-18. p.5 n.10. See also Mayer, H. op. cit. pp. 60-79 for a 
list of examples of Prodicean language in Thucydides. 
12 For further examples: 123.6, 169.6, II 64.4, IV 98.6, VI 11.6. 
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fragmentary. However, he is, above all, associated with addressing the 

problem of the correctness in names, Op90't11<; 'trov OV0l-uX'trov 0 r 

op90bceta.13 Even Socrates (albeit sarcastically) defers to Prodicus' 

authority on the subject.14 The problem of the Op9o't11<; 'trov ovoJ.uX'trov 

concerned the attempt to bring language into accord with reality through 

the link between things and their names. Prodicus' method, called 

diaeresis by Plato and Aristotle,15 was to compare two near synonyms and 

demonstrate how they differ from each other in some respect of their 

meaning.16 Prodicus' aim was to relate each word or name, QvoJ,.La, to one 

referent and no other.17 

There are indications that Thucydides was interested in the 

theoretical side of the meaning of words. He was certainly familiar with 

Prodicus' technique of diaeresis - Cleon demonstrates this technique in 

the Mytilene debate.18 But the best indication of his interest in the debate 

on Op90't11<; 'trov OVOJ,.L<i'trov comes in his account of stasis at Corcyra. 

13 

Kat 'ti1v eiro9utav a~tro(nv 'trov OVOJ,.L(X'trov E<; 'ta epya 

au't"AAa~av 't<P OtKatroaet 'toAJ,.La J,.LeV yap aAOYW'to<; 

avopeia q>tAe'tatpo<; EVOJ,.Lta911 , J,.LeAAl1at<; oe 1tPOJ,.L119i1<; 

OetAta eu1tpm,,<;, 'to oe aro<ppov 'tou av<ivopou 1tpOaXl1J,.La, 

Cf. Cra.391c and Phdr. 267c. 
14 ei /lev ot)v f:Yro 1101'\ itK1'\K01'\ napa IIpootKou 't1,V nEv't1'\Kov'taopaX/lov £ntOEtXl.V, llv. 
aKouO"av'tt tmapXEt nEp1. 't01l'tO nEnatOEu0"9at, rot; <p1'\O"tv EKEtVOt;, ouoev uv £KroAuEv O"E au'ttKa 
/lUAa eioevat 't1,V aA:Jl9EtaV nEp1. ovo/la'tCov op80't1'\'tot;· vuv oe OUK aK"Koa, aAAa 't1,V 
opaX/ltatav (Cra. 384b). 
15 DK 84A14, 17, 18, 19. 
16 See Classen, C.J. ed. Sophistik. Wege der Forschung 187, Wissenschafliche 
Buchgesellschaft, Darmstadt 1976. pp. 231-8. Also Kerferd, G.B. The Sophistic 
Moyement. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1981. pp. 68-77; and Untersteiner, 
M. The Sophists, Trans. Freeman, K. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1954. 
17 Kerferd op. cit. p. 70. Cf. £!:t. 337a-c = DK 84A13. See also DK. 84A19 
18 £nE~ouAEuO"av 'tE Kat £naVEO"'t1'\O"av /l&AAOV 11 anEO"'t1'\O"av (anoO"'taO"tt; /lEV "iE 'troY ~tatov 'tt 
naO"xov't<Ov £O"'ttv) III 39.2. 
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Osu avopoc; J.lOtpq. 1tpoae'teS1l, aaepUAeiq. oe 'to 

£1ttf3ouAeuaUaSUt a1to'tp01tllC; 1tpoepuatc; e-\5AOYOC;. 

The customary meaning of words in relation to the 

events they describe was changed as was seen fit. 

Reckless daring was regarded as courageous party

loyalty and prudent hesitation as specious cowardice. 

Moderation was an excuse for not being a man, and 

cleverness about everything was being idle in 

everything. Impulsive fanaticism was the mark of a 

real man, and plotting from a position of safety a 

specious pretext for turning from the cause. (III 82.3) 
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Thucydides notes that at this time of crisis, the connotations of 

words changed as they were used to mean something different. He allows 

that words have a customary meaning, 'titv eiroSUtUV astroatv 'trov oV0J.la'trov, 

but this is not the same thing as saying that they have a correct meaning. 

He also allows that the meaning of words can change through their use. 

What follows is surely a belief that words must be interpreted in their 

context for their meaning to be understood. Only in the context of the 

stasis at Corcyra, Thucydides illustrates, can the language used in such a 

situation be truly understood. 

Here then Thucydides seems to be moving away from Prodicus on a 

theoretical level. On the practical level, we have found that he is also 

moving away from Prodicus. For he uses aepta't1lJ.lt in two distinct contexts 

in which its connotations differ. He does a similar thing for a'taatc; and 
, 

1t poepuatc;. 

But this is not to deny that he gains something from Prodicus. For 

the school of Prodicus taught the importance of precision in language, 

debating nuances of meaning which words may convey. It is this 
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sophistication in the use of language that Thucydides brings to his history, 

enabling him to write on two levels of discourse. 
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My thesis is in two parts: the first part is a study of the meaning of 

a<picr'tllf..lt, and this was the subject of Chapters I to IV; Part Two is a study 

of the use or application of a<picr'tllf..lt. The focus of this half of the thesis is 

on the content of Thucydides' accounts of a1t6cr'ta.crt~: the phenomena, their 

sequence, their nature, their agents and their consequences, rather than 

the denotation or connotations of the lexemes a1t6cr'ta.crt~ and a<picr'tllf..lt 

themselves. 

The aim of the study is again twofold. First, to catalogue 

Thucydides' use of a<picr'tllf..lt in his accounts of revolt and then, on the basis 

of this catalogue, to describe the broader principles of composition that lie 

behind Thucydides' Histories. 

A catalogue of the use of a<picr'tllf..lt in accounts of revolt is important 

in itself, given the use of Thucydides as a historical source in studies of the 

fifth century B.C., and in particular, the practice of citing revolts from the 

Histories as evidence for the nature and popularity of the Athenian apxit.1 

A compilation of Thucydides' evidence on the subject is long overdue. 

However it is not enough just to know what there is about revolt in 

Thucydides. Thucydides is not a "scientific" historian. His work needs to 

1 See de Ste. Croix, G.E.M."The Character of the Athenian Empire." Historia. 3, 
1954-5. pp.1-41; and The Class Stru~~le in the Ancient World. Duckworth, London, 1981. 
Cf. Bradeen, D. "The Popularity of the Athenian Empire." Historia 9, 1960. pp.257-69; 
Meiggs, R. The Athenian Empire. Oxford Classical Press, Oxford, 1972; Kagan, D. 
The Outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, Cornell University Press, New York, 1969. 
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be analysed as a text to be properly understood.2 By studying revolt as a 

theme which recurs throughout the Histories, we can learn much about 

Thucydides' literary approach to the perception of the present and the 

past. We can consider the perspective and method controlling the 

recording of events. Only when we have elucidated these can we then 

legitimately use the Histories as a historical source for revolts in the first 

place, and then for other topics. 

But how are we to understand Thucydides' text? Examining the 

problems of interpreting texts as opposed to exegesis of a purely literary 

kind has in recent years become a discipline in itself. Can we, we must 

ask, at this distance understand the author's message? 

In one way we cannot. H.-G. Gadamer, the influential founder of 

philosophical hermeneutics,3 emphasises in Truth and Method that the 

very process of understanding a text inevitably includes some input on the 

part of the reader. The text must be "interpreted" by the reader and this 

unavoidably involves the exercise of preconceptions. "The interpreter", 

writes Gadamer,"does not use words and concepts like an artisan who 

takes his tools in his hands and then puts them away. Rather, we must 

recognise that all understanding is interwoven with concepts ".4 Thus, 

Gadamer holds that we can never understand the writer per se, and that 

we can only ever understand the text in our own terms. 

If, moreover, as the deconstructionists say, we cannot look beyond 

2 Woodman, A.J. Rhetoric in Classical Historiography. Croom Helm, London, 
1988. See also Connor, W.R. "Narrative Discourse in Thucydides." In The Greek 
Historians: Literature and History. ANMA Libri, Saratoga, 1985. pp.1-17; and Pouncey, 
P.R. The Necessities of War - A Study of Thucydides' Pessimism. Columbia University 
Press, New York, 1980. 
3 "Philosophical hermeneutics" is the investigation into the relation between 
interpreter (us) and interpreted (the text). For a discussion cf. Gadamer, H.-G. Tr.!.!.th 
and Method. Seabury Press, New York, 1975; and by the same author Philosophical 
Hermeneutics. Ed & tr. by Linge, D.E. University of California Press, Berkeley, 1977. 
4 Op. cit. (1975) p.365. 
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the text,5 how, by looking within it, can we protect ourselves from 

misunderstanding? Can we avoid simply making an idiosyncratic 

interpretation of a text? 

2. Theory of Content Analysis. 

One can not escape, it seems, imposing one's own concepts upon a 

text through the very process of reading and understanding - the 

hermeneutical process. To allow so much is ,nevertheless, not to grant 

free rein to an unstructured subjectivism. For what someone from the 

new discipline of Communication Studies would term "impressionistic 

study" is not adequate for interpreting the text. As T.F. Carney writes, 

"When one reads for impressions ... one is merely selecting out of the data 

that version of reality which represents a pattern of sensitivities 

idiosyncratically important to oneself. "6 Extreme examples of the results 

of such an approach are Gibbon's version of the fall of Rome and Buchan's 

Augustus.7 Selective versions of reality from the text are perhaps also 

what produced such opposed characterisations of the Athenian <iPXtt, 

stemming in large part from the accounts of revolt in Thucydides, by de 

Ste. Croix and Bradeen.8 

On the level of interpretation and textual analyis one can try to place 

specific controls upon one's selectivity in perception as a means to gain 

some objectivity in a reading of a text. In particular, by approaching the 

text with a prescribed perspective, the focus of attention is objectively 

5 Cf. Derrida, J. L'ecriture et la difference. Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1967. 
6 "Content Analysis for Classicists." Acta Classica. 12, 1969. pp.151-68, p.154. 
7 Gibbon, E. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Ed. Bury 
J.B. Methuen, London, 1909-14. Buchan, J. Aue-ustus. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 
1937. 
8 De Ste. Croix, G.E.M. "The Character of the Athenian Empire." Historia. 3, 1954-
5. Bradeen, D. "The Popularity ofthe Athenian Empire." Historia. 9,1960. pp.257-69. 
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defined and so the text is less liable to idiosyncratic interpretation. It is for 

this end that I have adopted, in this second part of my thesis, the 

technique of Content Analysis. 

Content Analysis was originally developed for the social sciences. It 

can be used very effectively to sample large amounts of material and was 

so used in World War II to analyse propaganda. It was introduced into 

the field of classical scholarship by T.F. Carney in the 60s - not without 

some controversy, as evidenced by a heated exchange between Carney and 

H. Bloch in the Journal of Hellenic Studies.9 Subsequently there are 

defences and descriptio:Qs of the method by Carney in .AJaa. Classica, 

Didaskalos, and in Content Analysis (Manitoba, 1972).10 

The technique of Content Analysis involves identifying units in the 

text which can be counted. These are called "coding units". Coding units 

can be specific words, combinations of words or themes. They are the 

analysanda: the subject of the experiment. 

The process of Content Analysis sorts these coding units into 

"categories" and then counts them. The categories are the aspects which 

are being investigated. These categories must be carefully chosen to suit 

both the text and the questions which the analysis sets out to address. The 

key to achieving meaningful results from Content Analysis is, indeed, 

careful and appropriate definition of coding units and choice of categories. 

Content Analysis is thus a technique for systematically extracting 

from a given text all the data relevant to a specific question, and sorting 

that data in an objective way. It may be compared to a scientific 

experiment or archaeological sounding. It does not - cannot - avoid writer 

9 Bloch, H. "A Revolution in Classical Scholarship?" Journal of Hellenic Studies. 
88, 1968, pp. 136-7; Carney T. F. "Content Analysis and Classical Scholarship." Journal 
of Hellenic Studies. 88, 1968, pp. 137-8. 
10 Op. cit. (1968); "Classics and Content Analysis." Didaskalos. 3:3, 1971, pp. 549-
562; Content Analysis. University of Manitoba Press, Winnipeg, 1972. 
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input. But it does limit and control this, as an experiment does, by setting 

out rules which the interpretation binds itself to accept. The result of the 

experiment is unknown when the analysis begins, and if it is absurd or 

inappropriate, the fault is with the choice of analysanda and analysing 

units. The reader must still ask the questions and interpret the results of 

the analysis. Content Analysis forces the reader to define exactly what he 

is asking and to analyse the text with this in mind. 

3. Application of Content Analysis. 

The Content Analysis was carried out in two stages. In the first 

stage, the aim was to catalogue the elements of the accounts of unocr't(X.crtc; 

in Thucydides and thereby also establish the coding units to be used in the 

second stage of analysis. Each account of an unocr't(X.crtC; was defined as a 

unit for the analysis.1 1 These were then listed down the page, and the 

component elements of each account of an unocr't(X.crtc; were listed across 

the page. These component elements of the accounts were put together to 

become the categories at the top of Table Six (analysis of narrative) and 

Table Seven (analysis of speeches). 12 

Treating the speeches separately allows comparison with Part One, 

but this is not the only reason for doing so. The nature of the text lends 

itself to such an approach, as the speeches, unlike the narrative, do not 

contain accounts of revolt but references to revolts. Also, the speeches, as 

we noted earlier, are presented by Thucydides as the words and thoughts 

of others. By establishing an exhaustive model of Thucydides' overall 

account via analysis of the narrative, and comparison of that analysis 

11 An account of a revolt is identified by the use of a1tocr-racrt<; or aq>tcr-rTULl, or a 
compound of aq>tcr-rTlIlt (~uv- or 1tpo-) by Thucydides to designate the event. 
12 See pp. 218-220. 
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with the speeches, we can bring into strong relief the relationship between 

the two. As it turns out, the conception of revolt found in Thucydides' 

speeches is consistent and reproduces Thucydides' own conception of 

revolt. So while Thucydides may characterise the speeches as distinct 

from the narrative by his use of language, in thought they are found to be, 

for this purpose, not dissimilar to the narrative. 

A look at Table Six (p. 218) will help clarify the application of the 

method. The narrative accounts of revolt are listed down the page in the 

order in which they are mentioned in the text (Naxians, Thasians, Helots 

etc).13 Across the page are the component elements of the accounts (Who, 

From whom etc). They are the categories for the analysis. The X marks 

whether a particular account of revolt includes that particular component 

element (category). To take an example from Table Six, the revolt of the 

Naxians is comprised of the elements: Who makes the revolt; when the 

revolt is made; military action; the outcome of the revolt. 

Where did the categories come from? The categories are simply the 

grouping, under broad headings, of elements of the accounts of revolt in 

Thucydides. They were not chosen with any a priori idea of what an 

account of revolt may contain, but were found by the process of classifying 

the component elements of each account of revolt under common 

headings. 

Significant component elements of the accounts of revolt are 

identified as the categories which we find most often in accounts of revolt. 

These categories are: 

1. Who carried out the revolt. 

2. From whom the revolt is made. 

3. When the revolt took place. 

13 General references to revolts by ~uJ.LJ.Laxot are listed under "allies", 
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4. The cause of the revolt. 

5. The aim of the revolt. 

6. The external support for the revolt. 

7. Military action and preparations. 

8. The resolution or outcome of the revolt. 

The accounts of revolt may also contain the following, but they are 

less common: 

9. An account of stasis. 

10. A direct speech. 

In Tables Eight (narrative) and Nine (speeches),14 I analyse the 

components of the accounts of revolt found to be significant in Tables Six 

and Seven. This time these components are listed down the page to form 

the coding units to be counted. Across the page are placed their referents -

or rather types of referent. These form the categories for the analysis. 

The figures in the tables then represent the number of accounts in which 

a particular element of the account refers to a particular category of 

referent (eg. in Table Eight, under the element "Who": 57 accounts of 

revolt refer to a city as the subject of the revolt, 1 to oligoi and 3 to 

individuals). 

The categories for this analysis, which again arise from the text, 

reveal the foci of the accounts of revolt, and are: 

1. The city which revolts. 

2. An oligarchic faction. 

3. An individual from with the city which revolts. 

4. The hegemon of the city which revolts. 

5. The city which is the rival of the hegemon of the city which revolts 

(eg. Sparta of Athens and vice versa). 

14 See p. 221. 
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6. An individual from outside the city which revolts. 

7. Another city (ie. not the city which revolts, nor its hegemon, nor the 

hegemon's rival). 

The results of the analysis are presented in Chapters VI (narrative) 

and VII (speeches). In Chapter VIII, conclusions are drawn from these 

results and Thucydides' methodological approach to recording revolts 

established. His methodology is discussed along with contemporary 

theory on language, and again Thucydides is found to be sophistic in 

approach, his particular affinities being with the sophist Gorgias. 
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CHAPTER VI 

A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF 

THE NARRATIVE ACCOUNl'S OF REVOLT. 

1. Who carried out the revolt1 

There are 61 narrative accounts of a.1toO"'tacnc; (See Table Six). Most 

often the reference is to a particular revolt, and a polis is named as 

apostate by the name of the citizens of the polis, such as Naxians (I 98.4), 

Thasians (I 100.2), Megarians (I 114); by the name of the city-state ego 

Megara (I 114), Thasos (VIII 64.4), Cyzicus (VIII 107); or by geographic 

reference to a place, ego Euboea (I 114), Lesbos (III 2), Peloponnesian cities 

(V 14.4) or people, ego Ionians (I 89), Ozolian Locrians (III 101), Sic:ilians 

(VI 88).2 There are general accounts of revolt in Books I, IV and VIII in 

which the apostates are not specifically nru:p.ed. Apart from reference to 

the revolts of allies from both Athens and Sparta (I 18), these general 

comments are on revolts from Athens. 

It is the non-frequency of certain categories in Table Eight which is 

perhaps more interesting. Individuals are named. as apostates in the 

accounts of only three revolts. Amorges revolts from the king of Persia in 

Caria,3 and Perdiccas, king of Macedonia, revolts from the AthenianB 

1 Chapters VI and VII are an application of Content· Analysis to the text. Therefore 
extensive reference to other literature would be intrusive. The recent studies which are 
most useful as background to this chapter are Connor, W.R. Thucydides. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1984; Hornblower, S. Thucydides. Duckworth, London, 
1987. 
2 See Table Eight. , 
3 Kat 'AJl6p'Y'lV 'tOV n1.O"0'OUSvou uiov v69ov, a<pEO''tOYta nEpt KapUxv (VIII 5.5). 
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twice.4 Also, an oligarchic faction is designated apostate for only one 

revolt.5 This is in the account of the revolt of Samos in the Pentecontaetia. 

'trov oe :I:a~,ti(j)v ~O'av yap 'ttve~ ot. .. (bdO''t1lO'av 

For there were certain Samians who ... revolted (I 

115.5). 

Thucydides refers to the apostates later In the account more 

generally as "Samians" (I 117.1, .3). Indeed, the example may be 

misleading, as 'ttve~, although grammatically the subject of a1teO''tl1O'av, is 

separated from it by nine verbs - almost seven lines of Oxford text. 

Thucydides may conceive here, as later, of Samos rather than 'trov Oe 
:I:a~{(j)v ... 'ttve~ as the true subject of a1teO''tl1O'av. 6 For he does not define 

'tl.ve~; moreover he adds that this faction first of all overthrew and 

imprisoned most of the democratic faction (1tPro'tov ~£v 'tcf> o,,~cp 

E1taveO''t1lO'av Kat £Kpa't1lO'av 'trov 1tA.etO''trov I 115.5) and so controlled Samos. 

Thucydides looked upon a revolt as an act of a city as a whole. He 

makes it clear in his accounts of revolts, as we shall see, that an 

oligarchic faction or outside agent may instigate ~d lead a revolt, against 

the knowledge and approval of the demos. Yet he nevertheless describes 

revolts as the action of a city-state as a whole. De Ste'. Croix, in his 

important paper "The Character of the Athenian Empire",7 ,argues that, 

"There is good reason to suppose, however, that when he [Thucydides] 

speaks of the "cities" that were subject to Athens~ he is thinking merely of 

the propertied classes." De Ste. Croix demonstrates effectively that while 

Thucydides may refer to the action of a city in respect to a rev~lt, he also 

4 [llEp5m(ru;] u1tecr'tTl yap tUeu~ 1tClAW 'trov 'AEh)va{cov (1'62.2). Also V 80.2. 
5 This is not to say that they ~ only one revolt. For oligarchic faction as cause of 
revolt see below, section 4: Cause. , 
6 I 117.1,.3. We can also cf. BuC&vnm, a people as a whole, as subject of ~'l>Va7tecr'tTlcrav 
in 1115.5. 
7 Historia. 3, 1954-5. pp.1-41. (p. 5). 
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reveals that the action was in fact only performed by an oligarchic faction, 

often against the wishes of the majority. There are many examples of 

such an apparent contradiction. Although "Lesbos" and then the 

"Mytilenians" revolt, we later learn that the masses mutiny against their 

government, who were leading the revolt, when given the opportunity. 8 

In his account of Brasidas' campaign in Thrace, Thucydides states that 

Athens' subject cities were vying with each other to be the first to revolt, 

yet in his actual accounts of the revolts in the region, where details of the 

course of events are given, these revolts are invariably instigated by the 

0ligoi.9 At Chios, although Thucydides repeats that the "Chians" led the 

revolt, his details of events reveal that the revolt was led by oligoi, in secret 

from the demos.10 

So what did Thucydides mean when he said that the Chians, or 

Lesbos, or Mende wanted to revolt, although he evidently knew that it was 

only a faction which instigated the revolt? Is this a sign that he is only 

thinking of the propertied classes (as de Ste. Croix)? Is Thucydiqes thus 

proving himself wrong in saying that the "cities" wanted to revolt? 

Arguments over the popularity of Athens, based on such factors as 
. , 

whether or not a city revolted enthusiastically can not be decided ~th any 

certainty. We do not have enough external evid~nce to contradict 

Thucydides' general statements, and his account of revolts are not 

8 III 27-8. On the possibilities of two parties in the' population of Mytilene cf. King, 
D.W. "A Note on Thucydides III 27.3-3." Paper presented to the New Zealand Classics 
Conference, Wellington, 1987. - I 

9 IV 108.3 cf. Mende: MevBT\ a<p{(J't(~'tat (IV 123.1) cf .... m:luj.I,a ''trov npaooov't~v o<p{OtV 
bA.!-'(cov 'tt Ov'tcov leal Ox; 'tOte £JltAAT\OaV O{)lcEU avev'tcov, aAM nepl o<p{ow au'to'i<; <pO~O'l.)Jlevcov 'to 
Ka'tMT\A.oV Kal Ka'ta~L<XOaJlEVCOV napeX yvcOJlT\v'tO'u<; noAAou<; (IV 123.2); also Scione: ... Kal 

ot<; npOtEpOv JlTt f\peoKe 'tex npaoooJleva (IV 121); Akanthus: oi BE nepl 'tOl> BExeo9at au'tov 
[BpaoWav] Ka't' aAA1lAo'l.)<; Eo'tao{a~ov, o'{ 'te JlE'tcX 'trov XaAKtBEcov SUVE1t(xyov'te<; Kal b BllJlO<; ( 
IVM~ . 

10 X'iOt BE Kal 'Ep'l.)9paWl O,noo'tllvat Kal aU'tol hO'iJlOl ov'tE<; (VIII 5.4; ~lso 6.1, 3-4; 7); cf. 
., 'I 'I -' ~ X' , , !:.!_, , • !:' ''I' , J: !: ' , 'I .~ 90 ' 

0\ Jlev 1t01\.IWt 'tcov tCOV O'l.)K eh)l.ne<; 'ta npaoooJleva, Ot ue 01\.\10t Kat ~'I.)VetuO'te<; 'to 'te nl\.T\ <; 0'1.) 

~O'l.)A.6JlEVOt nco nOAeJlWV £Xew (VIII 9.3; see also 14.2). ' 
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inherently contradictory in themselves, despite the generalisations he 

makes regarding who carried out the revolts.!1 We can not say that 

Thucydides misunderstands the politics of his day by conceiving events 

purely from a limited oligarchic perspective. 

But what we can say is that Thucydides deliberately looks upon a 

revolt as the act of a city as a whole. It is the external relations of a city 

that are the first concern of the account, not the detail of internal political 

affairs within the states which revolt. Notice how, when Thucydides uses 

the example of the revolt of the oligarchic government of Thasos to make a 

general point about the aspirations for freedom of such "sensible" 

governments (crro<ppocrUVll VIII 64.5), it is not of political factions that he 

speaks, but of cities and their external relations. Thucydides can thus 

state that Lesbians, Chians and Erythraeans wished to revolt (VIII 

5.2,.1,.4), when details in the narrative accounts of these revolts may 

demonstrate that it was factions that made and carried out foreign policy -

and foreign policy is all that is important for Thucydides. The internal 

politics are secondary to the external relatipns of these cities ~hich 

revolt. 12 Thucydides' accounts of who revolted are thus not J?iased from 

an oligarchic viewpoint, but from an Athenian viewpoint.13 No~ice tpat 

the general comments on revolts concern revolts fro.,m Athens.14 His first 

concern is the external relations of these cities, their relationship with 

Athens, and, as we shall see, how they play a part in the war between 

11 See M~rch, S. "Popularite ou impopularite d'Athenes chez .Thucydide." Classica 
et MediaeYl~1ia, 31,1970 [1976]. pp.49-71. , 
12 The faction on Samos revolts after seizing power in a coup d'etat (1tpCiYtov ~EV 'tql 
MUHl> E1ta.veo'tTloa.v I 115.5) in which they make themselves the de facto Samian 
government and so the directors of the external relations between Samos and other cities. 
13 For Thucydides' practice of saying "polis" whe~ 'he means a group acting on 
behalf of a city, see, de Romilly, J. Thucydides and the cities of the Athenian Empire." 
Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies. 13,1966. pp 1-12. . 
14 199, IV 80,81,108,117, VIII 1,2,4. I 

j '. 
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Athens and Sparta. 

2. From whom the revolt is made. 

In his accounts of revolt in Books I-V, Thucydides regularly records 

from whom the revolt is made. That is, he follows the verb &<ptcrt11J.lt with 

&reo plus the genitive or the genitive alone. The revolt of the Hellenes is 

from the King, 01. te &reocrtavtee; ~acrtAeroe; "BAA11vee; (I 18.2); Euboea revolts 

from the Athenians B{)~ota &reecrtrt &reo 'A911vatrov (I 114); the Corinthians 

revolt from their allies 01. J.lEV Koptv9tot OUtroe; &reecrt11crav trov ~'\}J.lJ.laxrov (V 

48.3). Where Thucydides omits specific mention of whom the revolt is 

from, it is always clear from the context anyway. 

Most often revolt is from the Athenians. Hence, in Book VIII, 

where all the revolts except the revolt of Amorges15 are from the 

Athenians, Thucydides rarely specifies from whom the revolt is made. 

The context of Book VIII makes it clear that the revolts are from Athens, 

and Thucydides' abbreviated, less "finished" style in this uncompleted last 

book, perhaps also explains why this element of the accounts of revolt is 

not repeated. Nevertheless, the fact that Thucydides saw no need to repeat .. 

"from the Athenians" for these revolts, perhaps also reveals an Athenian 

perspective on events, despite his denial of such a perspective. In Book Vp 

in what is known as his second preface, Thucydides states: 

Kat ~'\)V£~11 J.lOt <peUyetv tTtV £J.la'\)toi) £t11 etKocrt J.leta tTtV ic; 

'AJ.l<ptreOAtV crtpat11yiav, Kat yevOJ.lEvcp reap' &J.l<POt£pOte; tOte; 

repaYJ.lacrt, Kat oux ~crcrov tOte; IIeAoreOvv11crtroV' OUX tTtV 

<pUrftv. Ka9' ;,cr'\)Xtav tt autrov J.lUAAoV aicrgecr9at. 

And it happened that I was exiled from my own 

15 VIII 5.5. 
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country for twenty years after my command at 

Amphipolis, and following what was going on on both 

sides, especially on the Peloponnesian side, because of 

my exile, in the peace and quiet I understood things 

better (V 26.5). 

123 

Against this statement, however, can be placed the accounts of 

revolt in Book V - another part of the Histories which has been described 

as less finished. 16 Here, where the revolts are from various 

Peloponnesian states, Thucydides is specific about the identity of the target 

of the revolt. The Lepreans defect from the Eleans (V 31.5); there is an 

attempt to get the Tegeans to defect from the Spartans (V 32.3); the 

Corinthians revolt from the Spartans (V 38.3) and from their allies (V 48); 

the Argives from their alliance (V 81). Again, perhaps an Athenian 

perspective is revealed - details being required when Athens is not the 

focus of attention. 

In Table Eight we see that almost all revolts are perceived as revolts 

from a hegemon. Most are revolts from Athens, but ther~ are also revolts 

of the Helots and Perireci, and the Tegeans, Corinthians and various 

Peloponnesian states from the Spartans; the Lepr~eans from the Eleans; 

the Sicilians and Camarinians from the Syracusans; Hellenes, Ionians, 

Inaros and the Egyptians, and Amorges from the King of Persia.17 

However, not all revolts, as we saw in Chapter III, are described as . 

from a hegemon. The Corinthians revolt from their allie~ and the Argives 

from their alliance.18 Also, Alcibiades attempts to make the Spartan 

16 See Gomme HQT Vol. V, Appedix 1 -"Indications of Incompleteness". pp.361-383. 
in which Andrewes concludes that "V 27-84 is perhaps at an intermediate stage". p.382. 
That Book VIII is complete but not stylistically finished see Konishi, H. 
"Thucydides'History as a fmished piece." Liyerpool Classical Monthly. 12, 1987. pp.5-
7. . 
17 
18 

See Table Two and Table Three for itemised lists of from whom 'revolts are made. 
V 48.3; V 81. 
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ambassadors "revolt" from Nicias,19 and, in another political revolt, the 

Athenian forces on Samos revolt from the government in Athens.20 Yet 

these revolts still concern the hegemons and their conflict with each other. 

The revolts concern Athens, Sparta, Corinth and Argos, the leading 

Greek states in Thucydides' history - but their roles in these revolts differ 

from the normal state of affairs. Nevertheless, we find that the revolts are 

focused on these powers. 

3. When the revolt took place. 

In an account of a revolt, as we can see in Table Six, Thucydides 

generally indicates when the revolt took place. Most time references are 

comparative and indicate the time-link between the events of the revolt and 

the previous events described in the narrative. Typical examples are: 

(198.4) . 

. , ~" tlC'tql ut £'ttl (I 115). 

Where the account of a revolt begins a new time frame, this is 

indicated by reference to the season, as is Thucydides' usua,l practice.21 

'to\) 0' £1ttytYV0J.LEvOt> 8epot>c; 1ttpl. oi'tot> IV.l (also V 

82). ), 

'to\) a,)'to\) XttJ.Lrovoc; VIII 35. 

In the account of the revolt of Acanthus, extra detail is added in 

Thucydides' time reference for the revolt which t~kes on considerable 

significance in the narrative. 

19 
2[) 

21 

'Bv oe't<p a,n<p 8epn ... OA.tyov 1tPO 'tpt>yrrwt> 

V 45.3. 
VIII 90, 96.2. , 
For a note on Thucydides' chronological methods see HC.T Vol I, pp.1-8. 

, .. 
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During the same summer, ... shortly before the 

harvest (IV 84). 

The ripe unharvested crops become a major element in the 

narrative, when Brasidas' threat to destroy them influences the 

Acanthians first to listen to him (IV 84.2 cf. 87.2) and then to revolt from 

Athens (IV 88). 

Thucydides rarely gives no time reference to events - revolts are no 

exception. However, there are cases where revolts are only mentioned in 

passing, and have no particular time reference. Examples are the revolt 

of Camarina (VI 5.3) and the revolt of Amorges (VIII 5). 

Revolts are thus integrated into the narrative. They are not events 

that are absolutely dated for themselves, but are dated by their relationship 

with other elements of the narrative. Indeed, it is the start of the war 

which Thucydides dates absolutely22 and most other events, including 

revolts, are dated by their relationship to this date. 

4. The cause of the, revolt. 

Analysis of the causes of revolts by Thucydides i~ perhaps more 

revealing of the historian's conception of the revolt than the categories we 

have hitherto examined. For who revolted and from whom they revolted 

are less open to the historian's own judgement than is the attribution of 

the cause of the revolt.23 The cause of a revolt, as we can see in Table SIx» 

is rarely excluded even from brief accounts of revolt. > This one might, a 

priori, expect of a historian. But what causes does Th~cydides give and 

what do they tell us about Thucydides the historian? 

22 By archon dates, II 2. 
23 For stress of the importance of analysing causes see de Romilly, J. Tbucydides 
and Athenian Imperialism. Tr. Thody, P. Blackwell, Oxford, 1963. p. 16. 
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(i) <kneraL 

In Book I Thucydides makes a general statement of the reasons for 

revolts from Athens. 

ahial 8E aAAal 'te ~O'av 'troY U1toO''to:O'erov Kat lleYlO''tal ai 

'trov q>oprov Kat ve&v £K8nat Kat Al1toO''tpo:nov et'tC[> f:yEve'to' 

oi yap 'A911va'tOl UKPl~ro~ £1tpaO'O'ov Kat AU1tl1POt ~O'av 

OUK Eiro900'lV ou8E ~OUAOIlEvOl~ 'taAal1trope'tv 1tpocro:yov'te~ 

'ta~ uVO:)'Ka~. ~O'av 8e 1tro~ Kat aAAro~ 01. 'A~va'tol oUK£n 

olloiro~ £v ;,80vft apxov't~ 

There were various reasons for revolts, the main ones 

being failure to pay the tribute or supply ships, and 

sometimes desertion. For the Athenians insisted on 

obligations being exactly met, and they caused 

resentment in applying coercive measures to people 

who were not used to nor willing to put up with 

hardship. And in some other, respects too the 

Athenians were no longer as popular as leaders as 

they used to be (199). 

Athens, Thucydides states, became unpopular after trying t9 force 

its allies to make contributions and commitments they were unwilling to 

make. He singles out defaulting on league obligations as _the most 

important cause of revolt. French comments on this passage: 

It is not entirely clear whether he means that default 

caused pressure to be brought, and the pressure then 

caused the revolt. Or he may mean simply that 

default was in itself an act of defiance which 
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constituted revolt, and was so interpreted by Athens.24 

However, we found in Part One that a1toO''tacn<;; means a political act 

of defection from the hegemon, hence - whatever Athens' view of the 

matter - Thucydides would not see desertion in the field or failing to pay 

tribute as constituting revolts in themselves, but, in the passage above, as 

the incidental catalysts of revolts. What Thucydides means in I 99 is that 

revolts occurred after the Athenians became unpopular through forcing 

their allies to make specific contributions and commitments which they 

were unwilling to make. 

Thucydides thus identifies an underlying cause of revolt, the 

unpopularity of Athens, and contributory causes, ai-dat25 (which in part 

created that unpopularity), the most important of which are ai'trov <popcov 

Kat Verov EK8etat and At1toO''tpanov. 

In other general comments on revolts from Athens, Thucydides 

repeats the idea of the unpopularity of the Athenians. In Book IV, 

Thucydides makes general references to the revolts or potential revolts of 

the Athenian allies in the area of Thrace. T~e cities subject to Athens are 

characterised as being eager to revolt. 

ai 1tOAetC; ... ai 'trov 'A911VatCOV t>1t11KOOt ... j.laAtO'ta 8it 

• , 9 " 'r A 'I' ., " E1tT\P 110'av E<;; 'to V£CO'tept':letV ... pou/\,oj.levOt aU'tot EKaO''tot 
~ , ~ 

1tpco'tOt a1toO''tllvat. i , 

The cities which were subject to Athens ... were more 

than ever enthusiastic for revolution ... each one 

wanting itself to be the first to revolt (IV 108.3). 

Mter the Sicilian disaster, Thucydides again' records that the 

24 French A. The Athenian Half-Century. Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1971. 
Rept. with corrections 1976. p.36. n.36. 
25 Thus «hi«t in I 99 means surface cause as opposed to the underlying cause, as it 
does in I 23.5. 
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Athenian allies were all ready and willing to revolt (hot~ot VIII 2.2). 

Thucydides thus characterises the Athenian allies, in the three major 

parts of the Histories in which there are accounts of revolts, Book I 

(especially the Pentecontaetia), Book IV (Brasidas' campaign) and Book 

VIII, as ready and willing to revolt. This readiness to revolt is not seen in 

isolation though, and there are also proximate causes, such as the 

weakness of Athens, which playa major part in the account of the revolt, 

as we shall see. 

Nevertheless, the explanation for revolts in I 99 is applied generally 

to revolts from Athens and we might then expect what is given as the 

main specific cause of revolt, to be reflected in the content of Thucydides' 

accounts of revolt elsewhere. However, it is not. Thucydides pays little 

attention to the concerns of the allies. Instead, his accounts feature the 

specific actions of the hegemon and rival hegemon which initiate revolt. 

(ll) Hegemon. 

Thucydides gives no less than fifteen accounts of revolts i~ which 

the hegemon is in some way immediately responsible~ However, he does 

not actually mention the unpopularity of Athens as a cau~e for revolt, nor 

specific pressure applied by Athens to her allies to make them meet leaguE1 

commitments. Instead, in the narrative, he describes specific actions 

which the Athenians perform which cause the revolt. 

For example, the Athenians interfere with Thasian cOffi¥1ercial 

interests and so provoke Thasos to revolt (I 100). They interfere in the 

internal politics of Samos and so cause Samos to revolt"(1 115). The threat 

to do the same to Potidaea contributes to the cause of them revolting (I 58). 

A further example comes in the account of the revolt of Mytilene. 

The revolt takes place after Athenian intervention, which Thucydides 
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describes in some detail (III 2 ff.), Thucydides says that the Lesbians had 

wanted to revolt even before the war (pouA:r19Ev't£~ IlEv Kat 1tPO 'tOU 1tOAEIlOU 

III 2) and that the Athenian intervention simply forced them to revolt 

before they had planned to (avaYKa(j9Ev't£~ 8£ Kat 'tau'tl1v 't1,V a1to(j'ta(jtV 

1tpo't£pov 11 81£VOOUV'to III 2). However, in the comprehensive account of 

this revolt which Thucydides gives us, this desire to revolt is not elaborated 

on. Instead, once again, the account details the specific actions by Athens 

which triggered the revolt. For the proximate cause of the revolt is the 

discovery of the Mytilenians' plans by Athens, and Athens' actions to try 

and prevent the union of Lesbos under Mytilene (III 2.2-3), The focus of 

the account is on the role of Athens, the hegemon, and its part in the 

specific cause of the revolt, The continuing resentment is alluded to 

briefly, but not elaborated on. 

The hegemon's role in stimulating revolt may be to some extent a 

passive one. In VIII, Thucydides notes that the apparent weakness of 

Athens after the Sicilian expedition was a major incentive to the allies to 

revolt. . , , 

,.l<XAWta 8£ oi 'trov 'A91lvalrov {)1tTtKOO1. E'tOlIlO1. ~qav Kat 

1t(Xpa 8uvalllV autrov a<pl(jta(j9a1. 81a to opyroVt£e; KplV£1.V 

ta 1tp6.YIlCXta Kat 1l1l8' {)1toAd1t£tV 'Aoyov autOte; roe; 'to y' . 

£1tlOV 9EpOe; OiOl t' roovta1. 1t£P1Y£vE(j9a1.. 

In particular, Athens' subjects were ready to revolt 

even beyond their capacity to do so, since they were 

deciding the matter in an excited state and would not , 

admit the possiblity that Athens mignt survive the 

summer to come (VIII 2). 

Here Athens plays a passive role in causing revolt. Her apparent 

weakness provides the stimulus to revolt. Indeed, the A~henians feared 
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that their weakness would have just such a result (£VOllt~ov ... Kat 'to-\>~ 

~1.) Illlax01.)~ O'<prov IlE't' a-u'trov &1toO''tav'ta,~ VIn 1.2). Thucydides does not 

discuss any on going discontent. The desire to revolt is taken as read. The 

opportunity provided by Athens is all he feels he need describe, not the 

motivation of the allies. They are simply "ready to revolt". The focus is 

again on the situation of Athens, the hegemon, at the time. 

It is a similar apparent weakness on the part· of Athens which 

Thucydides gives as one cause of the enthusiasm shown for revolt in the 

account of Brasidas' compaign (IV 108). Here, the cities subject to Athens, 

thinking that it was safe to revolt (liBeta e<paivE'to a-u'tol<;;), underestimate 

the strength of Athens. Their mood of enthusiasm for revolt is partly 

conditioned by the perceived weak situation of their hegemon (E"'£1.)O'!l£VOt~ 

!lev 'til<;; 'A811Vatrov B1.)Va!lECO<;; E1tt 'toO'oihov 00'11 UO''tEPOV BtE<pav11). 

The revolts in Book V of the states from the Peloponnese show the 

same hegemonial focus as the revolts from Athens do. They are very 

much a part of the account of the hegemonial rivalry between Sparta, 

Argos and Athens. An example is the revolt of the Mantineans and their 

allies which is caused by fear of their hegemon. 

MavnvllC;; ()' a-u'tolC;; Kat 01. ~1.)llllaxot a-u'trov 1tpro'tot 

1tpoO'£XIDPllO'av, B£Bto'tEC;; 'to-\><;; AaK£()atIlOVt01.)~ 

The first to come over to them were the Mantineans 

and their allies, through fear of Sparta (V 29).26 

We can note, however, that in contrast to the revolts from Athens, in , 

the accounts of revolt from the Spartans and from the Argive alliance, the 

underlying cause of the revolt is described in some depth. The reasons for 

the Mantineans' fear of Sparta are explained, for example (V 29). We are 

also given the details of why Lepreum revolted from Elis, and why Elis 

26 Note a similar fear leads the Eleans to revolt (V 31): 
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revolted from the Spartans (V 31), as well as the reasons for both revolts of 

Corinth (V 38, 48) and the revolt of Argos (V 76-81). This again perhaps 

reveals an Athenian perspective on events, where the relationships 

between Peloponnesian states have to be more thoroughly explained than 

those between Athens and her allies. 

(ill) The rival hegemon. 

In the narrative, the rival hegemon (ie. the hegemon in conflict with 

the hegemon of the apostate) also plays a major role in causing revolt. 

This is in fact the most frequently given cause of revolt. The intervention 

by the rival hegemon takes the form of direct military action, or the threat, 

or promise of it. That action can be directed towards the hegemon of the 

apostate or the apostate itself, and be benevolent or not. Again we find that 

the rival hegemon is perhaps, essentially providing the opportunity to 

revolt - and Thucydides takes the desire to revolt as read. 

In the case of Acanthus, a Peloponnesian military presence and the 

threat to take action against the city if it did not revolt, along with more 

positive inducements, cause the city to revolt. 

oi Be 'AKav9tOt, 1tOAAroV A£x9iv'tcov 1tpo't£pov i7t' 

a~<po't£pa, Kp-o<pa Bta'l'll<ptcra~£vot, Bta 't£ 'to i1ta'Ycoya. 

£i1tdv 'tOY BpacrtBav Kat 1tEpt 'tOU Kap7tOU <popcp Eyvrocrav oi 

7tAetO'OC:; a<ptcr'tacr9cu 'A9"vatcov 

The Acanthians, after there had been considerable 

discussion on both sides of the question, voted by secret 

~ ballot, and the majority, both because of' Brasidas' 

seductive oratory, and because of fear about their 

harvest, decided to revolt from Athens. (IV 88). 

The Peloponnesian force under Brasidas is also given as the cause 
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of the revolt in the account of the revolts of Argilus (IV 103.4) and Scione 

(IV 120). The Spartans cause the revolt of Lepreum from Elis by sending 

in a garrison (V 31.4-5). The revolt of the Mantinians occurs partly 

because the Argives encouraged states to join their alliance (V 29). The 

Chians too, although at least one faction wanted to revolt, only actually do 

revolt after direct intervention by the Spartans (VIII 9, 14). In the account 

of the revolt of Lesbos, a refusal to intervene by the Spartans is noted as 

having prevented the revolt from taking place (III 2). In Book VIII, action 

by the Spartans is noted as causing a,1t60''taot~ in most of the accounts of 

revolt.27 In addition, the Spartans try to make the Plataeans (II 3) and the 

Acarnanians (II 80) revolt from Athens, the Corinthians try to do the 

same with Corcyra (III 70), and the Athenians try make Boeotia revolt (N 

76.4). 

In the case of Messene, the Syracusans and Locrians simply take 

the city. 

Tot> o· £1trytyvoIlEVOU 3EPOU~ ... LUPa1(OO'trov oEKa vfl£~ 

1tAeUO'CXOCXt KCXt AOKPtO£~ lO'at M£O'onvllV 'tTtv £V LtK£At~ 

KatEAa13ov. autrov £1taycxyoIlEvrov. Kat a,1tEO't11 MeO'0'11vll 

'A31lvcxtrov. 

Next summer, ... ten Syracusan and an equal number 

of Locrian ships sailed to Messene in Sicily and seized 

it, following an invitation to do so, and Messene 

revolted from Athens (IV 1). 

We are not given details about who invited the Syracusa~s and 

Locrians to take Messene, nor any other details as to why Messene may 

have revolted. Conversely though, we are given details as to why the. 

Z7 Eryt,hraeans (VIII 14), Clazomenaeans (14), Milesians (17), Lebedus (19), Erae 
(19), Methymna (23), Mytilene (23), Eresus (23), Cnidus (35), Rhodians '(44), Abydus (61), 
Byzantines (80) and Euboea (95). .. ). 
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Syracusans and Locrians did what they did: 

E1tpasav 8e 1:0U1:0 ,.uXAtcr1:a 0\ Ilev LtKeAtac; Kat <pof3oullevOt 

1:0-\><; 'A9Tlvatouc; Ilit es a'lhou 0PllcOllevOt 1t01:e cr<ptcrt Ild~ovt 

'PrlYlvrov 

The Sicilians did this mainly because they were afraid 

that the Athenians might at some time use it as a base 

from which to attack them with a larger force, and the 

Locrians because of their hostility towards the 

Rhegians (IV 1.2). 

133 

Thus this episode too is set within the wider hegemonial struggle. 

The content of the account of the revolt has been determined by 

Thucydides' focus on the hegemonial conflict. 

(iv) Oligarchs and democrats. 

While Thucydides does describe the actions of oligarchic factions in 

causing revolts, there is nevertheless an. avoidance of the details of 

internal politics in the accounts of revolt This is evident in the narrative of 

the a.1t6cr1:a~n<; of the Chians. The revolt is triggered by th~ arrival of a 

Peloponnesian force which is led by Chalcide~s, accompanied by 

Alcibiades, both of whom address the Chian council (VII,I 14.2). This is 

clearly only the specific and immediate cause. For we have bee~ told of 

arrangements made by the Chians to bring about revolt which point to an 

underlying desire for revolt on their part. 

Xio1. 8e Kat 'Epu9pa'lo1. a.1tocr'tilvat Kat aU1:~t E'tOtllOt OV1:tc; 

1tpo<; J.L£v T Artv OUK e'tpa1tov'to~ ec; 8e 'titv AaKe8atllOva. 

The Chians and Erythraeans, who were also ready to 
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revolt, did not turn to Agis, but to Sparta (VIII 5.4).28 

However, at VIII 9, we suddenly find that it is an oligarchic faction 

which is initiating revolt, unbeknown to the Chian demos. 

OAt yo 1. Kat ~'\)vet80't£<; 'to 't£ 1tAi190<; OU ~O'\)AOJ.l£VOt 1t00 

1tOAEJll.OV ex£w 

Most of the Chians did not know what was going on, 

and the oligarchs who were in on the plot did not want 

to have the people against them yet (VIII 9.3). 

Again at VIII 14 the oligarchs playa part in the revolt. The Chians 

who were in on the plot ('trov ~'\)J.l1tpacrcrov'toov Xtoov) told the Spartans to sail 

straight up to the city, which they did. The people were bewildered and 

terrified (Kat oi J.lEv 1tOAAOt €v 9auJ.lan ~crav Kat £1(1tA"~et.). The oligarchs 

had everything prepared ('to'i<; 8' OAt yo 1.<; 1tap£crKruacr'to), and so bring about 

the revolt with the aid of the Spartans. But it is the Chians who revolt, not 

the oligarchs (a<ptcr'tav'tat. X'iOl. ... 'A91lvatoov VIII 14.2). The action of the 

oligarchs as oligarchs is only distinguished .when the account deals with 

the internal situation at Chios. When his accoun concerns the external 

relations of the city, Thucydides does not distinguish the internal political 

faction involved (the oligarchs). 

Thucydides' account displays an outsider's perspec~ive. It is the 

external relations of a city such as Chios that are the first concern of the, 

account, not the detail of internal politics within Chios. The account 

focuses on the city's external relations with the hegemons, Ath~ns and 

Sparta. It is from this perspective that those dealing With the hegemons 

are simply "Chians". So Chios revolts, not a political fact~on within Chios. 

Thucydides' other accounts of revolts in which oligarchs are the 

28 See also VIII 6.4 ,7. 'I 
" . 

). 
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cause show a similar focus. We have already discussed the revolt of 

"some Samians", which becomes the revolt of the Samians (I 115, 117). 

The account of the revolt of Mende focuses on the actions of Brasidas, and 

the fact that the revolt was caused by a faction is only mentioned in 

passing (aJ.Lu 'trov 1tpucrcrov'tcov cr<ptcrtv OAtyCOV 't£ ov'tcov IV 123.2). The revolt of 

Rhodes is caused by the leading men there calling in the Spartans (Ot 0' £C; 

1tAdv VIII 44). Again the populace do not know what is going on ('t01><;; 

1tOAA01><;; OUlC eioo'tu~ 'ta 1tpucrcroJ.L£VU VIII 44). However, it is the Spartans 

who take action and persuade the cities to revolt. 

On Thasos, the Athenian oligarch Diitrephes deposed the 

democracy, Shortly after, Thucydides records, Thasos revolted from 

Athens (VIII 64). In this account of a revolt, Thucydides does not focus 

exclusively on the roles of the hegemons, but looks at the "role of oligarchs 

in revolt too. He gives an explicit opinion (OOlC£'iV oe J.LOt) on the role of 

"more sensible"29 governments in revolt, noting that when give~ the 

- freedom to do so, such governments naturally sought their freedom. 

O'co<ppocrUVllV yap AU~O{)crUt Ut 1tOA£t<; lCUl. aO£tuv 'trov 

1tPUcrcrOJ.LEvCOV txroPllcruv t1tt 'titv av'ttlCpu<; £A£t)e£p{~v' 'tTl<; 

As soon as the cities had gained moderate government 

and immunity to p~rsue their own course of action, 

they went straight on to complete freedom, and were 

not in the least attracted by a disease ridden 

29 l:CO<pPOOUVl1 could almost be glossed here: "politically maturity". For OCl)<ppoouvyt 
as "an ironical label for the sort of oligarchy that Thasos and other cities would get from a 
reformed Athens" see HCT ad. loco For other references to oCO<pPOOUVl1 in this passage see 
Ostwald, M. Nomos and the BelPnnin~s of the Athenian Democracy. Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, 1969. pp 176-7; Vlastos, G. "Isonomia." American Journal of PhiJolo~. 
74, 1953. pp. 337-66; North, H. Sophrosyne. Ithaca, New York, 1966. I>P 111 ff. 
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"reformed" constitution imposed by the Athenians 

(VIII 64.5). 

Thucydides thus takes the specific example of the revolt of Thasos as 

an opportunity to make a general point about the role of oligarchs as the 

cause of revolt.30 He does, however, still point to the part that the 

Athenian oligarchs had to play in this revolt, and how this recurred in a 

number of other states, and he refers to a party of exiles from Thasos who 

were with the Peloponnesians already, seeking their backing for a revolt 

(VIII 64.4). External factors are again where the emphasis lies. 

It is a group of oligarchs from outside the city which causes the 

revolt of Eresus (VIII 100). Theirs is not a political move on the part of the 

hegemon to try and retain the loyalty of its empire, but the act of a faction 

which failed in an attempt to storm its own city (Methymna). So 

Thucydides again is not giving us details of the internal politics of a city 

which revolts, but instead the external political and mil~tary actions 

which cause the revolt. , 
I, 

There is only one a.1too'taot<; caused by democrats - the attempted 

revolt of the Boeotians. The narrative mentions "'tlvO)v av8prov" who have 

their own' political aims in wanting Boeotia 'to de£~ct to Athens 

(f30'UAOJlEvo)V JlE'tao'tTloat 'tOY KOOJlOV Kat t<; 81lJlOKpattav ro01tEP oi 'A91lva'iol 

'tp£'I'at IV 76. 2). However, the narrative of the ,revolt of the Boeotians, 

largly concerns the military actions of the Athenian forces, who 

ultimately are defeated. Again we find an Athenian focus to the account. , 

(v) Individuals. 

Individuals are only rarely identified as the cause of revolts. The 

30 This is an exception to Thucydides' lack of interest in local politics. Thucydides 
is well on his way to articulating the science of diplomacy as a separate branch of politics. 
I hope to discuss this further in a forthcoming paper. 
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revolts of Inaros and Amorges from the Persians are among the few 

examples. It is interesting that both these revolts are from Persia and 

made by non-Greeks. In naming the leaders of these revolts Thucydides is 

perhaps under Herodotus' influence, for Herodotus looks to individuals as 

the initiators of such events.31 In dealing with these revolts from Persia, 

Thucydides records the names and fates of individuals in a very 

Herodotean way. Nevertheless, these revolts, like the others, are set 

within the hegemonial conflict for Ionia in the Aegean between Athens 

and Persia. Note, for example, how the narrative of the revolt of Inaros 

and Egypt is dominated by the account of the Athenian expedition to Egyv.t 

(I 104 fi), and the hegemonial conflict between Athens and Persia which 

arises from Athenian intervention in the revolt. Perdiccas too, the king of 

Macedonia, is a named ruler who causes revolt for personal reasons, in a 

way reminiscent of Herodotus. He plans revolt, ~()r example, because of 

his family's connections with Argos (V 80). 

This is not to deny that Athenian and Spartan individuals play, a 

part in causing revolt in Thucydides' narrative.32 Alcibiades contributes 

in the causation of the revolt of Chios (VIII 5,14). He also plays a part in 
. . 

the revolt of Miletus (VITI 17). Brasidas too is named as being personally 

responsible for the pro-Spartan feeling engend~red amongst Athens' 

allies, and is hence partly personally responsible for causing revolt.33 But 

Alcibiades is still, from the Chian point of view, an external agent whose 

actions express the part of the Spartans. Brasidas is a Spartan general 

leading a Peloponnesian army. The perspective on the revolts caused by 

31 See Plant, I.M. "A Neglected Emphasis in Herodotus' Praface." EM. (in press)._ 
32 For a thesis on the changing focus on the role of individuals in Thucydides see 
Westlake, H.D. Individuals in Thucydides. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
1968. :i 

33 Note especially IV 81 and 108 which express Brasidas' effectiv'eness in inducing 
revolt. "j. 
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these agents is still external, and while an individual may play a part, 

that part concerns the role of hegemon or rival hegemon.34 

5. The aim of the Revolt. 

Table Six demonstrates that Thucydides rarely specifies the aim of 

the revolt in his narrative of revolts. We might expect the accounts to give 

freedom form the hegemon as the aim of the revolt, as they do in 

Herodotus, but this is not the case. Five accounts of revolt do give the aims 

of the apostates, but rarely is freedom mentioned. Even where it does 

appear, in the account of the revolt of Thasos, it is given, perhaps, as the 

outcome of the revolt, rather than as its aim: 

ai 1tOAEte; ... exroPllcrav E1tt t1)V UVttKpUe; urugeptav t11e; 

The cities ... went straight on to complete freedom, 

and were not in the least attracted by a disease ridden 

"reformed" constitution imposed. by the Athenians 

(VIII 64.5). 

The aim of freedom is one which might be expected 'to receive more 

attention than it does, especially given its importance as a motif in 

Herodotus' accounts of revolt. While the Thasians "daily expected the 

Spartans to bring them freedom" (t1)V 0' Ct1tO AaKeOatjlovtcoV Ueugeptav 

ocrllJlepat 1tpocrOexOJlEVOt VIII 64.3) and "events turned out exactly as they 

wished" (~'\)ve~ll o.ov autOte; JlcX.Atcrta a £~OUAOVtO VIII 64.4), freedom in 

this cases is perceived as an easy prize. Perhaps' this is why it is 

mentioned as a motif here. For Thucydides usually cites more pragmatic 

34 Note also the role of Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus, as Persian governors, in 
promoting revolt (VIII 5-6), 
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reasons. 

In the account of the revolt of Argilus, an aim of the revolt is given: 

their designs on Amphipolis, a neighbouring city (IV 103.4). The 

Mantineans revolt in order to keep land which they had taken and were 

afraid that the Spartans would force them to part with (V 29). The Eleans 

revolt after a dispute with Sparta, again over a material asset which the 

Spartans would take from them, in this case Lepreum, which the Eleans 

claimed (V 31). Lepreum, meanwhile, had revolted from Elis to avoid 

paying a rent which Elis claimed (V31). These are all very much local 

disputes which Thucydides has included to clarify the motivation of these 

states in their acts of revolt. For each of these revolts we are given one 

specific and material aim with no suggestion of any idealistic or 

ideological motivation. 

Although we know that oligarchs played a part in ~any revolts, 

Thucydides does not include in these accounts the goal which the faction 

hoped to achieve. The attempted revolt of Boeotia,_ on the other hand, does 

include the aim of a faction. 

'ttVo)V wBprov ... PO'UAOIlEVo)V ll£t<l<J't1l<Jcu 'tOY KO<JIlOV K<lt 

£c;, BllIl0KP<ltt<lV (001t£p 01. 'ASrtv<ltot 'tPE'I'<lt 

Some men ... wanted to overturn the constitution and 

introduce a democracy like the Athenians' (IV 76. 2). 

The revolt of Thasos perhaps does also include mention of the aim of 

a faction (VIII 64.4). However, Thucydides, in a general statement on the 

aim of revolt, speaks of the cities as the apostates, not of any faction (as 

noted).35 . 
.' . 

So the aims given are material. If there were deeper aims~ 

Thucydides does not record them. This is certainly ~he case in the aim of 

35 See pp. 106-108 and 121. 
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the revolt of Potidaea, the Chalcidians and Bottiaeans. For Thucydides 

describes how Perdiccas was prompting their revolt in order to divert the 

Athenians' attention from himself (IV 57). 

1tpocre<pepe 8£ AOYOU~ Kat 'to'i~ £1tt ep~K1l~ XaAxt8ci>crt Kat 

BO't'ttatot~ ~uva1tocr'tflvat, VOllt~rov, Ei ~uJlllaxa 'tatha eXOt 

Ollopa ov'ta 'ta xropta, pq.ov liv 'tOY 1tOAEIlOV IlE't' mh&v 

1totEtcr8at. 

He also sent messages to the Chalcidians and 

Bottiaeans to join in revolt, thinking that, if he had as 

allies these states which bordered his own country, 

with their support it would be easier to wage war (I 

57.5). 

Pharnabazus, the Persian satrap of the Hellespontine region, also 

has a pragmatic reason for promoting revolt. He sends representatives to 

Sparta: 

01tro~ vat>~ KOlltcrEtaV £~ 'tOY 'EAATtcr1tOV'tov, Kat ai>'to~, ei 

8uvat'to, a1tEp <> Ttcrcra<pepvll~ 1tP08VIlEt'tO, 'ta.~ 'tE £V 'tn 

eau'tot> apXn 1tOAEt~ a1tocr'tTtcrEtE 'trov 'A911Vatrov 8ta 'tou~ 

<popou<; Kat a<p' eau'tot> ~acrtAE'i 'tflV ~ullllaXtaV 't&~ 

AaKE8atJlovtrov 1tOtTtcrEtEV. 

So that they might send a fleet to the Hellespont, and 

so he, if he could, might induce the cities in his 

province to revolt from Athens in order to gain the 

tribute and himself make an alliance between the 

Spartans and the king (VIII 6). 

We can note that here again Thucydides is looking at revolt from an 

external perspective. It is not the aims of the apostates that concern his 

account, but the aims of the hegemon or rival hegemon, as expressed by 
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its agent Pharnabazus. 

The rival hegemon, which features prominently in the accounts of 

many revolts, often does so for its own purposes. It encourages revolt to 

benefit itself, and not, apparently, the apostate. We find in the account of 

the revolt of the Corcyraeans, which is encouraged by the Corinthians, 

that the aim of the Corinthians is to win the city over to themselves, 

making it defect from Athens (III 70). The Corinthians and Argos try to 

persuade Tegea to revolt for their own purposes too (V 32). 

Kat Koptv91.01. Kilt 'Apy£to1. 11011 ~-ollllax01. QV'W; epxov'tll1. 

ec; TEYEav Ct.1toa'tTtaov't£c; AIlK£Oa1.1l0vtrov, oprov't£C; IlEya 

IlEPOC; Bv Kat, £i (J(pta1. 1tpoayEv01.'tO, VOllt~OV'tec; u1taallv liv 

" n "I ' £X£1.V £II.01tOVV11aov 0 

The Corinthians and the Argives, being now allies, 

went to Tegea to make it revolt from the Spartans, 

seeing that it was an important part of the 

Peloponnese, and thinking that if it were to come over 

to their side, they could have the. whole Peloponnese 

(V 32.3). , .), 

The revolt of Acamania is similarly attempted to satisfy the aims of 

the Ambraciots and Chaonians, who want to conquer it, and the Spartans 

who see the revolt of Acarnania as a means of making Athenian raids on 

the Peloponnese more difficult (II 80). On Rhodes the Spartans are even 

more mercenary. For they sail to Rhodes: 

£A.1tt~ov'tec; vilaov 'tE OUK Ct.O-oVIl'tOV Kat vll'\)~a't&v 1tA.Tt9£1. 

Kat 7t£~<P 1tpoaa~oo91l1. 

Hoping to bring over to their side an island which was 

powerful because of its large number of mariners and 

its land forces (VIII 44). 
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We see the forces of a rival power at work again in the revolt of 

Messene (as mentioned above). There the revolt is caused by Syracusan 

and Locrian forces who take the city. 

l:tlPUlCOcrtroV 8ElCU vfle~ 1tAEucrucrUt KUt AOKp{8e~ tcrut 

MEcr0"11vrty "Citv EV l:tlCEA{~ KU"CEAuf3ov ... KUt rmEcrnl 

MEcr0"11V1'l 'A91'lvu{rov. 

Ten Syracusan and an equal number of Locrian ships 

sailed to Messene in Sicily and seized it ... and 

Messene revolted from Athens (IV 1). 

Thucydides mentions that these outside forces had been invited to 

Messene (uv"Crov E1tU'YU'YO~EVroV IV 1) but the account is focused on the 

actions of the external agents in the revolt. The aims of the revolt given 

concern the Sicilians and the Locrians, and the aims of the people of 

Messene who invited them are not mentioned. 

rnpul;uv 8e "C01ho ~aAtcr"Cu oi ~ev l:tlCeAtU~ lCUt CP0f30U~EVOt 

'Coi>~ 'A91'lvutotl~ ~it El; o:\)"Cou op~ro~EVOt 1tO"CE ocptOt ~d~ovt 

n:UpUOlCetlU E1tEA9rocrtV • oi 8e Aox:pot KU'C« Ex9o~ 'Co 

'PTlYtVroV 

The Sicilians did this mainly because they were an-aid 

that the Athenians might at some time use it as a base 

from which to attack them with a larger force, and the 

Locrians because of their hostility towards the 

Rhegians (IV 1.2). 

) 

Whereas in Herodotus the desire for freedom tended to be a major 

factor in revolt, Thucydides seems to have a more cyni'cal view of human 

motivation. The reasons for revolt which he cites are material ones. 

Moreover, he makes it clear that defection from one hegemon usually 
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involves defection to another hegemon.36 This last point is highlighted by 

the emphasis Thucydides places on external encouragement and aid. 

Small states which revolt from their hegemon remain, both during and 

after the revolt, pawns of the hegemons. 

6. The e:rlernal support for the revolt. 

Accounts of revolt consistently include reference to support for the 

revolt from an outside power. This is usually the rival power to the 

hegemon from whom the revolt is made. Thus the Spartans support 

apostates from Athens and the Athenians and Argives support apostates 

from the Spartans. 

The Thasians appeal to the Spartans for help during their revolt, 

after they have suffered a military setback. The Spartans agree to help by 

invading Attica, but are prevented from doing so by a revolt of their Helots 

(I 101). However, the Spartans are mentioned in the account of the rev9lt 

of Euboea as being about to invade Attica (I 114). They finally playa more 

active role in the revolt of Lesbos, after being persuaded to send a fleet 

there to aid the revolt (III 2, 4 fT.). It is the Spartan general Brasidas who 

brings about the revolts of Acanthus, Stagiros, f\rgilus, Seione and 

Mende.37 The Spartans support the revolt of Lepreum (V 31) and are 

instrumental in promoting revolt throughout Book VIII. The Spartan 

support encourages, if not directly causes, the revolts of Chios and 

Erythrae (VIII 5 fT.), Miletus38 (VIII 17),Rhodes (VIII 44), and Abydus 

(VIII 61). Exiles from Thasos had been working in Sparta for some time 

before their revolt to gain support (VIiI 64). 

36 
:n 
38 

See 6. The external support for the revolt, below. 
IV 84-88, 103, 120, 123. 

The Chians also support this revolt, and that of ClaZomenae (VIII 14). 
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It is worth looking at the account of the revolt of Lesbos in more 

detail. Here the role of the rival hegemon is introduced from the 

beginning of the account, where we are told that the refusal to supply such 

support had been the vital factor which had prevented revolt up until that 

time. 

AE0f30~ 1tA:r,V M1l8uJlvllC; U1tEO'tll U1t' 'A81lvalcov, 

f30'l)A1l8Evn~~ JlEV Kat 1tPO 'tot) 1tOAEJlO'l), UAA' oi 

AaK€OalJloV101 ou 1tPOO€OEsav'to 

Lesbos, except Methymna, revolted from Athens. 

They had wanted to even before the war, but the 

Spartans did not accept them (III 2). 

The account details a mission to Sparta (III 4) and then a second 

mission to Sparta which was accompanied by a Spartan and a Theban 

who had been sent out before the revolt (III 5). After details of the war on 

Lesbos, the account then turns to Olympia (III 8) and the speech of the 

Mytilenian ambassad?rs seeking Spartan support (III 9-14). The details of 

the Spartan efforts, and their failure, then follows (III 15-16, 25-26, 29-33). 

We see that the action of the rival hegemon is an integral part of the 

account of the revolt. 

It is not just the Spartans who provide such support. The 

Athenians play a similar role in the revolts from the SpartaJ:ls and from 

Persia. The Athenians support the revolt of Megara, which brings them 

into conflict with Corinth (I 114). Interestingly, during the revolt of the 

Helots, the Spartans become suspicious that the Athenians, who had been 

invited to help them in the war against the Helots,' might support the 

apostates. Instead the Spartans worry that the Athenians might foster 

revolution and so send them away (I 102). In response, the Athenians do 

support the apostates (I 103). This account of a revolt is used to explaIn the 
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conflict which arose between the hegemons, Athens and Sparta. 

Kat Bta<popa. EK 'tau'tl1t; 'tilt; o'tpa'teiat; npoo1:ov 

AaKEBatl.LOV{Ott; Kat 'ASl1va{Ott; <pavEpa. EyEvE'tO. 

oi B' 'ASl1vatOt ... Kat 8EtVov nOtOa)l.EVOt Kat 0'\'>1<:: 

a~tc&oaV'tEt; uno AaKEBat)l.ov{rov 't01ho naSdv, EUSUt; 

EnEtBn aVExroPl1oav a<pEv'tEt; 'titv 'Y£VO)l.Evl1V Ent 't<1> M,,8q> 

~'\»)l.)l.ax{av npot; aU'tout; 'Apydol.t; 'tOtt; EKdvrov nOA.E)l.{Ol.~ 

~U)l.)l.axol. EYEvE'tO 

From this expedition arose the first open dispute 

between Athens and Sparta. ... 

The Athenians ... were indignant, considering that it 

was not right that they should be humiliated like this 

by the Spartans, and, the instant they had returned, 

they rejected the alliance they had made with them 

against the Persians and became allies of Sp~rta's 

enemy, Argos (I 102. 3, 4). 
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The revolt of the Helots is thus set within the wider hegemonial 
. , 

conflict, which provides again an external focus to the account - a focus. 
• .> 

from the perspective of one writing of the hegemonial strug:gle between 

Athens and Sparta. 

In the account of the revolt of Egypt led by Inaros, the Athenians 

provide military support for the apostates (I 104~. The account of the revolt 

focuses on the actions and fate of this Athenian force and includes 
. , 

mention of an attempt by the Persians to gain Spartan support again~t 

Athens (I 109). The Athenians also provide support for the revolt of 

Megara, accepting it into their alliance when it defects from the Spartans 

(I 103.4). We are then told that the Athenians bt;ild. walls for the 
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Megarians from the city to their port of Nisaea and provide a garrison. 

This brings the Athenians into conflict with the Corinthians. 

KClt Koptv9totC; j.LEV OUX l1Ktcr'tCl a1to 'tOU8E 'to crcp08pov 

J.Llcroc; ilp~Cl'to 1tP6Ycov ec; 'As"VCltOUC; YEV£cr9Clt. 

And it was especially from this that the great hatred 

which the Corinthians felt towards Athens was first 

conceived (I 103.4). 

The account of the revolt of Megara thus focuses on the action of 

Athens, and the consequences of the revolt for Athens, rather than on the 

apostate, Megara. 

The Argives, who make a bid for the hegemony of the Peloponnese 

(EA1ttcrClV't£C; 'tfic; ITcA01tOwftcrou Tl'Yftcr£(J9<lt), support revolt as part of that bid 

(oi j.LEv o-ov 'Apy£tot o-ihroC; e<; 'tilv ~Uj.Lj.LClXtClV 1tpocr£8exov'to 'tou<; e9D..ov'tCl<; 'trov 

'EAAftvrov V 28.2 ,3). They support the revolts of Mantinea, Elis, Corinth, 

and try to persuade Tegea to revolt too.39 The Corinthians and th,e 

Syracusans also support apostates: the Corinthians support the revolts of 

Corcyra and Megara, and the Syracusans support the revolt of Messene.40 

Individuals are named as supporting revolt too. Perdiccas supports 

the revolts of Potidaea and the Chalcidians (I 57 fr.), While Brasidas 

supports the revolts in Thrace, and Alcibiades" and various Spartan 

generals, are named as reinforcing revolts in Ionia and the Hellespont in 

Book VIII, they are supporting the revolts in their position as the 

representatives of the Spartans, so the perspective in these cases remains 

externally focused on the role of the hegemons. 
. 

In fact, military support is vital for a revolt. As we saw with the 

revolt of Lesbos, states are reluctant to revolt without such support. FoX' 

39 
40 

V 29, 31, 32,38. 
m 70, I 114, IV 1. 
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military conflict regularly follows revolt, and smaller states had to have a 

powerful ally to resist their hegemon after undertaking to revolt. Indeed, 

while an a1tocr'tacrte,; is essentially a defection away from a hegemon, that 

defection almost inevitably includes defection to another, rival, hegemon. 

The effect upon the accounts of revolt is to involve the rival hegemon. For 

the narrative of the revolt turns from the a1tocr'tacrte,; itself to the role of the 

hegemons in the conflict that ensues. 

7. Military action and preparations. 

Accounts of revolt turn regularly to military conflict and 

preparations for conflict. In Bool I, Thucydides describes the hegemons 
.~ ~ 

as: 

cr1tEVOOJ.1EVOt, 'tel oE 1tOA£J.10UV'tec; 1\ <lAAltAOte,; 1\ 'tOte,; Ea'\}'toh~ 

~'\} J.1J.1axote,; aqncr'taJ.1£votC; 

Continually, from the end of the Persian War up until 

this war, while there were peace treaties made, at 
. , 

other times [Athens and Sparta] kept fighting with 

each other or with their own allies who had revolted .. , 

(I 18.3). ) , 

In Books I, IV, and VIII, where most accounts of revolt from 

Athens occur, military conflict is the primary result of revol~. In Bo~k V, 

there is no immediate military conflict following the revolts of cities from 

the hegemony of Sparta, but ultimately the revolts lead to_ the b~tt1e of 

Mantinea, and the revolts are only resolved in set~lements which 

Thucydides describes following this battle (V 77-81). J 

The account of the conflict arising from revolt involves the actions of 
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the apostate to some degree - indeed it must. Thus we find, in the account 

of the revolt of Lesbos, description of the preparations for war by Mytilene 

(III 2 ff.) and of the military conflict between Mytilene and Athens (III 4-6, 

18, 27). However, the focus of the account is often on the military action of 

the hegemon and the rival hegemon arising from the revolt, rather than 

on the apostates themselves. So, the revolt of Mytilene follows description 

of the preparations made by the Mytilenians, with the reaction of the 

Athenians and their preparations for war (III 3). While the account of the 

conflict inevitably includes the actions of the Athenians, it also includes, 

from the outset, the position of Sparta with regard to the revolt (III 2), and 

the actions which the Spartans take.41 Included in the account, is a 

speech by the Mytilenians to the Spartans and their allies at Olympia, 

requesting aid (III 8-14). The Spartan hegemonial conflict with the 

Athenians is thus a central aspect of the account of the revolt. 

The account of the revolt of Egypt led by Inaros provides a further 

example of the hegemonial focus of an account of revolt. The a,ccount 

begins with a simple statement that the revolt led by Inaros took place (I 

104), but observe how the first sentence ends by noting Athens' 

involvement. 

l ' S:' " A' , ' '\'' 'A '\ ' vapco~ oE ... a1tEO't1l0ev l'Y\>n'to'O 'ta 1C1\..£tCO ano pacrtl\..ECO~ 

, , 
E1tllyayE'to. 

!naros brought about the revolt of most of Egypt from 

King Artaxerxes, and after he had made himself 
. 

ruler, he called in the Athenians' (1 104). 

The account then turns to the Athenians (1 104.2). We are told what 

happens to the Athenians and their allies (oi 0' £V 'tft Aiy\)1t'tcp 'ASrtvatol Kat 

41 ill 5, 15-16,25-27,29-33. 
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oi ~uJlJlaxot 1 109). The Athenians are masters of Egypt ('to JlEv yap 1tPCiYtov 

EK:pa:wuv 'tf\<; AiyU1t'tou oi 'A9r)va'tot 1 109.2). The account then describes the 

response of the Persians to the Athenians, which is a mission to Sparta to 

seek aid (I 109.2-3), We thus find that the account of the revolt of Egypt, 

rather than describing the actions of the apostates, focuses on the 

Athenian - Persian conflict, and also presents the Spartan position - even 

though Sparta made no response. The destruction of the "Hellenic 

undertaking" ( o15'tOO JlEV 'to. 'troY 'EAAllVOOV 1tpaYJla'ta £<peapll ... 1 110) is 

detailed too, along with the fate of Inaros. Thucydides concludes the 

account: 

Thus ended the great expedition against Egypt of the 

Athenians and their allies (I 110.4).42 

This expedition is seen very much from an Athenian perspective. 

The revolt is described for the part which the Athenians and their allies 

played in it, and the conflict detailed is that betwee~ the Atpenians and the 

Persians. The content of the account is directed by this Athenian 

perspective. 

The account of the revolt of Megara from Athens back to the 

Peloponnesians turns from conflict between At~ens and Megara to 

conflict between Athens and the Pelponnesians (I 114). The revolt of 

Potidaea, which is described in some detail, is also set within the wider 

hegemonial struggle. The account begins :. 

ME'ta 'ta\ha 0' EUeUC; Kat 'taOE· ~UV£~l1 Y£YEo-eat 'to't<; 

'A9r)vatotc; Kat IIeA.o1tovvllcrtOt<; Ota<popa E<; 'to 1tOAEJlE'tV. 

42 The echo of the beginning of the chapter here at the end of the chapter is unusual for 
Thucydides, and emphasises the sad fate of the Athenian force. See French op. cit. ad. 
loco J 
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Immediately afterwards the following dispute also 

occurred, which led to war between the Athenians and 

the Peloponnesians (I 56). 
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The Peloponnesians send out a military force to Potidaea (I 60) and 

so the account of the ensuing conflict involves the Athenians and the 

Peloponnesians, as well as the Potidaeans.43 In a similar way, the revolt 

of the Chians is the first of a series of revolts in Book VIII which lead to 

widespread conflict between Athens and Sparta in Ionia and the North 

Aegean, with the Persians also playing a part. 

Military acts, like revolts in general, do not concern the. the acts of 

factions or individuals within a city.44 It is Thucydides' practice, in 

giving accounts of military action, to name the generals involved and 

ascribe reasoning and motivation for the action that follows to these 

leaders.45 However, the conflict does not focus on the acts and fate oft,hese 

individuals, as Herodotus did, but on whole forces, and on their cities. 

8. The resolution or outcome of the revolt. 

In Book I, most of the the revolts are unsuccessful. After military 

conflict, the apostates are defeated and the revolt resolved in fayour of the. 

hegemon. Thucydides formally ends the accounts. of such revolts with 

description of the terms imposed upon the defeated city. Thus fOT 

example, in the case of the revolt of the Thasians, the a~co~t ends: 

SaOtot O£ tpttcp £U~t 1tOAtoPKOUJlEVOl CoJlOAOY1l0C:XV 

43 Eg. no't£~~£a'ta~ ~e Kat 01. J.l£'ta 'Apw'ttcoc; ll£A.o1toVVT!O'w\, .1tpoO'~£X6J.l£vo\. 'COUC; 
'A!htva{ouc; £O''tpa'to1t£oeUov'to (I 62). , 
44 There is however the exception of the revolt of Eresus, which is carried out by a 
mercenary force led by oligarchs from Methymna (VIII 100). 
45 For Thucydides' practice of ascribing motivation see Woodhead, A.G. 
"Thucydides' Portrait of Cleon." MnemQsyne. 13, 1960. pp. 289-3~-7. 
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'A91lvatotc; 'te'ixoC; 'te KageAOV'tec; Kat vauc; napaoov'tec;. 

The Thasians, in the third year of the siege, came to 

terms with the Athenians. They demolished their 

walls, surrendered their navy, and were ordered to 

pay reparations immediately and the tribute in the 

future. They also handed over their rights on the 

mainland and also the mine there (I 101). 
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We find similar terms imposed on Samos after its revolt is defeated 

by Athens (I 117), Byzantium is forced back into the status of a subject city 

(~'\)ve~l1aav OE Kat B'\)~avnot C&mep Katnpo'tepov UmlKOOt etVat I 117.3). This 

is probably a less emotive way of expressing what, in a general comment 

on the fate of allies arising from the particular case of the defeat of Naxos, 

Thucydides describes thus: 

npoo'tll 'te a'ihll nOAtC; ~'\)JlJlaXtc; napa 'to Kage(J'tllKoc,; 

This was the first allied state which, contrary to 

accepted practice, was enslaved, but subsequently it 

happened to others too, each in its own particular 

circumstances (I 98). 

Where a revolt continued for more than one campaigning season, 

Thucydides was constrained by his chronological narration of events to 

break the account. Thus the account of the revolt of Potidaea breaks at I 

65. It is not ended though, until the revolt is resolved, at which point 

Thucydides records the terms of the settlement (II 70). The account of the 

revolt of the Chalcidians, which was not resolved, receives no such formal 

ending, as do other unresolved revolts, such as the revolt Qf Chios (VIII 5 
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ff.) and the revolt of Megara (I 114). Here again we find that the revolts are 

viewed from an Athenian perspective. For they are simply unresolved. If 

Thucydides had viewed the revolts from the allies' point of view, he would 

have seen fit to inform us of their success. 

Individuals have their fates recorded where responsibility for revolt 

has been ascribed to them. Inaros and Amorges both meet unhappy ends 

at the hands of the Persians (I 109, VIII 28). Strangely, perhaps, in the 

account of the revolt of Egypt, the fate of Amyrtaeus, who is not otherwise 

mentioned by Thucydides, is also recorded (I 109). Perhaps Amyrtaeus 

was well known enough from other sources not to need introduction.46 

A number of the revolts in Book IV are settled by the treaty made 

between Athens and Sparta (V 18.5). Here we find that the resolution of 

the revolt comes with the resolution of the hegemonial conflict. The focus 

of this aspect of the account is again on the actions of the hegemons, not on 

the city which revolted. Indeed, we do not even hear ~f Argilus, Acanthus 

and Stagirus complied with the terms of the treaty imposed upon,them by 

the hegemons. Amphipolis, for example, als~ included in the terms of the 

treaty, refused to comply with the resolution on its fat.e (V 21). 

An outcome of revolt regularly found in accounts of revolt is 

hegemonial conflict. In the case of the Chians, fOJ example, Thucydides' 

account does not formally end, but continues with the ensuing widespre~d 

conflict. We have already noted how the revolt of the Helots led to confli9t 

between Athens and Sparta, as did the revolts of Potidaea and Megara~ In . 

these cases, revolt is set within the broader confines of the hegemonial 

struggle. 

46 Cf. Hdt.II 140, III 15. 

. 
J 

" 
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9. Stasis. 

Stasis is a theme in Thucydides in its own right, comparable to 

a1tocr'ta.<ne,;, hence it cannot be dealt with comprehensively here. However, 

stasis has been much discussed in connection with revolts, so it is worth 

reviewing what Thucydides says about it in his accounts ofrevolt.47 

The revolt of Samos was engineered by a few (nvEe,;) after Athens had 

been prompted to overthrow the government there and establish a 

democracy (I 115). Thucydides gives an account of the coup d'etat on 

Samos, by which the democracy is overthrown, but, as noted earlier 

above, Thucydides then adopts an external perspective on the revolt, and 

does not consider further its factional aspects. 

The revolt of Thasos (VIII) was carried out by an Athenian installed 

oligarchy, the revolt being again subsequent to a chan~e in government. 

In Argos, there was also a coup d'etat associated with revolt (V 81), this 

time the coup d'etat takes place after the revolt. Other revolts in which we 

hear of a faction being, in some way, associated with revolt are the revolts 

of Acanthus (N 84), Scione (N 120-123), Mende (N 123), Chios (VIII 9~ 

14, see also VIII 34, 24), and Miletus (VIII 17). In addition, there is an 

account of a group of exiles from Methymna who fail in an armed bid to 

take their own city, but succeed in inducing Eresus to revolt (VIII, 100). At 

Mende, the revolt is ended after stasis in which the, demos attacks the 

47 The amount of literature on stasis in Thucydides is considerable. See in 
particular, on the moral aspects: Wasserman, F.M. "ThucYdide.s and the disintegration 
of the polis." Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philologjcal Association. 
85, 1954. pp 46-54; on the political aspects: Barnard, M.A. Stasis in Thucydides: 
Narratiye and Analysis of Factionalism in" the Polis. PhD. Diss. University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1980; on the historical aspects: Losada, L.A "5th ColUmns in the 
Peloponnesian War: How they worked and the defence against them." Klia.. 54, 1972. 
pp.125-45; and Lintott, A Violence, Civil Strife and Reyolution in the Classica'] City. 
Croom Helm, London, 1982; on the ethics: Edmunds, L. "Thucydides' ethics as reflected 
in the description of stasis," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology. 79, 1975.pp. 73-92. 
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occupying Spartan force just as the Athenians storm the city (IV 130). In 

Mytilene, the government is forced to surrender the city to the besieging 

Athenian force after the demos threatens to do so (III 27). 

Thucydides' "essay" on stasis arises from the particular case of 

Corcyra, whose stasis is linked to an attempt at revolt led by a faction (III 

70). This leads Thucydides to make general comments on the role of the 

hegemons in stasis. 

OU'troe; cb~" <'h> (f'tacne; 1tpo'UXroPllcr£, 1'at £oo~£ ~aAAOV, 

ei1t£tV 'to 'EAAllV1XOV £1'1V~91l, ola<popffiv ouoffiv £1'acr'taxou 

'tOte; 't£ 'trov o~~rov 1tpoo'tcX'tcne; 'toue; 'A91lvalo'Ue; £1tay£cr9at 

1'at 'tote; OA1YOle; 'toue; Aa1'£oat~Ovlo'Ue;. 1'at £V ~EV eip~vTI 

OU1' liv exov'trov 1tpoq>aolv ouo' hOl~rov 1tapa1'aAetV 

__ " , \, ;A' ..... ,_ 

'ttl 'troY £vavnrov 1'a1'roo£l 1'al crq>WLV a'U'tOle; £1' 'to'U .'1-'U't0'U 

1tpocr1tOl~O£l pq,olroe; ai £1tayroyat 'tOte; v£ro't£Pl~£1V 'tl 

~O'\)AO~Ev01.e; £1tOp1~ov'to. 

So savage was the progress of this revolution, and it 

s~emed all the more so because it was one of the first 

which had broken out. Later, of course, practically the 

whole of the Hellenic world was convulsed, with rival 

parties in every state - democratic leaders trying to 

bring in the Athenians, and oligarchs trying to bring 

in the Spartans. In peacetime there would have been 

no excuse and no desire for calling them ·in, but in 

time of war, when each party could always count upon 

an alliance which would do harm to its opponents and 

at the same time strengthen its own position, it 
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became a natural thing for anyone who wanted a 

change of government to call in help from outside (III 

82).48 
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In this passage, Thucydides links stasis with the war and defections 

to the rival hegemon. The war provided the opportunity for a faction to call 

in outide backing for a coup d'etat, which, Thucydides states, they did 

throughout the Hellenic world. 

This background view of the political situation during the period 

covered by Thucydides' Histories is consistent with the accounts of revolt 

which we are given. The desire to revolt, as expressed here, is assumed, 

but generally not elaborated in the accounts. For Thucydides does not 

focus his account on the internal politics of the allied states, but on their 

external interactions with the hegemons, particularly Athens and Sparta. 

Thus, as discussed earlier, he often identifies a faction as the city itself .. 

This is because the account of the Peloponnesian War focuses on the 

power struggle between Athens and Sparta. 

10. Speeches. 

Accounts of revolt may contain speeches or reported speeches in 

which the revolt is spoken of. The detail of such comments on revo\t are 

discussed in the following chapter and so will not be dealt with here. In 

terms of their function in the narrative, the speeches concerning the revolt 

of the Mytilenians and the speech of Brasidas (IV 85-7) are particularly 

significant.49 

The speech of Brasidas at Acanthus is one of the cavsal factors in 

48 Trans. Rex Warner, op.cit. 
49 There is a good discussion of the function of the speeches in Th~cydides by Simon 
Hornblower, op. cit. pp.62-72. 
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that revolt (IV 88), and is important for that function, as well as for its 

content. The speech of the Mytilenians is a request for military aid for 

their revolt (III 9-14), while Cleon's and Diodotus' speeches (III 37-48) 

debate the Athenian response to the revolt. It sis significant that these 

speeches are made by a hegemon or to a hegemon, and that they largly 

concern the role of the hegemons in respect of revolt. As such, they 

reinforce the hegemonial focus of the narrative. 

11. Conclusion. 

From the study we can discern a pattern and a focus to Thucydides' 

accounts of revolt. This pattern and focus, reveals much about his 

approach to revolt and the historical perspective of his history. 

The esential pattern of an account of a revolt by Thucydides records 

who revolted, from whom they revolted, when the revolt took place in 

relation to other events, what caused the revolt, the outside support for the 

revolt, the ensuing military conflict and the outcome. Not every element is 

included in every account of a revolt, but th~se are the essential, elements 

that make up an account. The account may also include speeches and 

reference to stasis, but details of stasis are often neglected. This is a 

product of the focus of the accounts. 

The focus of the accounts is the hegemonial struggle between 

Athens and Sparta. Accounts of revolt are written to reveal the part they 

play in that power struggle. Thus external factors in the accounts take, 

precedence over internal factors concerning the apostates, such as 

factional politics. ' ' 

Comparison with Herodotus highlights the hegemonial focus. The 

content of Herodotus' accounts of revolt focuses the action very much on 
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individuals and their fates. 50 For example, the acts of Cyrus and 

Harpagus dominate the narrative of the account of the revolt of the 

Persians against the Medes (I 123). Pact yes dominates the account of the 

revolt of the Lydians (I 154 ff.) and Psammenitus the revolt of Egypt (III 

15). The activities of Aristagoras and Histiaeus play so prominent a part 

in the revolt of Ionia (V 28- VI 42) that the emphasis on what happened to 

them as individuals obscures an overall understanding of the sequence of 

events. This is in the strongest possible contrast to Thucydides, whose 

narrative of the war in general, and of <xn:o(naO'u; in particular, reflects 

from first to last the hegemonial power struggle between Athens and 

Sparta as the constant determinant of lesser epis~des. So while Herodotus 

perceives human actions as the motor of history, Thucydides perceives the 

process of history as the product of n:OA.tC;-n:OA.tC; interaction. It is in this 

way truly political history, and the beginning of a long tradition of the 

same. 

50 As I argue in itA Neglected Emphasis In Herodotus' Preface." E..a.s.. (in press). 
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There are twenty speeches in Thucydides in which revolt is spoken 

of. 1 Sixteen of them are speeches on other matters which include brief 

mention of revolt, such as the speech by the Athenians in the debate at 

Sparta concerning a declaration of war, where the Athenians say: 

Kcd OUK a(HpaAEc; E'tt £861(£t dvat 'tOl<'; 1tOAAOl<'; 

a1t11xOru!£vo'U<,;, Kat 'ttVIDV Kat 11811 anoO"'tuv'tIDV 

, , , ~, "" t Ka't£O"'tpallll£VIDV ••.. aV£v'ta<,; KtvuUV£'U£tv' Kat yap av at 

, , '" - " anoO"'taO"£t<,; 1tpo<,; ulla<,; £Yt'yVOV'to. 

Finally there came a time when we were surrounded .. 

by enemies, when we had already crushed some 

revolts ..... at this point it was clearly no longer safe for 

us to risk leting our empire go, especially as any 

revolts would be to you (I 75.4). 

Four of the speeches are specifically on revolt: why it occurred 

(Mytilenians III 9-14) why it should occur (Brasidas at Acanthus IV 85-87~ 

and what should be done about it (Cleon III 37-40 and Diodotus III 42-48). 

These four speeches cover different aspects of revolt, and are given from 

different points of view - the apostate, the hegemon and the rival hegemon. 

Thus, together with the allusions in other speeches, we have a 

1 See Table Seven, p. 220. 
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comprehensive range of remarks on revolt in speeches.2 

1. Who carried out the revolt. 
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There are 26 references in the speeches to the revolt of a particular 

city.3 There are passing references to the revolts of Samos (I 40.5), the 

Helots (III 54.5), Corinth (V 30), Chalcidians (VI 10.5), Sicels (VI 48) and 

Ionia (III 31, VI, VIII 12). There is discussion of revolt at more length in 

the speeches on the revolt of Mytilene (III 9-14, 37-40,42-8), Acanthus, and 

in a reported speech of Brasidas on the revolt of Sci one (N 120). In these 

the apostate is identified as a particular city. The Corinthians, in a speech 

about Corcyra, stress that the Corcyraeans are colonists who have 

revolted. 

a1tOllCOl B' ovte~ a<p£crtucrt t£ BUl1taVtO~ 

Although they are our colonists they revolt continually 

(138). 

The Corinthians thus set out to demopstrate a bond between them 

and the Corcyraeans, which puts the action of the Corcyraeans in 

defecting from them in a pejorative light. 

Most revolts referred to are from Athens. Indeed, only the revolt of 

Corcyra (I 38), and brief references to the revolts of the Helots (III 54.5), 

Corinth (V 30), the possible revolt of Tegea (V 64) and Sicels (VI 48) are not. 

There are, in addition to the specific references to revolt, more general 

2 There has not previously been a Content Analysis of Thucydides. Extensive 
reference to other literature in this chapter, which presents the results of a Content 
Analysis on Thucydides, would be intrusive. For a bibliography on the speeches in 
Thucydides see West, W.C. III "A Bibliography of Scholarship on the Speeches in 
Thucydides 1873-1970." In Stadter P. ed. Tbe Speeches in Thucydides. University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1973. For a useful recent discussion see Hornblower, S. 
Tbucydides. Duckworth, London. 1987. pp.45-72. . 
3 See Table Nine, p. 220. 
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references to revolt. These all refer to revolt from Athens. We have 

already quoted I 75.4 above, where the Athenians are refering in general 

to revolts from themselves. In another example, Archidamus, the Spartan 

king, alludes to the incitement of revolt amongst Athens' allies as a 

possible tactic in the war (I 81.3), as do the Corinthians (I 122). Cleon and 

Diodotus both make general comments concerning the revolts of Athens' 

allies. Cleon notes: 

napa8£1.Yj.la 8e aU'tOl~ oun: ai 'trov n£Aa~ ~'\)j.lcpopat 

£yEvOVtO, Ocr01 anocrtavte~ il811 ililrov ExE1pID9llcrav 

The fate of their neighbours, who had been subdued 

after revolting from us, proved no example to the 

Mytilenians (III 39.3). 

Diodotus states that it is natural for the cities under Athens to 

revolt. 

ilv nva EAe-6gepov Kat Pt~ apxOj.l£VOV dKOtCO~ npo~ 

autovoj.ltav anocrtavta Xetpcocrroj.l£9a, xaAEnro~ oiOj.lE9a 

XPTlVal tlj.lCOp£lcra1. 

If we subdue a free city which has been ruled by force 

and not unexpectedly revolted to gain autonomy, we 

think that it is necessary to punish it severely (III 

46.5), ) 

Both these speakers then, are making general points about revolt 

from Athens, drawn from the specific case of Mytilene. Brasidas too, in 

his speech at Acanthus, comments generally about, revolts from Athens. 

He says: , , 

illl£t~ j.leV yap oi AaK£8cilj.lOVlO1 oiOj.l£VOl 't£ napa 

~'\)j.lj.laxo'\)~, Kalnplv £pycp acp1K£cr9al ttl Y01)V yvroj.lll tl~elV 

Kal PO'\)AOj.lEvOl<; £crEcr9al 
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For we Spartans thought that we were coming to allies 

who wanted us, and that even before we actually 

arrived, we were here in their imaginations (IV 85.4). 
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He repeats the idea of the revolt to Sparta bringing freedom from 

slavery (IV 85.6). Thus we find in his speech also general comments 

about revolt from Athens. Again, Phrynichus makes general comments 

about the revolt of the allied cities ('ta~ t£ ~'l)llllax{8a~ 1tOA£t~ VIII 48.5), by 

which he means the revolt of the Athenians' allies. Thus most comments 

about revolt in the speeches refer either specifically or generally to the 

revolts of the cities from Athens. 

Speakers also make some general points about revolt which are not 

specific to revolts from Athens. The Corinthians give the Athenians a 

warning: 

8ex£o9a1. 

Do not establish a precedent by which to receive 

apostates from another hegemon (140.4). 

While this warning may really concern revolts from Athens,4 the 

Mytilenian~ are even less specific in the opening of their address to the 

Peloponnesians at Olympia. 

4 

To J,lEv 1Ca9£o'to~ to'i~ ''EAAl101 VOJ,llJ,lOV, ib AaK£8atJ.lOV101 

Kat ~UJ.lJ.laX01, toJ.l£V· toi>~ yap &qnotaJ.levo'l)~ tV to'i~ 

1tOAeJ.101~ Kat ~'l)J.lJ.laxiav tllV 1tptV &1toAd1tov'ta~ 01 

, ~ 

l1yo'l)v'ta 1. 

We know the traditional Hellenic rule, Spartans and 

It is clearly a veiled threat; cf. I 122. 
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allies. For those who receive a state which has 

defected in the middle of a war and deserted its former 

alliance, are indeed as pleased with it as it is useful to 

them, but considering it a traitor to its former friends 

they think badly of it (III 9). 
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In a piece of oratory designed to promote their own position, the 

Mytilenians begin their speech by presenting a general rule regarding 

revolt, which might be used in an argument against them. They then 

strengthen their own position by arguing their position in reference to this 

rule (III 9.2ff.), pre-empting its use against them. Cleon and Diodotus 

both use a similar technique. Cleon admits that allowances should be 

made in dealing with apostates who have been force to revolt by t~e 

hegemon or by an enemy: 

"t1 t \" '\" S' ., 11 otnv~ 'l>no tOOV no/\,eJ,uoov ava:ylC(W evtec; anecrtl1crav. 

~'l>yyvrolll1v exoo . 

I have sympathy for those who revolt because they can 

not bear your rule or because they are forced to by the 

enemy (III 39.2). 

But he then goes on to argue that no such conditions were present in 

the case of the revolt of Mytilene, and so casts their affair in a particularly 

unfavourable light (III 2-3), Diodotus, on the other hand, use~ a general 

statement on revolt to make a point against the imposition of the death 

penalty on the Mytilenians. 

nOAtC; te n<ptcrtallEvl1 tiC; noo iicrcroo' tft Bo1dt~et EXO'l>cra tTtV 

napa01(£'l>TtV il oh:dav il aAAoov ~'l>llllax{~ tOUtcp 

What city has ever revolted which thought that it had 
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insufficient resources, either in itself or from its 

allies, to make the attempt (III 45.2)? 

Diodotus then argues that, as people do not commit crimes for 

which they think that they will have to pay the penalty, imposing harsh 

penalties will not prevent such crimes as the revolt of Mytilene. General 

comments on revolts are thus used effectively by speakers to make points 

about a specific revolt. 5 

We turn again to Cleon and Diodotus for reference to the apostates 

being from one particular faction. Cleon denies that it was only the 

oligarchs who revolted, and claims that the demos are just as responsible 

for joining the oligarchs in revolt (~'t)va1tecr1:11crav III 39.6). Diodotus 

argues against this assertion (III 47). Brasidas also makes reference to 

stasis associated with revolt (IV 86). This will be discussed more fully in 

section 9 (Stasis) below. Here though it is worth noting that, as we found 

with the narrative, little is said about the part of factions in revolt in the 

speeches. Again we have found that the perspective taken is one of the 

external side of the revolt. Revolt is essentially seen in speeches as the act 

of a city, and it is an act which concerns in particular the rival hegemons. 

2. From Whom the Revolt is made. 

In the speeches, unlike the narrative, it is rarely stated explicitly 

from whom the revolt is made. But this is not necessary, as the context 

makes it clear. There is one significant statement concerning the 

hegemon from whom the revolt is made however .. This comes in the 

speech made by the Mytilenians to the Peloponnesians, at a point where 

5 But on the general and specific in speeches 'see Hammond, N.G.L: "The 
Particular and the Universal in the Speeches in Thucydides with Special Reference to 
That of Hemocrates at Gela." In Stadter, P. ed. op. cit. pp.49-59. 
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they are justifying their revolt. 

'trov 'EAA:ftVroV 1111 ~i>v lCCX1Cro~ nOt£tV au'toi>~ 11£'t' 'A91lvatrov 

UAAfJ. ~,\)v£A£'\)9£pouv, UnD 't£ 'A91lvatrov 1111 au'tol 

8ta<p9apfivat un' ElCdvrov Ev ua'tEpcp UAAfJ. nponotfiaat. 

And we decided to make a double revolt - from the 

Hellenes so as not to harm them with Athens but to 

aid in freeing them, and from Athens so as not to be 

destroyed by them in the future but rather to strike the 

first blow (III 13.1). 
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The Mytilenians put emphasis on whom their revolt is from - the 

Hellenes, by which they mean their fellow allies, and the Athenians. The 

Hellenes are unexpected in this context, as hitherto the revolt has been 

characterised as one to escape subjection by Athens. The rhetoric is 

effective. Rather than try to deny that they have revolted, which they 

admit can have pejorative connotations, the Mytilenians boldly st~te that 

they have made a double revolt. It is not just from Athens, but from their 

fellow allies too, for which, they add, there is strong justification. 

Elsewhere though, Thucydides' Athenian perspective is appar~nt. 

For when speakers mentioning revolt mean revolt from Athens, they 

rarely name Athens.6j 

3. When the revolt took place. 

This category is also not significant in remarks on revolt ,in the 

speeches. Indeed, it must be remembered that rE(ferences to revolt in the 

speeches are just that, and not accounts of revolt, and so no time frame is . 
. .~ , 

6 Eg. I 75.4; I 81.3; I 122. 
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needed nor given. 

The references which there are to when a revolt took place, are 

generally to associate the revolt with another significant event. For 

instance, the Plataeans speak of their aid to the Spartans during the Helot 

revolt, after the earthquake, when Sparta was gripped by "the greatest 

fear" (JlEytcr'toe; <poJ3oe; naptecr'tll 'tTtV Lnap'tllV III 54.5). The Athenians, in 

another example, criticise the Ionians and islanders for not revolting 

from the Persians at a critical time, but instead attacking their metropolis 

(VI 82). However, both these references to revolt are secondary to the 

speakers' main themes - the aid to the Spartans at a critical time; the 

harm to done to the Athenians at a critical time - and are not elaborated 

in themselves. 

Cleon and Brasidas link the timing of revolt to causal factors. Cleon 

says revolts occur when the apostates think that they are going to succeed 

(III 39). Brasidas praises the Scionians for not waiting to be forced to 

revolt (IV 120.3). There are also references to the relative timing of the 

revolt. The Mytilenians state that they revolted before Athens could harm 

them (npo(mocr'tavn:e; III 12). Brasidas urges the Acanthians to b~ the 
. , 

first to revolt (ayc.ovicracrSE 'tOle; 'tE "EAAllcrty lip~at npiiYcot £AEt/SEpias IV 87.6). 

There are two specific references to the duration of revolts. The 

Corinthians claim that the Corcyraeans revolt continually (a<pw't(lcri 'CE oux 
1tav'toe; I 38), and Nicias notes that the Chalcidians have been in revolt for 

years (VI 10.5). Other references to revolt are up.specific and have no time 

reference. 7 

7 Eg. V 96; I 81.3. , 
'. 
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4. The Cause of the Revolt. 

When it comes to recording the cause of a revolt, the author is free to 

reveal his own interpretation of events. Hence this aspect of revolt in the 

speeches deserves careful attention.S 

(i) The City itself. 

In the narrative we found that the desire for freedom from 

hegemony was not emphasised as a motive for revolt. It is a theme, 

however, in the speeches. The Mytilenians express a desire to break 

free from Athens. They say that they have wanted to revolt for a long time: 

" ~,-'" mEI.Hl'aJlEV ro~ uJla~ 1tEpt a1tOCnaoEroe; 

We wanted to revolt long ago too, and we sent a 

mission to you about revolt when it was still peacetime 

(III 13). 

Cleon and Diodotus both admit that t~e allies may want to revolt of 

their own accord. Cleon distinguishes between allies forced to revolt and 

those who do so willingly ('tOte; h:ouot a1tOo'tnol III 39). Unlike Cleon, who 

deplores Mytilene's actions, Diodotus accepts that it is natll,ral for a "free" . 

city, when held by force, to revolt . 

, " , aU'tOVOJllav o:1too'tav'ta 

When a free city which is ruled by forcable means 

revolts to gain independence, as is natural, (III 

46.5). .\. 

At Acanthus, Brasidas tries to persuade the city to revolt,. saying 

8 As is the case with the cause of the amxYt<Wt.<; in the narrative. See p. 125, n.23. 
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that the Spartans came to help them on the understanding that they 

wanted to revolt (~o'l)AolleVOl~ IV 85). At Scione he praises the people for 

coming forward to claim freedom: 

au'tE1t<lYYEA'tOl £xroPl1crav 1tpO~ 'tftV £AE'l)9EptaV Kat OUK 

avellElVav a'toAllt~ aV<lyKflv cr<ptcrl 1tpocrY£vecr9m 1tEpt 'tou 

<paVEp&~ OiKetO'l) aya90u' 

They had come forward of their own volition to gain 

freedom, and had not timorously waited for necessity 

to be forced upon them in what was clearly for their 

own good (IV 120.3). 

Euphemus, an Athenian, criticises the Ionians for doing the 

opposite - not being brave enough to revolt from Persia 

l1A90v yap E1tt 'tftV 1l11'tP01tOA,1.V £<p' illlu~ IlE'ta 'tou M"OO'l) 

Kat OUK hOAlll1crav a1tocr't<lv'tE~ ... OO'l)Aetav OE aU'toi 'tE 

£~OUAOV'tO Kat 'hlllV 'to au'to m£VeyKElv. 

For they came against us, their mother city, along. 

with the Mede, and did not dare to revolt, ... but 

wanted slavery for themselves and to force the same 

upon us (VI 82.4). }, 

The desire of cities for freedom as a motive for revolt, is perhaps 

most clearly put by Phrynichus, who said that: 

['t<l~ 'tE ~'\)llllaXtOa~ 1tOAElC;] ... ou yap ~O'l)A"crEcr9al 

aUtou~ J.1Et' oAlyapxiac; 11 Ol1lloKpa'tiac; OO'l)AEUElV IlUAAoV 

11 ilEa' 01tO'tepo'\) (Xv tUXo.)(H ,[oU'tON iA£'l)gepo'\)~ etval' 

[The allied cities] ... did not want to be e~slaved. under 

an oligarchy or a democracy as much as to be free 

under whichever they might happen to have (VIn 
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48.5).9 

Phrynichus is appealing to an ideal of Greek political theory - the 

freedom of a city. It is an ideal which, a priori, we might expect to be 

associated with revolt, in speeches anyway. Thus the speakers suggest as 

underlying desire for freedom as a major motive for revolt. There are also 

more immediate causes. 

(ii) Hegemon. 

There are six speeches in which Athens is said to be, by what she 

does or what happens to her, the cause of revolt.10 Pericles voices the fear 

that if Athens is weakened then the allies will revolt. 
, A 

'ta 'tcov ~'I) JlJlaXCOV, o9£v 
, , 
tOX'l)°Jl£V, TtV o<paAroJl£V, 

xpoOaXOAA'I)'tat· 
, ,t, ,t _ t ..... 

0'1) yap TlO'l)Xaoo'l)Ot JlTl llcavcov TlJlCOV 

" ", \ I OV'tCOV £X a'l)'to'l)C; o'tpa't£'l)£1V 

If we are defeated, we would lose the resources of our 

allies, from which we gain our strength. For they will 

not sit back quietly if we are incapable of mounting a 

campaign against them (I 143.5). 
. , 

Pericles assumes no internal loyalty on the part of the allies. He 

fears, and expects, that they will revolt if Athens is not strong enough to 

prevent them doing so. We have already seen that Cleon presents a 

similar view. He claims that there will be nothing to stop the allies 

revolting if they have nothing to fear thereby.11 

'tiva 01009£ ov'ttva OU ~paxd~ xpo<pao£1 clxoo'tno£o9at, 

o'tav ii lCa'top9rooav'tt EA£'I)gepcooiC; n Tt o~aA:ev'tt JlTlBEv 

9 For discussion of the demos - oligoi theme oHhis passage see 9. Stasis below. 
10 See Table Nine under "Hegemon". ' 
11 Cf. Diodotus, who says that the demos is friendly to Athens and does not willingly 
join in revolt (III 47.1-2). Cleon has, conveniently for his case, taken 'no account of the 
internal politics ofilie cities ofilie Athenian empire. See below. 
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na9EtV UVTtKEO'''COV; 

Who do you think will not revolt with the slightest 

excuse, when they will get freedom if they succeed and 

suffer nothing unbearable if they fail? (III 39.7). 
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Alcibiades tells the Spartan ephor Endius that he could easily 

persuade Ionia to revolt by informing the cities there of the weakness of 

Athens and the active policy of Sparta (VIII 72). Pericles, Cleon, and 

Alcibiades are all Athenians. They present a consistent Athenian 

viewpoint - that the allies' loyalty is only maintained by Athens' military 

strength. This "cause" is a proximate one, being the opportunity to revolt, 

and assumes a desire to revolt on the part of the allies. 

The Mytilenians, on the other hand, wishing to establish a 

reasonable excuse for their revolt, argue a contrary view, that their revolt 

was caused not by Athens' weakness, but by fear of Athens' strength. 

fear: 

Ka1 J.1eXfn J.1Ev uno tou to'o'U ~youv"Co, npOMJ.1ID<; el.noJ.1E9a· 

£netoit Oe EIDproJ.1EV au"Co1><; ... "Citv Oe trov ~'U J.1J.1axrov 

OOUAIDO'lY £nayoJ.1Evo'U<;, OUK UOEet<; E't1 ~J.lEV. 

While they were leading us from a position of equality, 

we followed them eagerly. But when we saw them ... 

setting out to enslave their allies, we no longer felt saf~ 

(III 10.5). .. ). 

They say that their relationship with Athens was a bond of mutual 

o "CE tOt<; liAAOl<; J.laA1.O'''Ca ci5vola ntO''t1v ~E~a1.0t, ~J.1tV tOUtO 

o q>o~o<; £X'Upov napEtX£, Oeet °tE to nAeOV 11 q>1.At~ 

Ka"CcxoJ.l£v01. ~UJ.lJ.laXOl ~J.lEV· . 

While in other cases, goodwill secures loyalty, in our 

case fear provided the bond, and we were constrained 
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to be allies by our fear rather than any friendship (III 

12).12 

They argue that the first side that felt that it was strong enough would 

break that bond. So they revolted first (1tpo(uto(J'tao)'tE~ III 12.2), before 

Athens had the chance to move against them. Their stance is thus 

conditioned by the hegemon's current position. 

(iii) The rival hegemon. 

The most frequently referred to cause or possible cause of revolt is 

said to be the rival hegemon. In most cases this is Sparta. For example~ 

Ionian exiles and Lesbians suggest to the Spartan commander Alcidas 

that: 

'trov £V '!wv{~ 1tOAEWV Ka'taAa~EtV nva 11 K Ulll1V 't~v 

AioAH3cx, 01tW~ £K 1tOAEW~ 0PIlIDIlEVOl 't~v '!wv{cxv 

a1to(J'tTt(Jw(Jtv (£A1t{OCX O' etvCXl' ouoEvl yap aKou(J{w~ 

a<ptxScxl) 

He should capture one of the cities in Ionia or Cumae 

in Aeolia, so that, operating from that city, he could 

make Ionia revolt (which, they said, is what they 

expected to happen, as his arrival would be welcomed 

by everyone) (III 31). 

The Ionian exiles and Lesbians hint at an underlying desire to 

revolt, but it is to the Spartans that they tum to induce revolt. Brasidas, 

the Spartan general, gives a speech at Acanthus with the express purpose 

of inducing that city to revolt (IV 85-87). Cleon, to give an Athenian point 

of view, allows that revolts can be caused by th~ enemy ('tOte; 't£ 

avcxYKcxoSt'lOtV -U1tO 'trov 1tOAEIl{wV ... a1too'taot III 39,.7), though he denies 

12 cr. also 'to lie cXv'tbta.l..ov lieoc; ~6vov 1t1.(}'tov ec; ~'l)~<xxUiv· (III 11.2). 
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that this is the case with respect to Mytilene. 

Not all revolts are from Athens. Alcibiades argues for intervention 

by Athens to induce revolt among Sicels. 

Kat 1tetpCicr9at Kat toue; l:tKeAOUe; tOue; lleV «qncrtavat «1tO 

trov l:upaKocr{cov 

[Alcibiades said that] they should try to induce some of 

the Sicels to revolt from Syracuse (VI 48). 

Revolt in the examples above is discussed from the point of view of 

an ally, (the Ionians, and Mytilenians), the hegemon (Athenians, Cleon 

and Alcibiades), and the rival hegemon (Brasidas the Spartan), as a tactic 

to be used in the war. This tactic is put forward in many of the speeches. 

Such intervention by the rival hegemon mayor may not be welcome. 

While the Ionian exiles in the example above say that it will be welcome, 

Cleon says that a city may be forced to revolt against its will. Brasidas, in 

his speech at Acanthus, threatens to do just that. The aim of the revolt, 

which is covered in the next section, often neglects reference to the actual 

apostate. As a tactic in war, it is presented, as ,a benefit to a hegemon in 

the hegemonial struggle. I, 
, ' , 

(iv) Oligarchs and democrats. 

The place of oligarchs and democrats in revolt in general wi!,l be 

discussed more fully below. But as far as the cause of the revolt goes, 

there is little about the role of democratic or 'oligarchic factions iIi the' 

speeches. However, we do find that while Cleon holds that both demos 
" , 

and the oligoi are responsible for revolt, and Diodotus contradicts Cleon 

saying that just the oligoi are to blanie, both, perhaps, view revolt as being 

initiated by oligoi, and speak of the demos joining the oligoi in revolt 

(~uVa1t£crtl1cravIII 39.6) or not joining the oligoi ~n revolt (oi> ~uva<p{cfta'ta1. 
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'tOte; OA-tYOte; III 47.2).1 3 However, both are essentially talking about the 

participaI~.ts in the revolt rather than the cause itself. 

We found in the narrative that the internal politics of cities that 

revolt are often neglected. This seems to be true of the speeches as well. 

However, Diodotus here does take account of the internal politcs of 

apostates. Thus he can contradict in detail, the statements of other 

speakers in general, and Cleon in particular, who consider the external 

policy of a city that revolts. This is a rare exception to the external focus of 

other speeches and the narrative. 

5. The aim of the revolt. 

The aim of the revolt is, more often expressed in the speeches than 

in the narrative. And; as we found with the cause of the revolt, the ~ims 

mentioned most often concern the conflict between Athens and Sparta. 

In seven speeches the aim of the revolt is stated as being, to benefit 

Sparta or to harm Athens. The Corinthians suggest, for example, that the 

Peloponnesians foment revolt as a means of harming Athens. 

{>1tO:PXOU(H Be Kat aA-A-at 080t 'to'\) 1tOA-EJiOU TtJity. 

~UJiJiO:Xrov 'tE a.1too'tacne;, JiO:A-to'ta 1tapatpeote; o.ooa 'tIDV 
,~ 1'" 1tpooourov ate; tOXUOUOl 

We have other ways of waging war too: inducing the 

revolt of their allies, which would be particularly 

effective in depriving them of the revenues by which 

they gain their strength (I 122) .. 

13 On the debate between Diodotus and Cleon, see especially Bodin, L. "Diodote 
contre CIeon." Revue des Etudes Anciennes. 42, 1940. pp. 36-42. Also de Romilly, J. 
Histoire et Raison chez Thucydide. Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1956; and Macleod, C. 
"Reason and Necessity: Thucydides III 9-14, 37-48." Journal of Hellenic Studies. 98, 
1978. pp. 64-78. . " 

, t 
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Pericles echoes this idea when he refers to his fear of Athens losing 

her allies, her material strength (tel trov ~'UIlI.l(lXroV, o9ev laxuollEv I 143). 

The Mytilenians tell the Spartans that they should encourage revolt and 

thereby gain resources, which they would be taking from the Athenians. 

Ea'tt 8e trov XPTlllli'trov a1to trov ~'UllllclXrov 'h 1tpoao8oc;; ... 

~OTl9Tl(j(lVtroV 8e ullrov 1tpo9ullroc;; 1tOAtv tE 1tpOaA"'I'Ea9E 

'A9Tlvctto'UC;; pq.ov l(a9a1.p"aUE uepa1.pOUVtEC;; autrov tOUC;; 

~'U IlllclXO'UC;; 

Their income is from the money from their allies ... if 

you help us you will gain a city with a large navy, ' 

which you are most in need of, and you will defeat 

Athens more easily by taking her allies from her (III 

13.6,7). 

Astyochus, the Spartan admiral, advocates the revolt of Lesbos. He 

said that it was necessary: 

1tapaYEVoIlEvo'UC;; 'talC;; va'Uatv a1toatt\aa1. t"hv AEa~ov' 11 

yap ~'UllllclXO'UC;; 1tAelO'UC;; aepiic;; £~E1.v. 11 'tOUC;; 'A9Tlva{o'Uc;;, iiv 

To take the fleet and bring about the revolt of Lesbos. 

For this would, he said, provide them with more 

allies, or if they failed, harm the Athenians (VIII 

32.3), 

Astyochus here presents two aims for the revolt: to benefit Sparta or - . 

to harm Athens.14 Strikingly. no possible benefits; short or lon'g term 

concerning the apostate itself are considered. Other Spartans al~o look to 

14 Doing good to friends and harm to enemies was part of the Greek ethos. See 
Adcock, F.E. & Mosely, D.J. Diplomacy in Ancient Greece. Th'ames & ~udson. 
London, 1975. 
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the benefits for Sparta in respect of their war with Athens, as the aim of 

revolts. Archidamus, the Spartan king, presents revolt as a possible tactic 

to be used in the war (much as the Corinthians do in I 122). Unlike the 

Corinthians though, Archidamus looks at the difficulties of supporting 

revolt amongst Athens' allies. 

ei 0' cx~ 'to-oe; ~'OIl~1(ixo'Oe; a<plO''tavcxl 1tElpcxO'olle9cx, OeTtO'el 

KCXt 'tmhOle; vcx'OO't ~0'l1getV 'to 1tAEOV 0~0'1 V'I1O'HO'tCXle;. 'ttC; 

o~v £O''tCXl ~Il&v 0 1tOAelloe;; ei Ilil yap il VCXUO't Kpa't1lO'oIlEV 

il 'tae; 1tpoO'oooue; a<pcxlp1lO'OlleV a<p' roy 'to VCX'O'tlKOV 

'tPE<pOUO'l, ~ACX\"olle9cx 'ta 1tAdro. 

But if we try to induce their allies to revolt, we will also 

have to support them with a navy since most of them 

are islanders. So what will our war be? For if we do 

not gain naval victory or take away the income from 

which they finance their fleet, we shall just hurt 

ourselves more than them (I 81.3), 

Brasidas tells the Acanthians that he will force them to revolt, if 

need be, to prevent Sparta from suffering from their contributions to 

Athens, He says that he will act: : ' 

01troe; J,lil 't4> Ulle'tEPCP e\5vcp, ei llil1tpoO'cxx9itO'wge, 'tOLe; «1t0 

ull&V XP1lIlCXO'l <pepOIlEv01C; 1tCXP' 'A9nvcxto'OC; ~Aa1t'trov'tcxl 

So that [the Spartans] not be harmed by the money you 

pay to the Athenians, if you, with all your goodwill, do 

not defect (IV 87.3). 

Some Ionian exiles and Lesbians who were with 'the Peloponnesian 

fleet commanded by Alcidas, advised him to seize a base in Ionia or Aeolia , 

from which he could organise revolt. The aim they give is: 

Kat 'tilv 1tpoO'ooov 'tcxu't'l1V lleytO''t'l1V O~O'cxv 'A9'11vcxtrov [ilv] 
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, 
'Yl'YVTltcn ' 

They could deprive the Athenians of this the greatest 

of her sources of income, and at the same time, if the 

Athenians sailed against them, they would have to 

bear the cost (III 31). 
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It is not just the forces against Athens who advocate such an aim. 

Aleibiades advises the Athenians to pursue a similar aim in promoting 

revolt from Syracuse to gain resources ({va OttOV Kat Otp<X.1;UXv exCOOt IV 48). 

The aim of the revolt is thus tied closely to the hegemonial conflict. 

In the examples discussed above, apostate, Athenian and Peloponnesian· 

speakers concur in citing benefit to the rival hegemon (in most cases 

Sparta) and harm to the hegemon (in most cases Athens) as the aim of the 

revolt. Such an aim is presented from a hegemonial perspective. Here 

again, Thucydides focuses on the conflict between the rival powers. 

The aim of the apostate receives far less attention. The Mytilenians, 

however, mention the theme of liberty. Th~ir revolt is not just to harm 

Athens, but also to help free their fellow allies (~'UVEAE'UeEpOUV III 13). 

Diodotus implies that apostates seek their freedom (nva ' ... dKotCO<; rcpot; 

autovoJ.Ltav arcootavta III 46.5). Brasidas tells the people' at Acanthus 

that his aim is to liberate them arc' £Ae'U9EprooEt O£ troy 'EAAftVCOV 

rcapeATtA'U9a IV 86). At Seione he praises the people for claiming their 

freedom (tttV Uru9EptaV IV 120.3). This theme is not always mentioned 

though, the focus being more on the aims of the hegemons. 

In a final example, Alcibiades brings the aim of revolt to· a personal 

level. For he advises the Spartan ephor Endius: 
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yEV Eo-Sat: 

He said to Endius privately that it would be an honour 

to bring about the revolt of Ionia through him 

(Alcibiades) and make an alliance between the king 

and Sparta, and the credit for this not go to Agis (VIII 

12.2). 
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Such personal motivation, more reminiscent of Herodotus, is rare 

in Thucydides.15 Again, though, it does take a hegemonial perspective, 

considering the aims of Spartans in inducing revolt, not the aim of Ionia. 

The focus on the role of the hegemons in revolt is thus maintained 

in the aims given for revolt. These aims, we found, were not diverse, quite 

the opposite in fact. For they are limited to the freedom of the apostate (in 

the few cases where it is noted) and, regularly, the material benefit or loss 

to the hegemons. 

6. The external support for the revolt. 

As we found in the accounts of revolt in the narrative, external 

support for the revolt is commonly mentioned in references to revolt in the 

speeches. The rival hegemon, which provides the support, is looked to in 

comments about the circumstances of a given rising. 

References to revolt by the Corinthians, Athenians, Archidamus 

directly concern the role of the rival hegemon. The C~rinthians warn the 

Athenians not to set a precedent for receiving apostates: 

15 But cf. Westlake, R.D. Indiyiduals in Thucydiges. 
Press, Cambridge, 1968. 

Cambridge University 
, 
'. 
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aqaO'taJlevoue; O£XEO'Sa1.. 

Do not establish a precedent for receiving the apostates 

from each other (I 40.4). 
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The Athenians tell the Spartans that they can not risk letting their 

apXTt go, as apostates from their rule would go over to the Spartans. 

,\ t\ ,t , \'_" Kat 'Yap av at a1toO'taO'Ete; 1tpOe; uJlae; £YtYVOVtO 

For the defections would be to you (I 75.4). 

Archidamus argues that if Sparta does induce revolts amongst 

Athens' allies, then it will have to support them. 

do' a-o tOUe; ~uJlJla.xoue; aqnO'ta.vat 1tE1.paO'OJlESa, oef}O'E1. 

Kat tOUtOte; vauO't (301lSEtV to 1tA£OV o-oO't vllO'tcOtate;. 

But if we try to induce their allies to revolt, we will 

have to support them with a navy as most of them are 

islanders (I 81.3). 

Other brief mentions of revolt also consider the support of the rival 

hegemon for the apostate. It is the fact that Corinth will become ~lies of 

Argos through their revolt that most concerns the Spartans (d 'Apydo1.C; 

O'q>rov a1toO'taVtEe; ~uJlJla,XOt eO'ovta,t V 30). Alcibiades suggests stipporti!lg 
. , 

revolt amongst the Sicels in order to gain resources Tor the Athenians (IV 

48), and Astyochus expects the same result from supporting the revoJt of 

Lesbos (~UJlJla.XOUC; 1tAEtOUC; O'q>&C; £~etv VIII 32.3). Support for revolt can be 

an inducement for revolt. Ionian exiles raise the possibility of support 

from the Persian Pissouthnes to try and persuade the Spartan Alcidas to 

support a revolt (III 31). Alcibiades tells the Spartans that an active policy 

on their part will encourage Athenian allies to revolt. 'He said that: 

pC!0troe; 1tEtO'etV tae; 1tOAE1.e; aq>tO'ta,O'Sa,t ... AEyroV ... tTlV trov 

Aa,Keoa,tJlOVtote; 1tpoSUJlta,v' 

He could easily persuade the cities to revolt by telling 
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them ... of the Spartans' zeal (VIII 12). 

So we find that even in these brief comments about revolt in 

speeches, the speakers look to the role of the rival hegemon in the revolt. 

In the speeches more concerned with revolt, those of the 

Mytilenians, eleon, Diodotus and Brasidas, the support of the rival 

hegemon for the revolt is an important element in each speech. The 

speech of the Mytilenians is, in fact, a request for such support (&AAro~ 't£ 

Kat ~'UJ.lJ.laxta~ OEOJ.levOt 'toi>~ AO'YO'U~ 1tOtllcroJ.lE8a III 10). Cleon claims that 

the Mytilenians joined with their worst enemies to destroy Athens 

(£~Tt'tllcrav J.lE'tU 'trov 1tOAEJ.ltro'tlX'troV ;'J.la~ cr'tav'tE~ Ota<p8Etpat III 39.2), 

Diodotus notes that the resources of the state which supports an apostate 

may playa part in the revolt. He says that no state revolts ifit, or its allies, 

do not think that they have sufficient resources (1tapacrKE'U'hv) to make the 

attempt (III 45). Brasidas makes a speech at Acanthus with the express 

aim of inducing the city to revolt. In it, he guarantees Spartan support for 

the revolt, and argues that his forces are strong enough to opp()se the 

Athenians (IV 85.6-7), He wants to be tho':!ght capable of defending the 

apostates (ouoE 'ttJ.lropo~ &o<>va'to~ vOJ.ltcr8flvat IV 86.2). At Scione, Brasidas 

notes in particular! the new relationship between th~ Spartans and 

Scione. 

1ttcr'to'ta'to'U~ 'tE 't11 &A1l8d~ ;''YTtcrEcr8at 

AaK£Oatl.l.OVtrov <ptAO'U<; 

. \ a'O'to'O<; 

He said that he considered them to be without doubt 

the most loyal friends of Sparta (IV 120.3). 

Thus the relationship between the apostate and the hegemon and 

the rival hegemon is an important element in the references to revolt in 

the speeches. Note how the Plataeans set the attempt by the Spartans to 

persuade them to revolt in the context of their, alliance with Athens and 
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past relationship with Sparta (III 55). Revolt, by its nature, will include 

these elements to a certain degree. But it is the concentrated focus on the 

hegemons, and the relative avoidance of detail about the apostates, that is 

significant. 

7. Military action and preparations. 

The significance of the description of military action and 

preparations for such action associated with revolt in the speeches, is, 

once again, that it is focused on the actions of the hegemons, and, again, 

that little is said about the apostates themselves.16 

The Corinthians of Book I, however, are an instance where the 

speakers refer to the apostates as the main subject of the military action, 

and not any third power. They accuse the Corcyraeans of waging war 

against them. 

a1to l.leO1. B' QV1:£<; &<p£01:&01. 1:£ Bux 1tav1:oc; leal VUV 

1tO A£I.1OU01. 

Although they are colonists of ours, they revolt all the 

time and now they are at war with us (I 38). 

The revolt is clearly distinguished from the war as a separate 

action. War is nevertheless associated with revolt, a,nd it is the action of 

the apostate in making war which the Corinthians point out to the 

Athenians who are the audience for the speech. There is a strongly 

condemnatory tone in this speech, with the Corinthians ~ttempting to 

blacken the character of the Corcyraeans, representing them as 

unfaithful allies who revolt from and even wage war on their mother-city. 

Cleon also tries to blacken an apostate by accusing it of attacking its 

16 See Table Nine. 
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hegemon. He says that the Mytilenians deliberately joined the Spartans in 

order to attack Athens : 

e~ft'tTl(j(XV 't£ Il£'ta 'trov 1tOA£lll.O)'tCl'tCOV TtJ.Lu<; O''tcXv't£<; 

8lacpSdpcu; Kai'tol 8£lV01:£POV eO''tlV 11 d KaS' aU1:o1><; 

8uvalllV K'trollEVOl eXV't£1tOAEJ.LTlO'av. 

And taking their stand with our worst enemy, they 

strove to destroy us. And yet this is more terrible than 

if they made war against us to acquire power for 

themselves (III 39.2). 

Cleon thus speaks against the Mytilenians, accusing them, in their 

revolt, of attacking Athens. He also accuses them of acting in league with 

Athens' worst enemy. Thus he sets the revolt in the wider context of the 

Athens-Sparta conflict. 

Diodotus speaks of military action as part of the revolt, detailing the 

possible future response of Mytilene after his and Cleon's proposed 

punishments in III 46. He conceives of the military response of the 

hegemon as a natural part of the revolt, and ~lso foresees that the apostate 

will defend itself against military intervention by the hegemon., The 

hegemon Will have to defeat the apostate, and m,ake it surrender, for a 

conclusion to the revolt to be reached. Thus both Diodotus and Cleon, 

while they do consider the military action of the apostate, really focus 

more on the response of the hegemon to the revolt. 

Pericles too notes the response of the hegemon in his reference to 

revolt in his reply to the Spartan ultimatum in Book I. He assumes that 

military action on the part of the hegemon would' naturally follow revolt, 

and indeed, the inability of the hegemon to provide such a response would 

immediately cause Athens' allies to defect (ou "(ap TtO''UXcXqO'UO'l J.Lit lxavrov 

TtJ.Lrov ov'tcov e1t' o.U1:01><; O''tpa'teU£lV I 143.5). The Mytilenians, in outlining 
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the feasibility of the Spartans' supporting their revolt with some success, 

point out the military resources with which Athens would probably be able 

to respond. Their revolt is thus opportune (K(npO~ Be cb~ OU1tffi 1tPO'tEPOV), 

both for them and the Spartans (III 13.3-4). The exiles from Lesbos also 

speak of the Athenian military response to their revolt (ilv f<pop~6xn cr<ptCHV 

III 31), and not of any military acts of their own. 

Archidamus looks upon revolt in the context of the war between 

Athens and Sparta (I 81.4). Consequently, he speaks of the Spartan 

military action which will be necessary if they promote revolt (BeftcrEt Kat 

'tou'tOt~ vaucrt 130Tl9EtV I 81.2). The Corinthians too speak of "~'l)~~<iXO)v 'tE 

&1tocr'tacrt~" (I 122) as a means of war against Athens. The content of their 

words on revolt are thus focused on the struggle against Athens, rather 

than on any implications for the agent. 

Brasidas, in his speech at Acanthus, speaks of the Spartans' ability 

to defend Acanthus if the Athenians attack (ilv E1ttrocrtV IV 85.6). Thus he 

considers the military response of the hegemon to the revolt, and the 

military conflict with them that may well .eventuate.,~ But, in terms of 

military action, he also speaks of the Spartans using their forc~s to make 
. . 

Acanthus revolt (yflv De 'C~v i>~E't£pav Bnrov 1tEtp<icro~at 13t<i~ecr9at IV 87.2). , 

The action spoken of is again that of the rival hegemon, th,ough in this " 

case it is against a potential apostate. 

Thus we find that the focus of the military action in association with 

revolts in the speeches is on the hegemons - their action in h~lping (or 

forcing) revolt, and their military response as hegeI!1ons to ,the revolt. 

Another key element in the content of revo1t in the speeches}s the military 

conflict that may arise between the' rival hegemons. This is one of the 

main outcomes of revolt. 
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8. The resolution or outcome of the revolt. 

Brasidas, in his speech to the Acanthians, offers them freedom as 

the outcome of their revolt. He says, for example, that he wants to have 

the Acanthians, enslaved by Athens, as fellow allies (UJ.ltV OEOOUACOJ.leVOH;; 

uno 'A9T\vatcov ~uJ.lJ.laxTtOov'tE<; IV 86). But despite this being an obvious 

aim for revolts, it is not often stated in the speeches as an outcome. For yet 

again we find that the speakers focus on the hegemons. 

Nicias says that the Athenians have been wronged by the 

Chalcidians in revolt for a ong time (au'tol na.Aal a<peO'tcO'tCOV a0l1(QuJ.lE9a VI 

10.5). He also observes that if Athens did defeat the apostates, then they 

could control them ('t01><; J.lEV lwnpyaoa.J.lEVOl Kliv Ka'ta.oXOlJ.lEV VIII). 

Thus, though he does consider the apostates in the outcome, it is only in 

respect of Athens' position with regard to them. That is, he maintains an 

external rather than internal focus on events. 

The Corinthians, in their speech to the Athenians about Coryra, 

which they say is revolting, look to the implications of future hegemonial 

rivalry if Athens supports the revolt. 

Kal 'tOY VOJ.lOV J.lTt Ka9lo'ta.vat roo't£ 't01><; £'tepcov 

a<plo'taJ.lEvou<; oex£o9al ... £i yap 't01><; KaKov 'tl oprov'ta<; 

O£XOJ.lEVOl 'tlJ.lcoPTtO£'t£, <pav£hat Kal a 'trov uJ.l£'tepcov OUK 

iAa.OOCO TtJ.ltV npOOElcrt, Kal 'tOY VOJ.lOV £<p' UJ.ltV au'tot<; 

J.lCiUov 11 £cp' TtJ.ltV 9ft0£'t£. 

And do not establish a precedent for receiving the 

apostates from another hegemon .... For if you honour 

and receive people who have committed a crime, it is 

apparent that just as many of your subjects will come 

over to us, and you will establish a precedent that will 
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work against you rather than against us (I 40.4, .6). 

Here the Corinthians warn Athens that the outcome of revolts by its 

subjects will harm it if revolts become a part of the hegemonial struggle, 

as they clearly are to do. The Athenians note this themselves in their 

speech at Sparta, where they stress the point that the outcome of the 

revolts, if their allies defect to Sparta, would be dangerous to them as 

hegemon. 

lW.l 01>11: ao<p<XAE<; En t06K£t etv<Xt ... aV£V't<X<; KtVOUV£U£tv' 

\ , ?\ t' , \ t _ " 

K<Xt 'Y<XP <xv <Xt <X1tOo't<xo£t<; 1tpo<; UJl<X<; £')'t')'VOV'to. 

It no longer seemed safe ... to risk letting them go. For 

the defections would be to you (I 75.4). 

It is the hegemon's perspective on the revolt which we are given. 

This is true as well in the speech of Diodotus. He is speaking on the 

proposed resolution of the revolt of Mytilene. So while what he says 

naturally concerns the apostate, it focuses on the interests of Athens as 

hegemon. His resolution of the revolt is designed to benefit Athens most 

(aAAa J3ouAruoJl£9<x 1t£pl <X1>'trov, 01tro<; XP110tJlW<; E~ouotV III 44.4). This, he 

says, is more important than the question of right or wrong in such a case 
. . 

(III 44.1-2), He looks to the material benefit to Athens of retaking a city 

that is still able to pay an indemnity and the tribute in the future, as being 

a preferable resolution to a revolt than the destruction of the apostate, with 

its present and future material costs (III 46). 

Cleon argues that, in Athens' interests, they must punish Mytilene 

as an example to their other allies. 

KOAao<x't£ O£ a~tro<; 'tou'tou<; 't£ K<xt 'tOt<; aA~Ot<;' ~uJlJlaxotC; 

1t<xpaO£t'YJ.1.<X o<x<p£<; K<X't<xotitoa't£, oe; tXV a<ptO'1:il't<Xt, 9<xva'tcp 

~11I-Ltroo6Jl£vov. 'toO£ 'Yap TtV ')'V roo tV , ~ooov 'trov 1tOA£J.1.trov 
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Punish them appropriately and make a clear example 

to your other allies that the punishment for anyone 

who revolts is death, For if they realise this, you will 

fight with your allies and so neglect your enemies, less 

often (III 40.7). 

He thus sets the revolts in the context of the war with Sparta, and 

looks to the resolution of revolts to enable Athens to concentrate on the real 

war. 

The Mytilenians consider, in general terms, the moral attitude of 

states towards apostates. They admit that people disapprove of revolt, and 

that such disapproval is fair enough in some cases, but not, of course, in 

theirs, 

VOJlt~OV'tEC; oe etvat 1tPOOO'taC; 'trov 1tPO 'tOU <ptACOV XetOtle; 

ityouv'tat, Kat OUK liOtKOe; aUTIl it a~tOXJtc; tcrnv 

Considering them to be traitors of their former allies 

they think the worse of them, And this judgemen~ is 

not unjust (III 9.1-2), 

However, when it comes to the specifics, it is the be~efit to the 

Spartans on which the Mytilenians concentI;ate In forecasting the 

resolution of the revolt. · i 

~oTl8Tlcrav'tcov oe UJlrov 1tpo8uJlcoC; 1tOAtV 1:£ 1tpocrATt'l'w8E 

Vatl'ttKov £xotlcrav JlEya, 0-o1tEP uJltV JlaAtcr'ta 1tpocrOEt, Kat 

'A8TlvatotlC; pq.ov Ka8atPTtcrE'tE u<patpOuv'tEC; au'trov 'toue; 

~tlJlJlaxotlC; (8pacru'tEpov yap 1tUC;. nC; 1tpocrXCOPTtcrE'tat), 

'tTtV 't£ ai'ttav a1to<pEu~Ecr8E TtV £tXE1:£ Jl~ ~oTl8etv 'tOte; 

a<ptcr'taJlEvOtC;. i\v 0' tAEtl8EpOUVtEe; <patVTlcr8E, 'to KpatOC; 

toU 1tOAEJlOtl ~E~atotEpOV £~Et£. 

If you help us enthusiastically, you will get a city.with 
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a large navy, which you badly need, and you will 

defeat the Athenians more easily by taking their allies 

from them (since everyone will be more keen to defect), 

and you will escape the blame which you have gained 

for not helping apostates. And if you appear as 

liberators, your power for the war will get even 

stronger (III 13.7). 
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The Mytilenians point out to the Spartans how they will benefit from 

the outcome of the revolt, both materially and morally. Such benefit is set 

within the context of the war with Athens. This consideration, indeed, 

seems to be what guides the content of their speech. So we find that even 

the apostate, in speaking of revolt, here turns to the external specifics of 

what may happen because of the revolt. It is the external effects of revolt, 

especially the effect on the the hegemons, which are the focus in the 

speeches. 

However, the internal politics of the apostate are not entirely 

neglected in Thucydides. For Brasidas tells. the people at Acant~us that, 

despite his intervention to induce revolt, the outcom~ of their revolt will not 

include his 'intervention in their internal politics (IV 86.3-6). We thus are 

given a glimpse here of the feeling towards revolt in an allie~ city. For, in 

order to persuade the city to revolt, Brasidas must first. allay their fear~ 

with regard to stasis. The two, o'tacnc; and c:bCOO't(lOlC;, are thus closely 

connected, though, as we have seen, the connection is not a focus in the 

speeches. However, what remarks there are a~out stasis in conn~ction 

with revolt in the speeches deserve note. 
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9. Stasis. 

There are four speeches in which significant comment is made 

about stasis and revolt. In Book III, during the Mytilene Debate, Diodotus 

contradicts a claim made by Cleon as to who is responsible for the revolt. 

Cleon states: 

Kat J-l11 tOte; J-lev oAiyotc; il ai'tia 1tpoate8ft. tOY Oe of\J-lOV 

a1tOAUallte. 1tavtec; yap -DJ-ltV ye oJ-loiroc; £1te8evto. otc; y' 

£~f\v roc; ilJ-luC; tpa1toJ-levotc; vuv 1taAtV £V tft 1tOAet elvat· 

aAAft. tOY J-lE'ta trov oAiyrov Kivouvov ilYllaaJ-levot 

~e~atotepov ~uva1teatllaav. 

And do not assign the blame to the oligoi and absolve 

the demos. For they all attacked you together, even 

though the demos could have come over to us and sC] 

now be reinstated in their own city, but they thought it 

safer to share the danger with the oligoi and join them 

in revolt (III 39.6). 

Cleon thus argues that the entire population of Mytilene shou}.d be 
. , 

held responsible for the revolt. He does, however, imply that the oligoi , 

initiated the the revolt. For the demos is criticised for joining the revolt 

(~uva1teatllaav), and not deserting the oligoi. 

Diodotus contradicts Cleon, backing his arguments with detail of 

the general factional position as regards the popula~ty of Athens and the 

specific detail of the case of Mytilene. 

tate; 1tOAeatV ci5vouC; £Ott, Kat ft OU ~uvacpiatatat tC]te; 

oAiyote; ft. roy ~taa9ft. ;mapx.e1. tOte; a1toatTtaaa1. 1toA.eJ-ltoe; 

) , 
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~Ullllaxov £xov'te<; E<; 1tOAEIlOV E1tepxecr8e. 

Just think how mistaken you would be if you believed 

Cleon. For at present the demos in all the cities is 

friendly to you, and either does not join the oligoi in 

revolt or, if it is forced to, is at once the enemy of the 

apostates, and you go to war with the people of the city 

which has stood up against you as an ally (III 47 .1-2), 

188 

Diodotus thus argues that in general the demos of the allied cities is 

well disposed towards Athens, and althogh it may be forced to revolt, it 

remains opposed to such action, and sides with Athens in any ensuing 

conflict. Diodotus then applies this general appraisal of Athens' political 

support to the specific case of Mytilene. He holds that the Mytilene demos 

took no part in the revolt, and gave up the city to Athens as soon as it was 

armed (III 47.3). 

Cleon and Diodotus are arguing cases, and so present the evidence 

for their own point of view. While they contradict each other, they are 

selecting and interpreting their evidence to suit. Cleon takes a broad vievy

of the revolt, saying that they "all" attacked Athens together and that the 

people did not have to go along with the revolt when it was made, and so 

(as they did not stand up to the oligoi) are jointly responsible. Diodotus, 

however, looks at the specifics of the case in more detail, also comparing 

this situation to the general pro-Athenian feelings amongst the allies (as 

he sees them). His detail of the revolt, and especially his statement that 

the demos caused the surrender of the city to· Athens, fit the narrative of 

the revolt (III 27), or at least, do not contradict it. His interpretation of 

what happened, however, seems strongly slanted towards his pro-demos 
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position, as one might expect in a debate of this type.17 The narrative itself 

is not entirely clear as to what the position of the demos took in respect to 

the revolt, concentrating as it does on the external political relations of 

Mytilene in making the revolt. We could perhaps say that Diodotus 

attempts to contradict Cleon by interpretating the revolt in specific detail 

and by giving at the same time specific detail of the internal politics of the 

cities in the Athenian & PXTt. This reference to specific detail of the 

internal politics of the allied cities is, as we have found, not common in 

Thucydides. 

There are two more speeches in which the action of factions with 

regard to revolt is detailed. The remarks abo,ut revolt in these two 

speeches are often compared because of an apparent contradiction 

between them, though the speeches are not written as a pair, and not 

written to be analysed in such a way.18 

The first comes in a speech of Brasidas. In trying to persuade the 

people ('to ?tA:il90e; IV 84.2) of Acanthus to revolt, he reassures them that he 

has not come to interfere in their domestic pc;>litics. 

ou yap ~'\)cr'tacrtacroov TllCOO, ouBe liv aa<pfl 'titv EAEt>9EptaV , 

OAtYOte; ii to M.acraov 'tOte; ?tam 

xaAE1tOO'tepcx yap liv tf\e; &UO<pUAO'\) &pxfle; Etll 

I have not come to aid any stasis, nor do I think that I 

would be giving you any real freedom, if, setting aside 

your traditional form of government, I were to enslave 

the many to the few or the few to the many. 'For that 

17 For example, Diodotus' berov 1tI:xpelicolCE Thv 'ltOA.lV interprets Eq>aoav 'ltapaBclxHv TItV 
'ltOA.lV (III 27.3) to suit his argument that the demos sided with Athens, while Cleon could 
still argue that they did not actually hand the city over to Athens, only threaten to. , 
18 Cf. Pleket, H.W. "Thasos and the Popularity of the Athenian Empire." Historia. 
12,1963. pp. 70-77 (p. 74).\ 
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would be worse than the rule of a foreign power (IV 

86.4-5). 

Brasidas states that intervention in the internal politics of another 

state is worse than the rule of a foreign power. Brasidas seems to imply 

that real freedom (O'exq)'f\ 'tilv EAeugeptexv) consists, for Acanthus, more in 

the retention of the existing constitution ('to 1t(X'tpl.Ov) than in change, and 

assures the audience that he will make no such change. He says that 

such interference would constitute a permanent stain on Sparta's 

reputation, for it is exactly what Athens does (IV 86.5-6). 

This statement by Brasidas is, however, in conflict with a speech 

made by Phrynichus which is given in oratio obliqua. 

ou yap pouA.~O'e0'9at exu'tOUC; Ile't' OAtyexPXtexC; 11 

011J.L0lCPex'ttexC; oouAeUetv J.LUAAOV 11 J.Le9' ()1to'tepou liv 

'tuxcOOt 'tou't(ov &rugepouc; dvat. 

For they [the allies] would not prefer servitude, 

whether with an oligarchy or a democracy, to liberty 

with whichever alternative they obtained (VIII 48.5). 

Phrynichus argues that the allies will not be interested in a promise . , 

of oligarchy for themselves, but want freedom first, and regard the issue of 

oligarchy against democracy for themselves or the Athenians as 

secondary. Thus we have two completely conflicting readings of the 

perceived relative importance of foreign and domestic politics amongst 

Athens' allies. " " 

What is the explanation? Naturally both speakers are arguing a 

case and will put forward such assessmen:ts of the relation b~tween home 

and foreign policy as best helps their cause. So much is guaranteed by 

Thucydides' 'ta oeov'tex £i1te'iv in Book I 22.1. In Brasi9as' case, Thucydides 

himself comments on the "seductive quality of the argument" (to £1ta.yroya 
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d1tEtV IV 88.1) in the next chapter, and while Phrynichus failed to convince 

the oligarchs, Thucydides endorses his view by giving it factual 

confirmation in the case of Thasos (VIII 64) shortly after, an established 

technique of his for signalling that the politician speaking is a superior 

analyst. 19 

If we wish to know, however, which speech best reflects Thucydides' 

own perception of the balance between domestic affairs and foreign 

relations in the states subject to Athens, can we decide his position from 

the contradictory speeches of Brasidas and Phrynichus? 

The contradiction can be resolved, without resorting to the 

"Kompositionsfrage".20 For while Brasidas is arguing from the realities 

of domestic politics, Phrynichus appeals rather to the ideal of 

international political theory, as it was then rapidly developing. 

Andrewes has already noted - in reference to this passage - the way in 

which Thucydides speaks here of the allied cities as "undifferentiated 

wholes".21 Elsewhere we too have noted how he tends to look at the 

actions of a city as a whole, rather than a fac~ion. This does n~t mean that, 

he was unaware of the internal politics of a city. Given the actions by 

oligoi and demoi in readily calling in a foreign pow~r to back a coup d'etat 

(III 82), it seems that Thucydides saw a difference between the ideal of 

political "freedom" for a polis, and the reality of day to day domestic 

politics.22 

19 Hunter, V. Thucydides. The Artful Reporter. Hakkert, Toronto, 1973. Ch. 10. 
20 For a good summary of the problem see Hunter, V.J. "The Composition IOf 
Thucydides' History: A New Answer to the Problem." Historia. 26, 1977. pp.269-94 .. 
21 lillI p. 110. ; ' 

22 For further discussion of VIII 48.5 see my forthcoming paper "Phrynichus on the 
wishes of Athens' allies."(Under consideration). 
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10. Conclusion. 

Although Thucydides attributes the speeches to different speakers, 

who might be expected to present a wide range of ideas concerning revolt, 

we find just the opposite. The range of ideas concerning revolt in the 

speeches is limited. We find, particularly with the cause and the aim of 

the revolt, the same points recurring throughout the speeches. 

While the speakers may allude to an underlying desire amongst 

Athens' allies to revolt, they are more concerned with the opportunity for 

revolt. The Athenians (Pericles, Cleon, Alcibiades) say that the weakness 

of Athens will lead to revolt. The Peloponnesians look to instigate such 

revolts. 

Likewise, the aims which different speakers attribute to revolts are 

similar. In particular, speakers, whether Athenian, allied or 

Peloponnesian consider the material benefit to t~e Spartans and the 

material cost to Athens of revolt.23 

Content Analysis has revealed a consistently narrow focus in the 

speeches. Speakers consider the roles of the rival hegemons, in the revolts: 

how they c~use them, how they support them, why they ,do so, and how the 

revolts affect them. Thucydides' assertion that the speeches in his history 

record tex oeovta d1tdv (I 22.1) is thus well borne out. For he is writing a 

history of the conflict between Athens and Sparta, and this perspective 

affects his selection of material and his focus. We might not have expected 

quite such strict selection of points, to .the ~xclusion of many other 

considerations. Content Analysis, by breaking down' the references to 

23 This is not to say that the speakers in Thucydides show no individuality. For the 
view that Thucydides characterises speakers by their style of speaking as well as by 
comments and narrative see Tomkins, D.P. "Stylistic Characterization in Thucydides: 
Nicias and Alcibiades." Yale Classical Studies. 22, 1972. pp. 181-214. 
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revolt in the speeches into their component elements, has highlighted the 

uniformity of content in the speeches, as it did for the narrative. 

What does this uniformity of content mean for the question of the 

historicity of the speeches? Relevancy to the hegemonial theme in itself 

might explain this careful selection by Thucydides of the speeches to be 

included in his work. However, the close similarities in content of the 

theme of revolt between the speeches suggests, at the very least, such 

extensive editing on the author's part that the content is, to all extents, his 

own, and the focus, similarly, is expressive of his own conceptualisation. 

It remains to consider the connection between the content of revolt 

in the speeches and the content of the narrative. This is· the question 

which is dealt with in the next chapter, the conclusion to Part Two. 
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C. Dewald in "Practical Knowledge and the Historian's role In 

Herodotus and Thucydides", concludes: 

All the participants, including Thucydides, speak 

with the same vocabulary and the same basic 

assumptions about politics and political activity.1 

In Chapter VII, we found just such a consistency of thought in the 

content of the speeches. In the narrative accounts of revolt too (Chapter 

VI) we had already observed this consistency, which focused, as the 

speeches do, on the role of the hegemon in revolt. 

But the connection between the narrative and speeches goes beyond 

this general similarity of focus in the treatment of the theme. The 

speeches and narrative complement each other. While a narrative will 

concentrate on specific causes, a speech may be more likely to look instead 

to a more general cause, for the most part alluded to only briefly in the 

narrative. An example is the narrative of the revolt of Mytilene, which 

concentrates on specific acts leading up to the revolt, but briefly alludes to 

a desire to revolt long held (III 2), This desire is then explained in some 

considerable detail in the Mytilenians' speech (III 10-12). The narrative 

and the speech are thus closely tied together, a reference in one made 

1 In Jameson, M.H.ed. The Greek historians. Literature and history. 
presented to A.E. Raubitschek. ANMA Libri, Saratoga, 1985. pp.47-63. Cp.61). 

Papers 
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explicit in the other. 

The speeches may also refer to specific causes, in particular the 

weakness of Athens and the intervention of Sparta, both of which we find 

as elements in the content of the narrative of revolts. Pericles' worry that 

Athens' subjects will revolt if Athens is not strong enough to prevent them 

doing so (I 143.5), Cleon's claim that it is fear of Athens that prevents 

revolt (III 39.7), and Alcibiades' proposal to encourage revolt by telling 

cities of Athens' weakness (VIII 72), are reflected in Thucydides' own 

comments in the narrative on the mood in Athens after the defeat in Sicily 

(VIII 1.2) and the reaction of the allies. 

l1aAtcr'ta oe oi 'trov 'A911Vatrov unnKoot £1:0tl1ot llcrav Kat 

napa ouval1tV au'trov a<ptcr'tacr9at ota 'to OpyroV'tEC; KptVEtV 

'ta npaYl1a'ta Kat 11110' unoA£lnEtV AOYOV au'totC; roc; 'to Y' 

entov gepoc; oiot 't' ecrov'tat nEptYEvecr9at. 

But most of all the subjects of Athens were ready to 

revolt, even beyond their ability, because they judged 

what was going on in a state of excitement and would 

not admit that Athens could say that it was going to 

survive the following summer (VIII 2.2). 

The speeches "foreshadow", to use V. Hunter's term, the 

narrative.2 The Athenian speakers' fears and expectations are borne out 

in Thucydides' analysis of what actually happened. Our topic clearly 

exemplifies that the role of the Spartans in causing revolt in the speeches 

is also the focus in the narrative accounts of what happened. 

But congruence of speech and narrative reflects consistency of 

thought in a further significant way. In the speeches, we found that, in 

giving an aim for revolt, the speakers looked to the material benefits for 

2 Thucydides: The Artful Reporter. Toronto, Hakkert, 1973. p.183 et passim. 
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the Spartans and the material losses for Athens. The Corinthians say 

that they should induce Athens' allies to revolt to deprive Athens of their 

resources (I 122). Pericles echoes this idea as a fear (I 143). The 

Mytilenians try to persuade the Spartans to aid their revolt with the 

material benefits as an incentive (III 13.6-7). Astyochus and Brasidas 

(Spartan generals), and Ionian exiles, also look to the material benefits for 

Sparta of inducing revolt (VIII 32.3; IV 87.3; III 31). All these speakers 

consider revolt in terms of its economic impact on the war, and, behind 

them, it is Thucydides himself, it is clear, who was concerned with the 

economic aspects of waging war. 

Now in the Archaeology, Thucydides' initial essay on the way Greek 

society developed (I 1-21), Thucydides had linked the ideas of financial 

prosperity and great military exploits.3 And he argued the opposite case 

too: that early Greek society performed no great exploits because of its 

relative poverty. The focus on resources and ability to wage war is 

illustrated in his analysis of the Trojan War, the length of which 

Thucydides explains by the Greeks' lack of material resources (I 11). 

Thus it is Thucydides' own thesis on the importance of material resources 

in war which is reflected in the content of speeches in his Histories. 

On a conceptual level, revolts are treated consistently through the 

history and there is a complex consistency of thought between narrative 

and speeches. As H. Immerwahr puts it, "The logoi of the speakers and 

the logos of Thucydides are bound up in a single interpretation. "4 Such 

consistency of thought stems not just from the work being written by one 

3 See Hunter, V.J. Past and Process in Herodotus and Thucydides. Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1982. 
4 Immerwahr, H.R. "Pathology of Power and the Speeches in Thucydides." In 
Stadter, P. ed. The Speeches in Thucydides. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 
1973. pp. 16-31. 
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author, but from the work being a closely unified whole. For revolt 

specifically, the use of acptcr'tru.u has guaranteed a single focus for both 

speech and narrative. 

Accounts of revolt In Thucdides have an external conceptual 

direction. What they are concerned with is polis-polis interaction. But in 

particular, they focus on the hegemonial conflict between Athens and 

Sparta. Revolts are seen in the light of this conflict. In this way 

Thucydides imposes his conceptualisation of history upon his presentation 

of events. 

To sum up: 

1. Revolt is seen in terms of the hegemonial conflict. 

2. This is found in both narrative and speeches. 

This may seem no surprise in a history of the war between Athens 

and Sparta, but it needs to be said, given that Gomme, for example, saw 

the brutalisation of Athens as the real focus of the history, and de Romilly, 

the decline in Athenian leadership.5 

Hegemonialism has recently been recognised as a central element 

In the inter-state relations of Greek states. T. Pistorius, in 

Hegemoniestreben und Autonomiesicherung ......... , writes: 

The concept of inE'icr9at, possibly for the end of the 

sixth, certainly for the fifth century B.C .... is one of 

the most important driving forces in inter-state 

relations. 6 

5 Gomme, A. W. Essays in Greek history and literature. Blackwell, Oxford, 1937. 
De Romilly, J. Thucydides and Athenian Imperialism.Trans. Thody, P. Blackwell, 
Oxford, 1963. Note, however, that in a recent article, Nicole Loraux also reaffirms 
Thucydides' focus on the war: "Thucydide a ecrit la guerre du PeIoponnese." M..e..ti.s..1, 
1986. pp. 139-61. 
6 Pistorius, T. Hee-emoniestreben und Autonomiesicherune- in der Irriechischen 
Vertrae-spolitik klassischer und hellenistischer Zeit. Frankfurt am Main, Lang, 1985. 
p.2. 
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Thus Thucydides unerringly pinpoints what is now recognised to be 

the most serious force at work, hegemonialism, the bane of the polis. 

Content Analysis, focusing not on meaning but use, highlights this theme 

and proves itself a useful tool. Thucydides is seen at once to be directing, 

even forcing the reader to accept his interpretation of history. 

This leads us to the question of the "intellectual underpinnings"7 of 

Thucydides' methodology. What philosophy of method directed his 

thought, and what thereby did he hope to convey in his Histories? To 

answer these questions, we must place our findings about the content of 

Thucydides' history in the context of the thought of his contemporaries, 

and so see what the results of this study mean for an understanding of 

Thucydides. 

2. Thucydides and Gorgias. 

V. Hunter demonstrates that Thucydides reads a theory of the rise 

and fall of apX1l into his narrative of past history (the Archaeology), 

presenting material of past history to reveal this implied process. The 

past is interpreted by Thucydides through a preconception of the 

historical process. In recording this process, his interpretation creates a 

pattern to history.8 Hunter, in an earlier work, Thucydides: The Artful 

Reporter, goes so far as to say: 

The "pattern" existed in the mind of the historian. 

Perhaps by seeking out in all honesty the typical and 

recurrent in history, he imposed such pattern on 

7 Hunter, V.J. "Thucydides, Gorgias and Mass Psychology." Hermes. 114, 1986. 
pp 414-29. (p. 415). 
8 Op. cit, (1982). Chap. 1. 
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events. 9 

Thucydides does the same in his accounts of revolt. He has 

preconceived ideas on its causation, for example, which set all revolt in 

the wider context of hegemonial conflict. Only in this context will he 

describe revolt. There is therefore, as we have seen, a discernible pattern 

to his accounts of revolt in the repeated elements of which they are 

composed. 10 

The speeches and narrative of revolt thus have a hermeneutical 

direction to their composition. That is, Thucydides has predetermined the 

direction he thinks the action took, and so directs the contents of the 

narrative and the speeches in his Histories. By this method, the theme of 

a,1tocr'tacrt<;; has been focused on the role of the hegemons in their conflict, 

even to the exclusion of other aspects of the historical phenomenon 

themselves, such as the actual support within the cities which revolt for 

the revolt)1 

The rise and fall of a,PX~ is another theme in which, as Hunter 

demonstrates, a philosophical theory has directed the narration of events. 

Notice how this theme is also focused on hegemony, marking hegemony 

as the central and unifying theme in the Histories. If we were to study yet 

another theme in the Histories, ego stasis, we might well find a similar 

direction. 12 

9 Op. cit (1973). p. 105. 
10 C. Darbo-Peschanski sees Thucydides' use of a political model of the present to 
interpret the past as the reason why his work has such authority and "scientific" 
precision. "La poli~lque de l'histoire: Thucydide historien du present." Annales 
Economies. Societes. Civilisations. 3, 1989. pp. 653-675. 
11 Cf. Schadewaldt, W. who notes that one result of his strict control of the material 
was Thucydides' silence (das Verschwiegene) on many points. Die Anfange der 
Geschichtsschreibung bei der Griechen. Suhrkamp, Frankfurt, 1982. p. 301. 
12 Cf. Connor, W.R. "Narrative Discourse in Thucydides." In Jameson, M.H. ed. 
The Greek historians. Literature and history. Papers presented to AE. Raubitscheck. 
ANMA Libri, Saratoga, 1985. pp. 1-17. Appendix 5 - Schematization of elements present 
in an account of a siege. Connor notes that the reader's understanding is "directed and 
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Thus in writing his history, Thucydides was doing no less than 

creating a logos. But what kind of logos? His aim, he notes, was to record 

a K'tl1J.la ec; aiel to help understanding of the present and the future. He 

wished to transcend opinions on the present to reveal deeper truths about 

the way the world had worked and would work. 

oaot oe ~o,\)Aftaov'tat 'trov 'te 'YeVOJ.lEVCOV 'to aa<pEC; aK01telV 

Kat 'trov J.leAAOV'tCOV 1tO'te a-09tc; Ka'tU 'to av9pro1ttVoV 

'towu'tCOV Kat 1tapa1tA'I1O'tCOV eae0'9at, ro<pEAtJ.la KptVetV 

And if all those who want to understand clearly what 

has happened and what is going to happen again in 

much the same way, human nature being as it is, 

judge this to be useful, that will be reward enough for 

me (122.4). 

He does this by using language In such a way that the truth is 

necessarily evident. There is therefore a creative element to his Histories. 

Thucydides does not simply record what happened, with no concern for 

the logical connections between events, as Aristotle characterises history 

as opposed to poetry.13 Thucydides uses logical reasoning to criticise his 

source material and so record the truth as he perceives it to have been. 

Just such a methodology is also presented by Gorgias in his theoretical 

treatise the Helen.14 

deepened" by the account. For the theme of stasis in Thucydides see Barnard, M.A. 
Stasis in Thucydides: Narrative and Analysis of Factionalism in the Polis. PhD. Diss. 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1980. 
13 Aristotle Poetics 9, 23. Cf. Gray, V. The Character of Xenophon's Hellenica. 
Duckworth, London, 1989, for discussion. 
14 Here I agree with Untersteiner, M. The Sophists. Freeman, K., Trans. Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1954. Also Kannicht, R. The Ancient Quarrel Between 
Philosophy and Poetry. University of Canterbury Press, Christchurch, 1988. p. 22, who 
notes that the Helen "conceals a seriously meant theory of literature in nuce". But cf. 
MacDowell, D.M. Gorejas, Encomium of Helen. Bristol Classical Press, Bristol, 1982, 
who does not see the Helen as a serious philosophical work. See generally Guthrie, 
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'tou 0' au'tou <XVOpO<; Aesal 'te 'to oeov opero<; Kat EAeSCXl 

'tou<; lleIlCPollevo'U<; 'EAAevl1v, y'UvatKa 1tept ~<; OIlOCProvO<; 

'tl , U .......... , I 

Kal ollo'l''UXo<; y8'¥0vev 11 'te 'trov 1tOll1'trov aKo'UO'av'trov 

, '"I ..... , I 'C\..... ....., 
1tW'tl<; 11 'te 'to'U ovolla'to<; CPl1 1111 , 0 'trov O''UllcpoProv IlVl1ll11 

yeyovev. EYro oe pouAollal AOytO'Il0V 'twa 'tip AOyq> OOU<; 'tftV 

lleIlCPollevo'U<; 'l'e'Uoollevo'U<; B1tlOetsat 'te 't<XAl1ee<; Kat 

1tauO'al 't1l<; <Xllaeta<;. 

The same man should say what ought to be said and 

refute those who blame Helen, a woman about whom 

both the belief of those who have listened to the poets 

and the message of her name (which has become a 

reminder of calamities) have been in unison and 

unanimity. I wish, by adding some reasoning to my 

account, to free the slandered woman from the 

accusation and to demonstrate that those who blame 

her are lying, and show what is true and stop 

ignorance (Helen 2). 
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Gorgias makes a distinction between the belief about Helen ii 'te 'trov 

1tOll1'trov <XKo'UO'av'trov 1ttO''tl<; and the name Helen itself, ii 'te 'tou OVOIlCX'tO<; 

CPTt 1111 , 15 both of which can convey the wrong meaning; and the truth, 

which is neither of these, but a product of the application of reason 

AOY10'1l0<; to the AOyO<;. Gorgias proposes to demonstrate the truth,oelsat 'te 

't<XAl1ee<;, through reasoned argument, as this is saying what ought to be 

said Aesal 'te 'to oeov opero<;, a phrase echoed by Thucydides in 'tu Oeov'ta 

W.K.C. A History of Greek Philosophy. Vol. 3, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1969. 
15 Note the pun on name and word 
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There is a further parallel with Gorgias. For in the Helen, 

Gorgias states: 

as: 

16 

"" " \' ".. ,.,. et j..lev y<xp 1C<XV'tee; 1Cept 1C<XV'tee; 1Cept 1C<XV'tIDV etXOV 'tIDV 

1C<xpOtXOj..leVIDV j..lVTtj..lllV 'trov 'te 1C<XpOV'tIDV (EvVot<XV) 'trov 'te 

j..leAAOV'tIDV 1CPOVOt<xv, OUK (Xv <>j..lOtOe;. +0 j..loto e;+ ~v <> 

OO~<XV aUj..lpOUAOV 'ttl 'l'UXtl 1C<xpexov't<Xt. 1, oe oo~<x 

a<p<XAepa K<Xt &pep<xtoe; 01)(j<X a<p<XAep<Xte; K<Xt &pep<xtOte; 

eu'tuXt<xte; 1CeptpaAAet 'toue; <xu'ttl xpIDj..leVOUe;. 

For if everyone, on every subject, possessed memory of 

the past and (understanding of) the present and 

foreknowledge of the future, speech would not be 

equally (powerful); but as it is, neither remembering 

a past event nor investigating a present one nor 

prophesying a future one is easy, so that on most 

subjects men make belief their mind's advisor. But 

belief, being slippery and unreliable, brings slippery 

and unreliable success to those who employ it (Helen 

11).16 

Kerferd sums up Gorgias' conception of the hermeneutical process 

On the one side is the real world, labelled truth or that 

which is true. The cognition of this real world is 

knowledge. But the commonest cognitive state is 

opinion, not knowledge, and logos, which is more 

Trans. MacDowell, op. cit. 
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powerful than opinion, operates upon opinion. Both 

are deceptive in contrast with truth and knowledge. 

But it is possible to appeal from the deceptions of logos 

and opinion to knowledge and truth. 17 
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Thucydides has similar reservations about the use of 80s,a with 

regard to the unreliability of other people's opinion. As Thucydides says, 

after giving examples of mistaken opinions which are widely held (I 20): 

o\5-tco<; (haAai1tcopo<; 'tot<; 1tOAAOt<; it ~"'t,,(n<; 'tf\<; a A" 9 eia<; , 

The investigation of the truth by most people is thus 

very careless, and they readily turn to whatever story 

is at hand (I 20.3). 

The Gorgias passage resembles Thucydides' attempt to achieve 

understanding of the past and future in his history (I 22.4). Thucydides 

strives to transcend 80s,a, a limited knowledge, to achieve a lasting truth 

'tu a,,-,,9£<;. Through careful and arduous interpretation of the past he 

aims to understand truth, present and the future. 18 

Virginia Hunter demonstrates convincingly in a recent article in 

Hermes 19 that Thucydides employs a Gorgian theory of fear and a 

Gorgian conception of the nature of "-0"(0<;. I would go further and say that 

Thucydides has a Gorgian conception of hermeneutics. Like Gorgias, and 

like the great modern scholar of hermeneutics, Gadamer, Thucydides 

occupies a middle ground epistemologically between .those like Prodicus 

who see no problem in the communication of the truth, and those like the 

17 Kerferd, G.B. The Sophistic Moyement. Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1981. pp.81-2. See also Helen 2; Palamedes 4, 24 and 35. 
18 Cf. "If, then, [Thucydides] puts in his speakers' mouths the arguments he himself 
thought they should have used (i 22.1 'tu 8eov'tcx), he does so in the service of historical truth 
(i 22.4 'to cfaq>e<;)." Macleod, C. "Reason and Necessity: Thucydides III 9-14, 37-48." 
Journal of Hellenic Studies. 98, 1978. pp. 64-78. (p.64). 
19 Op. cit. (1986). 
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Eleatics who believe communication of the truth is impossible.20 His is a 

serious philosophical position, recognising the difficulties of accuracy on 

the one hand, but refusing to be detered thereby from the pursuit of a right 

understanding based on truth. 

20 See Kerferd op. cit. Chaps. 7 and 8. 
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CHAPTER IX 

THUCYDIDES. 

The study of a<ptO''tflJ..tt in Thucydides has revealed an apparant 

paradox between its meaning and use. This paradox arises from the 

conflict between Thucydides the artist and Thucydides the philosophical 

historian. 1 

In Part One, we found that Thucydides distinguished speech from 

narrative through control of the semantic field in which a<ptO''t1'Hlt is used. 

In the speeches, Thucydides reproduces, in some measure, emotive 

morally loaded rhetoric, recreating the social context of freedom and 

slavery for a1toO''t<XO't<; which was the accepted way to conceive revolt, as 

evidenced in Herodotus. In the narrative this veneer disappears - political 

action is straightforwardly political for the first time in Greek historical 

writing. 

In Part Two, Content Analysis reveals a perception of revolt which 

informs both narrative and speech. This perception focuses on the 

hegemonial conflict between the two great powers, Athens and Sparta, of 

whom the apostates are merely the pawns. 

In Part One we have observed Thucydides the dramatist. In Part 

Two, however, we find that Thucydides is not wholely the dramatist. He is 

also the philosopher, and as such pursues a realism of an altogether 

different kind. He is concerned here not with the reality of surfaces, but 

the reality that underlies surfaces. Here the philosopher sabotages the 

1 Connor, W.R. raises the problem of reconciling Thucydides the artist with 
Thucydides the historian in "A Post Modernist Thucydides." Classical Journal. 72, 
1979. pp. 289-98. 
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dramatist. 

As philosopher, Thucydides confronts the sophist's dilemma of the 

inadequacy of language to convey reality. His answer is to seek in 

individual phenomena a unified vision of the historical process. This 

vision informs all his recording of events, speeches and narrative. By 

interpreting history, by moulding it into a pattern, Thucydides reveals his 

vision of the historical process, his vision of the deeper truth which 

underlies events. 

In this study of the treatment of a single theme in Thucydides, in 

both speeches and narrative, we have not only elucidated Thucydides' 

treatment of this topic, a dialogue between dissonant meanings and 

congruent use, but also uncovered the philosophic principles which 

guided that treatment. We have found that Thucydides, in vocabulary and 

style, is very much a part of the sophistic movement that dominated Greek 

philosophy in the later half of the fifth century B.C. His is a linguistically 

sophisticated text. 

Thucydides' language is schooled in the precision of Prodicus. It 

allows Thucydides to exercise a conceptual precision in his recording of 

events through which he could break from the conventional human and 

divine focus to history and look to the abstract (here hegemonialism) as the 

force behind the process. 

But Thucydides goes beyond Prodicus, who saw a one to one 

relationship between a word and its referent. For the words in 

themselves were not the truth to Thucydides. The truth could only be 

found by reasoning from the known facts. The meaning of the words 

themselves was not absolute, but imposed by the user. Thucydides was 

thus free to impose his own meaning and use on words, and a<pia'trHtt in 

particular. 
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It was the truth and not mere virtuosity which Thucydides sought 

In giving his account of the war between Athens and Sparta. But, 

influenced by the sophistic thinkers of his day, he recognised that the 

communication of the truth was no straightforward matter. He rejects 

the Eleatics' position, that the communication of the truth is impossible, 

but, unlike the Prodicean school, he saw problems in the communication 

of the truth. It was to the school of Gorgias that he turned for the 

answers. There he found that by the imposition of reason, the truth could 

be elicited. He is as N. Loraux says, the historian of the truth.2 

Here Thucydides makes a significant contribution to 

understanding. For he takes the philosophical method of Gorgias and 

applies it effectively to the real world. Thucydides marries the 

philosophical world to the ordinary world of reality, as Euripides was 

doing for tragedy.3 In so doing, Thucydides creates a reasoned approach 

to interpreting the reality of world events - a methodological approach 

which has lasted along with his Histories. He has therefore succeeded in 

his aim to create a useful K'tfhta ec; aiEL 

The latter end of the fifth century B.C. was a critical time in the 

development of Greek intellectual life. It was the moment at which, if we 

are to believe Luciano Canfora, that the reading public became at least as 

important as the aural public.4 This gave Thucydides the opportunity for 

the schematic and hermeneutical exploration which is the distinguishing 

2 "Thucydide a ecrit la guerre du peloponnese." Metis. 1, 1986. pp. 139-61. 
3 "In short, Euripides' mythical and ideal Athens, in its whole dramatic context, 
says something about the Athens of the late fifth century, and not because Euripides was 
expressing a view on particular contemporary events, but because he was reflecting upon 
his own time and society. In that sense, the tragedian is a sort of historian; and naturally 
enough we find much material for comparison in Thucydides." Macleod, C.W. 
"Thucydides and Tragedy." Collected Essays. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1983. 
pp.140-158. (p. 149). 
4 "Lire it Athenes et it Rome." Annales Economies, Societes, Civilisations. 44:4, 
1989. pp. 925-37. (pp. 928-29). 
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feature of his Histories. For Thucydides is neither tragedian nor moralist: 

better, his text is neither tragic nor moralistic. Rather, it is sophistic. 

This sophistic input to his text extends beyond stylistic features, such as 

the rhetoric of the speeches, to the very methodological principles which 

guided the composition of the work, and, in particular, Thucydides' 

search for the truth. 
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By 

Slaves 

Guards 
Guards 
Persia 
Persians 
Egypt 
Scythians 
Medes 
Egypt 
Cyprus 
Babylon 
Ionia 
Ionia 
Bactrians 
Egyptians 
Medes et al. 
Aigina 
Lydia 
Libya 
Greek Islands 

TABLE ONE 

REVOLTS IN HERODOTUS 

From To References 

Alexandros Herakles IT 113 

Psammetichus Ethiopian King IT 30 
Oroetes Bagaeus & King III 128 
Medes Cyrus 1124 
Carnbyses III 36* 
Carnbyses III 15 
Royal Scythians IV 22.3 
Persia 1130 
Darius VITI 
Darius V 105 
Darius III 150 
Darius V35 
Xerxes IX 105; VI 11 
Xerxes IX 113* 
Apries Amasis IT 161; IV 159 
Assyrians 195 
Epidauros V 83.1 
Cyrus 1154 
Cyrene King of Egypt IV 160 
Greek Alliance IX 106* 

* = Revolt did not take place 
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TABLE TWO 

'A<bIITHMI IN THUCYDIDES 

Who/What From References 

1. 193.6 
2. oi AaKeOatll6vwt OUOeVOC: [oem otKatal IV 118.9 
3. 'trov n6AeroV ... 'ttC: 't01) nOAEllou VII 7.2 

4. oi EtAmec: ... r ec; '19roIl11V 1 I 101.2, III 54.5 
5. avopan6orov 1139.2 
6. oi 'A9nva'iot VII 28.3 

7. "EAAnVec: 118.2 
8. 189.2 
9. 'Ivaproc: 1104 
10. "Irovac; Kat v1l(Hmac; VI 82.4 
11. VIII 5.5, 28.3 
12. VIII 18.3 

13. 140.5 
14. 1115.5 
15. 'trov 'A9nvatrov I 56.2, 57 58r21. 59 60, 60.3 V 30.2 
16. 'A9nvatrov I 56.2 VI 1O.5r2l IV 79.2 
17. 'A9nvatrov 157.6 61mIII 45.2, 46.2VIII 12 19 22 

45.5 . ~ eau'trov 166 18. 
19. 'trov 'A9nvatrov 162.2 V 80.2 
20. Nac,totc: 198.4 
21. 8aotouc; 
22. EuBota ano 'A9nvatrov I 114, VIII 95.7 
23. Meyapnc; 1114[2] 
24. I 115.5, VIII 80.2,.3 
25. 'trov 'A9nvatrov II 3.2 III 55.3 
26. 'AKapVaVtav 'A9nvatrov II 80 
27. AEoBoc: an' 'A9nvatrov III 2, VIII 32 
28. MU'ttAnVatOt 'trov 'A9nvatrov ill 
29. 'Irovtav III 31, VIII 12.2 
30. III 46.5, .6 
31. 'A9nvatrov III 70 
32. AOKPtoi 'ot6Aat 'trov'A9nvatrov III 101 
33. Me0011Vn 'A9nvatrov IV 1 
34. oi 'AKav9wt 'A9nvatot IV 88 
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Who/What From References 
35. l:'tu'YtpOC; - IV 88.2 
36. 'ApytAot 'trov 'AHnvatrov IV 103.4 
37. ~KtcOVll a1t' 'A911Vatrov IV 120, .2, 122.3,.6 
38. oi EV 'tate; VTtO"ote; O"cprov IV 122.5 
39. MEVOll au'trov IV 123 
40. Lhf\~ 'A911Vatrov V 82 
41. AEO"Bwt - VIII 5.2,32.3 
42. XtOt r'Epu9pcitotl - VIII 5.4, 14, 15 
43. KAa(o/lcVae; - VIII 14.3[2] 
44. MtAll'tOV - VIII 17, 17.3,.4 
45. M,,8uJlvav - VIII 22.2 
46. M\YttA."Vl1V - VIn 22.2 
47. '-'EPEO'OV - VIII 23.4, 100.2,.3 
48. ;, [Kvtooc;] - VIII 35 
49. 'POOtOUe; 'A911Vatrov VIII 44.2 
50. "ABuoov [AuJ.L\/faKOe;] - VIII 61,62 
51. 9uO"ov - VIII 64.4 
52. KU(tKOV VIII 107 
53. [su/l/laxot] 'A9Tjvatrov 175.4,81,99.2, .3, II 65.12, III 13.6,.7, 
40.7,44.3,46, IV 81.2, 108, .3, V 14.2,96, VI 10.5, VIII 1.2,2.2,4,6, 17.2, 19, 22,48.5, 99 
54. Mc'Yapf\~ AaKcoaw.ovtrov I 103.4 
55. 'trov EV IlcA01t. 1tOAcroV... - V 14.4, 57 
56. Mav'tlverov - V 29.2 
57. Koptv9tot O"cprov V 30, 38.3 
58. 'HM:lOL - V 31.5 
59. Tc'YEav AaKcOatj.l.Ovtrov V 32.3, 64 [2] 
60. Twce; AaKcOat/lovtrov V III 18.3 
61. 'tOte; ~UJ.tJl6.1,OtC; eau'trov I 18.3, 40.4, III 9.2 

63. ~tKcAOue; a1tO 'trov ~ (oO"trov VI 48, 88.4 
64. BapBuprov ~tKcAOt VII 58.3 
65. a1tOtKtot rKcPKUpatOt 1 rKoptv9trov 1 138 
66. 1tOAtv [Ampcu'tat] O"<proV['HAdrov] V 31.4, 38.3 
67. Koptv9wt 'trov c,uj.l.j.l.ux.rov V 48.3 
68. ['ttvrov avoprov] - IV 76.4 

69. b 011/loe; - III 47.2 
70. 'tOte; [OAtyote; 1 - III 47.2, .3 

71. 1tOAt~ ['A911Vat1 au 't rov [ O"'tpa'ttro'tatl VIII 76.3 
72. 'ta EV 'tTI ~u/lro O"<prov [ouva'tcO'ta'tot] VIII 90 96.2 
73. rAaKcOatllOVtoud NtKtOU V 45.3 
74. [Ot] U1tO 'tOU KaKOU au'trov [oO"a 1tpOe; 

VtKcOj.l.cVOt icPOt~ iKE'tcuO"av ... 1 II 47.4 
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TABLE THREE 

'ATIOITAIU: IN THUCYDIDES 

Whom/What From References 

1 'tf\<; IIo'ttoata<; ['A9T\vatrov] I 57.4 
2 'trov nOA£rov I 57.6 
3 npo<; UlL&C; I 75.4 
4 ' I I99 atnat 
5 ~u lLlL(X,xrov I 122 
6 rAecrBou 1 III 2 
7 napacrKeU1)v ... Em ... III 2.3 
8 rAecrBou 1 III 5.2 
9 npoq>acrt<; III 9.2 
10 Ene~",a~ev III 13 
11 anocr'tTJcrecr8at 'EAATJvroV ... 'A8T\vatrov III 13 
12 n~rov III 13.2 
13 'tt<; ... at'twc; III 35, 
14 E1nKaAouv'te<; III 36.2 
15 ano Bpaydac; otavotac; III 36.2 
16 'trov ... nacrxov'trov ecr'tt III 39.2 
17 oc; ron~oc; 1 III 47.3 
18 ai'tt<O'ta'tou<; III 50 
19 rc.u~~ax.rov 1 EmKaAou~evrov IV 80 
a> n aATj8eta nept IV 122.6 
21 'twac; ... ai'ttouc; IV 130.7 
22 'trov 'Apyetrov EK 'tll<; ~u~~aXta<; V81 
23 wM'ta'trov ... Ot' rl:upaKocrtrov 1 VI 5.3 
LA. ' , rBf' nept an . ... enpecr eucrav'to 'trov 'A911Vatrov VIII 5 
2S 'tOtC; AecrBtotc; VIII 5.2 
26 'tou<; M119u~vatou<; VIII 23.4 
T/ 'trov ai'ttrov rKAa(o~eVtrov 1 VIII 23.6 
28 [Xtrov] VIII 34.5 
2) 'twrov AecrBtrov VIII 32.3 
1) 'tf\c; EuBotac; VIII 60 



TABLE FOUR 

LEXEMESFOR 

"SLAVE" IN THUCYDIDES 

Number of times used in 

Word in SPEECH in NARRATIVE 

of slaves metaphor of slaves metaphor 

80UAetCX 1 15 0 1 

80UAeUelV 0 10 1 0 

80UAO<; 1 3 7 0 

80UAOUV 0 22 1 6 

80UACOcrl<; 0 2 0 0 

Kcx'tcx8oUAOUV 0 2 0 0 

Kcx'tcx8oUACOcrl<; 0 4 0 0 

TOTAL 2 58 9 7 
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TABLE FIVE 

LEXEMESFOR 

"FREEDOM" IN THUCYDIDES 

INumber of times used in 

Word in SPEECH in NARRATIVE 

of slaves Dolitical of slaves Dolitical 

BAeUSepia 1 23 2 5 

BAeUSepOC; 1 17 10 0 

BAeUSepOUV 0 23 4 2 

BAeUS eproc; 1 3 0 1 

BAeUSeproO'l<;; 0 5 0 0 

~UVeAeUSePOUV 0 3 0 1 

TOTAL 3 74 16 9 
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~t Revolt who 

Hellenes X 
Allies X 
Potidaeans X 
Chalcidians X 
Perdiccas X 
lonians & Helles X 
Naxians X 
Allies X 
Thasians X 
Helots X 
Megarians X 
Inaros X 
Euboea X 
Megara X 
Samians X 
Byzantines X 
Plataeans X 
Acarnia X 
Mytilenians X 
Corcyraeans X 
Ozolian Locrians X 
Sicels X 
Messene X 
Oligoi X 
Allies X 

Acanthians X 
Stagirus X 
Argilians X 
Scione X 
Mende X 
Allies X 
Pelopon. cities X 
Mantinians X 
Eleans X 
Lepreans X 
Tegea X 
Corinthians X 
Corinthians X 
Argives X 
Perdiccas X 
Dium X 
Camerinians X 
Sicilians X 

Allies X 
Chians X 
Amorges X 
IF- •• \ Ie;: X 

TABLE SIX 

The Component Elements of the 
Narrative Accounts of Revolt 

from cause alli- mili- out-
when rum ance tary come 

X 
X X X 

X X X X X 
X X X X X 

X 
X X 

X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 

X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X 

X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 

X X X 
X X X 

X X X X X X 
X X X 

X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 

X 
X 

X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X .x 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 

X 

X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 

I 
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sp'ch Main 
stasis Reference 

118 
118 
156-65 
157-65 
162 
189 
198 
199 
1100 
1101-3 
1103 
1104,109 
1114 
1114 

X 1115 
1115 

X X II 3.2 
II 80 

X ID9 
X ID70 

ID101 
ID103 
Nt 
N76.4 
N 80,81 
108,117 

X X N 84-88 
N88 
NI03 

X N120 
N123 
V 14 
V 14,57 
V29 
V 31.5 

., V 31.4 
X V 32.3 

V38.3 
V48 

X V 76-81 
V80 
V82 
VI5 
VI 88,VII 
53 
Vill.l,2,4 

X .X Vill5.4f 
VillS.5 
VTTT .c; LI.f 
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TABLE SIX ctd. 

~ From cause alli- mili- out- stasis Main 
Revolt Who IWhen aim ance tary com< sp'ch Reference 

Greek cities X X X Vffi6 
Clazomenae X X X X X X Vffi14 
Miletus X X X X X vm17 
Lebedus X X X vm19 
Erae X X X X Vffi19 
Methymna X X X X X Vffi23 
Mytilene X X X X X Vffi23 
Eresus X X X X X Vffi23 
Cnidus X X X X Vffi35 
Rhodes X X X X X X X Vffi44 
Abydus X X X X X Vffi61 
Lampsacus X X X X Vffi62 
lThasians X X X X X X Vffi64 
!Byzantium X X X X VffiSO 
lEuboea X X X X Vffi95 
preek cities X X X Vffi99 
IEresus X X X X VffilOC 
~yzicus X X X X Vffil07 

KEY 
TO TABLES SIX AND SEVEN 

Who: 
From: . 
When: 
Cause: 
Aim: 
Alliance: 
Military: 
Outcome: 
Stasis: 
Sp'ch: 

X 

Who carried out the revolt 
From whom the revolt is made. 
When the revolt took place. 
The cause of the revolt 
The aim of the revolt 
External support for the revolt 
Military action and preparations. 
The outcome or resolution of the revolt 
Stasis as part of the revolt 
A direct speech as part of the account of ~e revolt. 

Indicates which elements of an account of revolt are present in each 
account 



~ Speech 

Corinthians 

Athenians 
Archidamus 
Corinthians 

Mytilenians 

Ionian Exiles 
Cleon 

Diodotus 
Plataeans 

Brasidas 

Brasidas 
Spartans 
Tegea 
Melians 
Nicias 
Alcibiades 
Euphemus 
Alcibiades 
Astyochus 
PhrVnichus 

TABLE SEVEN 

The Component Elements of Revolt 
in the Speeches 

from cause alli- mili- out-
who when aim ance tary come stasis 

X X X X 

X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 
X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
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Reference 

I 37-44 

I 73-78 
I 80-85 
I 120-124 

III 9-14 

III 31 
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